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Referat (abstract):

Die Adsorption von Sticksto�monoxid (NO) in metallorganischen Gerüstverbindungen
(MOFs) wird zum ersten Mal mit Elektronen Paramagnetischer Resonanzspektroskopie
(EPR) untersucht. Die diesbezügliche Auswahl an Materialien umfasst den �exiblen MOF
MIL-53(Al), den MOF MIL-100(Al), welcher koordinative ungesättigte Al3+ Plätze zur be-
vorzugten Adsorption besitzt und zwei Varianten des MOFs DUT-8(Ni), wobei eine struk-
turell �exibel und die andere starr ist. Die Sorption von NO in diesen Materialien wird
mittels quantitativer EPR von desorbierten NO Gas charakterisiert, welche zum Teil auf ei-
ner ausführlichen Analyse der Linienbreite des NO Gasphasen EPR Signals basiert. Für alle
Materialien wird die Physisorption von NO an dem organischen Teil der MOF Ober�äche
beobachtet und ausführlich für den MOF MIL-53-(Al) mittels gepulster EPR untersucht.
Zusätzlich zur Charakterisierung von anderen NO Adsorptionsspezies wird gezeigt, dass
NO bei tiefen Temperaturen am o�enen Metallplatz des MIL-100(Al) physisorbiert und
die elektronische und geometrische Struktur des entsprechenden Komplexes wird umfas-
send mittels gepulster EPR und Dichtefunktionaltheorie-Rechnungen bestimmt. Es wird
weiter gezeigt, dass NO an defekten Ni2+ Plätzen des DUT-8(Ni) chemisorbiert und zwei
Arten von Defekten werden identi�ziert und charakterisiert, welche mit der strukturellen
Flexibilität der DUT-8(Ni) Varianten korrelieren.

The adsorption of nitric oxide (NO) on metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) is studied by
continuous wave and pulsed electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectroscopy for the
�rst time. The investigated selection of MOFs comprises the �exible MIL-53(Al) material,
the MOF MIL-100(Al) which possesses coordinative unsaturated Al3+ sites for the prefer-
ential adsorption and two derivatives of the MOF DUT-8(Ni) where one shows an intrinsic
gate-opening responsiveness and the other is rigid. The sorption of NO on this materials
is characterized by quantitative EPR of desorbed NO gas, partially based on a thorough
analysis of its EPR signal linewidth. The physisorption of NO at the organic part is ob-
served for all materials and is studied in detail for MIL-53(Al) by pulsed EPR. Besides the
characterization of minor NO species, it is shown that NO physisorbs at the open metal
site of MIL-100(Al) at low temperatures and the electronic and geometric structure of
this NO-Al3+ complex is determined thoroughly by pulsed EPR investigations and density
functional theory computations. EPR further reveals the chemisorption of NO at defective
Ni2+ sites of DUT-8(Ni) and two kinds of defects are identi�ed and characterized, which
correlate with the kind of the DUT-8(Ni) framework responsiveness.

1... Lit. (Anzahl der im Literaturverzeichnis ausgewiesenen Literaturangaben)
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Nomenclature

1D one-dimensional

2D two-dimensional

3D three-dimensional

AO atomic orbital

bdc benzenedicarboxylate

btc benzenetricarboxylate

COSX chain-of-spheres exchange

cp close pore

CUS coordinative unsaturated metal site

CW continuous wave

dabco 1,4-diazabicyclo[2.2.2]octane

DFT density functional theory

DQ double quantum

DUT Dresden University of Techonology

ENDOR electron nuclear double resonance

EPR electron paramagnetic resonance

ESE electron spin echo

ESEEM electron spin echo envelope modulation

fs �ne structure

FWHM full width at half maximum

h� hyper�ne interaction

HKUST Hong Kong University of Science and Technology

HOMO highest occupied canonical molecular orbital

HYSCORE hyper�ne sublevel correlation

IR infrared

LCAO linear combination of atomic orbitals

lp large pore

LUMO lowest unoccupied canonical molecular orbital

MIL Materials of Institut Lavoisier

MO molecular orbital
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NOMENCLATURE

MOF metal-organic framework

MQ multi quantum

MS mass spectroscopy

mw microwave

ndc 2,6-naphthalenedicarboxylate

NMR nuclear magnetic resonance

np narrow pore

nqi nuclear quadrupole interaction

PES potential energy surface

PXRD powder X-ray di�raction

REI rare earth ion

rf radio frequency

RI resolution of the identity

SCF self-consistent �eld

SEM scanning electron microscopy

shf super hyper�ne

SQ single quantum

TGA thermogravimetric analysis

TMI transition metal ion

TQ triple quantum

XAS X-ray absorption spectroscopy

z� zero-�eld interaction

ZIF zeolitic imidazolate framework
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List of samples

sample chemical formula provided by

Al-MIL-53 Al(OH)[1,4-bdc] - activated, loaded with NO M. Hartmann et al.,

FAU

Erlangen-Nürnberg

Al/Cr-MIL-53 Al0.98Cr0.02(OH)[1,4-bdc] - activated, loaded

with NO

Al-MIL-100 {Al3O(OH)(H2O)}4[1,3,5-btc]4- activated,

loaded with NO

F_DUT-8a Ni2(2,6-ndc)2dabco - �exible, activated, loaded

with little NO

S. Kaskel et al. TU

Dresden

F_DUT-8b Ni2(2,6-ndc)2dabco - �exible, activated, loaded

with much NO

R_DUT-8a Ni2(2,6-ndc)2dabco - rigid, activated, loaded

with little NO

R_DUT-8b Ni2(2,6-ndc)2dabco - rigid, activated, loaded

with much NO
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FREQUENTLY USED VARIABLES

Frequently used variables and constants

A, Ai hyper�ne interaction tensor/principal value

A secular hyper�ne interaction constant

aiso isotropic hyper�ne interaction value

α �rst Euler angle describing the orientation of a tensor

B pseudo secular hyper�ne interaction constant

B0, B0 external magnetic �eld vector/magnitude

B1 magnitude of oscillating magnetic �eld perpendicular to B0

β second Euler angle describing the orientation of a tensor

CQ quadrupole coupling constant

γ third Euler angle describing the orientation of a tensor

D �ne structure tensor

D axial �ne structure constant

∆ energy di�erence between the 2Πx and 2Πy molecular states of NO

δBpp peak-to-peak EPR linewidth

E orthorhombic �ne structure constant or energy di�erence between the 2Πy and
2Σ molecular states of NO

EA activation energy

η nuclear quadrupole interaction asymmetry parameter

g, g, gi g-tensor/factor/principal value

ge free electron g-value

gn nuclear g-factor

Ĥ spin Hamiltonian

h Planck constant

~ reduced Planck constant

I nuclear spin

Î, Îi nuclear spin vector operator and its component

J total angular momentum

λ spin orbit coupling constant of NO

M macroscopic Magnetization vector

m mass

mI nuclear magnetic quantum number

mS magnetic quantum number

µ reduced mass

µB Bohr magneton

µn nuclear magneton

µ̂, µ magnetizazion vector operator/ vector

n volumetric number density

N total amount

ω1 angular frequency of precession around B1 �eld

ωe� nutation angular frequency
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ΩS angular frequency of precession in the rotating frame

ν radio frequency (in ENDOR measurements)

να,β nuclear central transition frequencies of the electron spin mS = ±1/2

submanifolds

νI nuclear Zeeman frequency

νmw micro wave frequency

νS electron Larmor frequency

ωS eletctron Larmor angular frequency

ωmw micro wave angular frequency

p pressure

Q nuclear quadrupole interaction tensor

ρ hyper�ne interaction asymmetry parameter

S electron spin

Ŝ, Ŝi electron spin vector operator and its component

σ collisional cross section

T dipolar hyper�ne interaction tensor

T temperature or dipolar hyper�ne interaction constant

t, t1, t2 time constants in pulse sequences

τ lifetime decay rate or time constant in pulse sequences

v̄ average relative velocity between two NO molecules

V volume
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1 INTRODUCTION

1 Introduction

Metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) consist of metal-oxygen clusters, which are connected

by organic ligands forming one-dimensional (1D), two-dimensional (2D) or three-dimen-

sional (3D) crystalline and microporous networks. [2,3] The large amount of di�erent kinds

of organic linker molecules and metal units allow for the design of an enormous number

of tailored MOFs, in principle. [3] This large variety as well as the permanent porosity and

the diverse surface chemistry have prompted extensive studies since the pioneering work in

the early 1990s [4�9]. The desired applications [10�17] cover the storage of molecules like hy-

drogen, [18�20] or carbon dioxide, [21�25] separation of molecules [26�31] or even isotopes, [32�34]

catalysis [35�41] including photocatalysis, [42�45] sensing, [46�50] electrochemical energy stor-

age, [13,51�54] light-harvesting, [55�60] light-emitting, [61,62] pollutants removal, [63�67] adsorp-

tion cooling [68,69] or the controlled release of drug molecules. [70�75] But also the scienti�c

interest in new phenomena occurring in nanometre-sized space has motivated the research

on MOFs. [3]

It is evident that a broad range of experimental methods is necessary for the charac-

terization and study of MOFs and their interactions with guest molecules. [76,77] Porosity

related properties like the geometric surface area, pore volume or the pore size distribution,

enthalpy of adsorption, characterization of coordinative unsaturated metal sites (CUS) and

kinetics of structural transitions can be investigated by adsorption experiments. [76,78] The

overall crystal structure is usually determined by X-ray or neutron di�raction [79�81]. Fur-

ther local geometric and electronic as well as dynamic information can be obtained with

methods like X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS), [82] infrared (IR) [77] and Raman spec-

troscopy [83] or nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy. [84�86]

Less common in MOF research is the application of electron paramagnetic resonance

(EPR) spectroscopy. [76] A literature search for the keywords �MOF� and �EPR� on webof-

knowledge.com in February 2019 results in 64 hits, compared to 399 if one searches for

�MOF� and �NMR�. One might think that one reason for the moderate use of this method,

in this �eld, is its restriction to the detection of paramagnetic species with unpaired elec-

trons. Even if a MOF consits of paramagnetic transition metal ions (TMI) or rare earth

ions (REI), their high spatial concentration in the MOF structure might prevent the reso-

lution of the most informative spin interactions due to the dominant magnetic dipole and

spin exchange couplings among the TMI or REI. [76]

However, EPR methods can often provide local information about structural, electronic

and dynamic properties of paramagnetic species which are hardly obtainable by other

approaches. In particular, EPR has been proven to be a powerful tool for the investigation

of paramagnetic centers in inorganic porous materials and on metal oxide surfaces, [87�96]

with emphasis on subjects like catalytic applications. [97�99] A more frequently usage of

EPR in the �eld of MOFs is therefore highly desirable. For that, a respective avoidance of

too large concentrations of paramagnetic species is necessary.

The mentioned problem can be often circumvented by doping a diamagnetic host with

paramagnetic EPR probes, called paramagnetic dilution. More speci�cally, some of the

framework metal ions of a diamagnetic MOF can be replaced by paramagnetic metal
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ions. [100�104] In that way, comprehensive studies of gas adsorption at the CUS of MOFs have

been reported. [105�109] The author of this thesis has investigated in detail the structural

phase transition of the MOFMIL-53(Al1-xCrx) (MIL =Materials of Institute Lavoisier, x =

0.01 ... 0.02) during temperature variation [110] and CO2 adsorption. [111] Those studies were

carried out by doping the diamagnetic Al3+ with a few percent of paramagnetic Cr3+ ions,

which have a 3d3 electron con�guration and therefore an electron spin S = 3/2. Similar

studies have been reported for the V4+ doped MIL-53(Al) where the paramagnetically

diluted V4+ ions act as EPR active probes for structural transitions of the MOF. [112,113]

Another example for paramagnetic dilution is a recent study of the author where the CO2

sorption triggered structural phase transition of the Cu2+ doped diamagnetic Zn2(BME-

bdc)2(dabco) MOF was probed by the in situ EPR detection of the Cu2+ signals. [114]

However, even in cases where all metal ions of the MOF material are paramagnetic, its

investigation with EPR might be feasible, if the distances between the ions are large enough

as shown exemplarily in a recent study of Kultaeva et al. [115]

Whereas the previous approach alters the composition of the host material, it is also

possible to introduce paramagnetic guest molecules into the MOF structure. Here, the

latter can be diamagnetic, in principle. The adsorption characteristics of those guest

molecules are mainly determined by their interaction with the MOF surface. This inter-

action can be characterized by EPR spectroscopy using these molecules as EPR active

probes, since their local microscopic environment alters their EPR spectroscopic relevant

properties. Information about the pore volume or the local geometric and electronic struc-

ture of the respective adsorption sites on the MOF surface can be obtained in this way.

Only a few studies applying this method in MOF research have been reported. For ex-

ample, the mobility of nitroxide radicals adsorbed in MIL-53(Al) were characterized by

EPR and information about the structural phase transition of this MOF and the position

and orientation of the nitroxide radicals were obtained in this way. [116,117]. Furthermore, a

nitroxide adsorption complex at the CUS in the MOF HKUST-1 (HKUST = Hong Kong

University of Science and Technology) was investigated by EPR [118] and Lewis acid sites

in the aluminum containing MOFs MIL-100 and MIL-110 were characterized by the EPR

spectra of adsorbed nitroxide radicals. [119] A recent study reports the introduction of a ni-

troxide probe into the MOF ZIF-8 (ZIF - zeolitic imidazolate framework). [120] Its mobility

was altered by the adsorption of additional gases as it was monitored by the EPR signal

of that probe.

Other kinds of paramagnetic probes are inorganic radicals like superoxide (O2
-), the

presence of which in MOFs was veri�ed by EPR in several cases. [121�124] An electronically

similar [125,126] but more informative EPR probe is the inorganic radical nitric oxide (NO),

since it shows distinct and highly instructive EPR signals in its gaseous desorbed as well

as adsorbed phase at certain surface sites. This is demonstrated by the large number of

EPR studies in the �eld of NO adsorption on zeolites or metal-oxide surfaces [92,127�129] or

in biology. [130�133] The research presented in this thesis introduces for the �rst time the

study of the EPR response of adsorbed NO into the �eld of MOFs. Meanwhile, Khan et

al. reported two NMR studies of NO adsorption on two MOFs. [134,135] But, although the
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1 INTRODUCTION

most abundant nitrogen isotope 14N has a nuclear spin I = 1, the paramagnetism of NO

had prevented the usage of NO as a direct NMR active probe in these cases.

The investigation of the adsorption of the paramagnetic molecule NO on MOF sur-

faces by EPR is of great interest for several reasons. The most prominent one is re-

lated to the potential development of medical applications. The physiological role of NO

was �rst discovered by Furchgott, Ignarro and Murad in the 1980s, [136�140] who indepen-

dently discovered its vasorelaxing properties. The following research proved the impact of

NO on many organic systems in humans, mammals and plants. [141�143] It turns out that

NO is a physiological messenger in the cardiovascular, neurological and immune systems

and shows antimicrobial and cytotoxic activity. [140,144�150] Such important roles in biolog-

ical systems increase the interest for this gas for medical applications like antithrombotic

or antibacterial treatment, wound-healing or for therapies against cancer or neurological

diseases. [139,147,149,151�160] For the development of appropriate medications, materials are

needed, which can store NO and release it in an application adapted manner. Respective

drug delivery agents like polymers, [151,161,162] functionalized silica nanoparticles, [163�166]

metallic nanoparticles [163,167] and zeolites [168�172] have been studied in recent years.

In addition, MOFs have been investigated for their usage as medical storage materials

for NO, releasing this gas in vivo in a controlled manner. [173�183] They enable in principle

the storage of large amounts of NO over a long time period owing to the presence of CUS

which act as strong bonding adsorption sites for this molecule. [180,184�186] By the same

time the release of NO is possible under physiological conditions, [175,178,184,186] since water

molecules replace the NO bound to the metal ion. [178,184] A light-induced release of NO

from MOFs, functionalized with photoactive NO donors like N -nitrosamine, is possible [177]

as well as the chemical storage of NO in MOFs by the reaction of amino functionalized

linkers with NO to diazeniumdiolate, [173,187] releasing NO under humid conditions. [176,188]

Recently, the magnetic resonance imaging-guided and near-infrared light triggered release

of NO from nanoscale Mn porphyrin MOF systems with integrated heat-sensitive NO

donors was reported [189] and might promote the way to new possibilities for cancer therapy.

Strategies, using more biocompatible ligands in the MOF structure like vitamin B3, might

reduce the toxicity of MOFs acting as NO releasing compounds. [190] The development of

NO releasing composite materials by combining the functionalities of MOFs with others

like polymers is feasible [191,192] and might promote the way to an NO delivery agent which

ful�lls all needs of a real life medication. However, further research toward an MOF

based drug delivery agent is necessary. The scale-up of the synthesis of MOFs for NO

storage and releases is a crucial factor and subject of ongoing research. [193] In addition, an

understanding of the fundamentals of NO adsorption on MOFs has high signi�cance and

might help tailoring the properties of a desired MOF to the needs of an appropriate NO

drug delivery agent.

The adsorption of NO on MOFs is also interesting for other reasons. MOFs might be

involved in the development of NO sensors [194] or in the catalytic production of NO. [195]

But such NO related applications are not the only matter which motivates the study

of the NO adsorption on MOFs. As pointed out, NO can be used as an EPR active
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probe molecule which can explore the surface properties of these materials. This might

include the characterization of adsorption sites at the organic linker molecules as well as

at open metal sites. [92] Properties like the Lewis acidity of a catalytically active site, and

structural or electronic characteristics of the NO molecules local environment might be

derived. [196�200] The characterization of the Lewis acidity of catalytically active sites like

Al3+ CUS in MOFs is an important task due to its relevance for the search for MOF

materials that are suitable for various applications in heterogeneous catalysis. [119,201�203]

A standard method for the characterization of Lewis acids in MOFs is IR spectroscopy of

certain probe molecules. [202,204�207] In general, this method does not enable the unambigu-

ous determination of the adsorption sites' nature probed by the IR active molecule. It is

a result of the present thesis, exempli�ed for the MOF MIL-100(Al), that the alternative

use of NO as an EPR probe for the Lewis acidity of Al3+ CUS in MOFs can, in principle,

overcome this disadvantage.

Another important and recent topic is the study of defects in MOFs. [208,209] Defects

might a�ect properties related to catalysis, gas adsorption, photoluminescence and mag-

netic, electrical, electronic and mechanical characteristics. [208,210�216] Here, the use of NO

as an EPR active probe molecule might be particularly interesting for MOFs without any

framework CUS in their de�ning structure. In the real material, some bonds to the frame-

work ions might be broken, producing defective CUS. NO might adsorb at such defective

metal ion sites, making such defects accessible for their characterization by EPR on a

microscopic scale. This approach is demonstrated in the present thesis for the particular

MOF DUT-8(Ni) (DUT = Dresden University of Technology) relating the characterization

of its defects to its �exibility.

Flexibility is an important property of certain MOFs. Some MOFs can change their

structure reversibly from a narrow pore (np) or non-porous phase (cp for close pore) to

a porous large pore (lp) phase triggered by external stimuli like the gas pressure or the

temperature. [217�221] This makes them extremely interesting for applications like storage,

separation or sensing. [218] Particularly, the EPR signal of desorbed NO can give speci�c

insights concerning such structural transformations. [222�224]

The analysis of the EPR spectra provides spin Hamiltonian parameters, which char-

acterize the spin system in a phenomenological manner. Of great importance is their

interpretation on the basis of the local electronic and geometric structure of the corre-

sponding EPR active species. This objective might be achieved in many cases with the

aid of quantum chemical calculations based on approaches like density functional theory

(DFT). Such methods correlate the EPR parameters of a certain paramagnetic species

with parameters of its local electronic and geometric structure. [225�233] To realize such cal-

culations for MOFs, one can either apply periodic boundary conditions [101,234] or cut those

parts out of the framework structure, which de�ne most importantly the local environment

of the paramagnetic species. The latter approach, which is based on the computational

characterization of a representative molecular cluster, has been used in the �eld of MOFs

for the development of appropriate force �elds, [235] or for the study of the adsorption of

molecules [34,236,237] even correlated with magnetic parameters determined by EPR. [105]
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1 INTRODUCTION

DFT has beem further used to calculate the structure and EPR parameters of NO adsorp-

tion species. [225,228�232]

The reader hopefully will be convinced that the investigation of the NO adsorption on

MOFs by EPR has great signi�cance although it is not established, yet. The �rst-time ap-

plication of this approach is outlined in this thesis. The selection of MOFs investigated in

this thesis comprises the MIL-53(Al) [238] material and its chromium doped variant, [110] the

MIL-100(Al) [239] and �exible and rigid derivatives of the DUT-8(Ni). [240,241] It is represen-

tative in such a manner that it includes MOFs with and without coordinative unsaturated

metal sites (CUS), with closed and open shell metal ions and with and without intrinsic

structural �exibility. The leading questions of this thesis are:

� What are the NO sorption characteristics which EPR reveals?

� What are the local geometric and electronic structures of the NO adsorption species

in the various MOFs

After introducing some conceptual background in chapter 2, the methodology of EPR of

desorbed NO is further developed and applied to exemplary MOFs in chapter 3. [222�224]

This way it is demonstrated how the amount of desorbed NO can be roughly quanti�ed in

situ in an EPR experiment at moderate gas pressures. Its temperature dependence allows

for a �rst characterization of the NO adsorption strength for various MOFs and of their

�exibility. One can expect that adsorption of NO might be possible at the organic ligands

as well as at the CUS of MOFs. Consequently, for the �rst comprehensive EPR study

of the NO adsorption on MOFs, the famous MIL-53(Al) was chosen as a candidate for a

MOF without CUS and the MOF MIL-100(Al) was chosen as a model system for a MOF

with CUS, as presented in the chapters 4 and 5, respectively. [223,242] Both materials have

Al3+ as their framework metal ion, which has a closed shell 2d22p6 electron con�guration.

For the MIL-53(Al) material only a weak physisorption of NO at non-metallic sites at the

MOF surface could be identi�ed applying continuous wave (CW) EPR and high resolu-

tion pulsed EPR experiments. The MOF MIL-100(Al) is a prominent model system for

a heterogeneous catalyst with Al3+ CUS being strong Lewis acid sites. [202,205,239] The ap-

plication of CW and high resolution pulsed EPR methods to the NO loaded MIL-100(Al)

material, complemented by DFT calculations, allowed for the complete characterization of

the NO-Al3+ adsorption complex at the framework CUS and characterized its Lewis acid-

ity at the same time. [242] For a third extensive CW EPR study presented in chapter 6 the

MOF DUT-8(Ni) was chosen. [224] It has no framework CUS but its metal ions are Ni2+ and

therefore open shell ions since they have a 3d8 electron con�guration. Depending on the

crystal size, [241] this MOF occurs in a �exible [243�245] as well as a rigid [241,246] version which

motivated the search for the microscopic reasons of this di�erence in �exibility by using NO

as an EPR active probe molecule. [224] As a result, a correlation between the amount and

kind of distinct defective paddle wheel units and the kind of �exibility is strongly indicated

by the presented EPR results. The chapter 7 relates some aspects of the preceding four to

each other and discusses the signi�cance of the results. A conclusive chapter 8 summarizes

the present work and is also suited for readers who are only interested in a brief overview
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of the thesis. Information about the samples, spectroscopic details and further completing

information can be found in the appendix sections at the end of the thesis.
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2 MATERIALS, METHODS AND THEORY

2 Materials, methods and theory

The �rst section 2.1 of this chapter introduces general concepts of MOFs as well as the

three di�erent materials, which are considered in this thesis. The section 2.2 explains

shortly the di�erent EPR methods applied in this thesis and relevant formulas that will

be collected. The section 2.3 comments relevant EPR related properties of NO. The last

section 2.4 elucidates shortly the basic concept of DFT.

2.1 Metal organic frameworks

2.1.1 General concepts

According to the consensus of the 2013 IUPAC recommendations on Terminology of Metal-

Organic Frameworks and Coordination Polymers [247,248] the de�nition of a MOF is: �A

metal-organic framework, abbreviated to MOF, is a coordination network with organic lig-

ands containing potential voids.� This de�nition derives from the term �coordination net-

work� which is de�ned in the same paper as: �A coordination compound extending, through

repeating coordination entities, in 1 dimension, but with cross-links between two or more

individual chains, loops, or spiro-links, or a coordination compound extending through re-

peating coordination entities in 2 or 3 dimensions.� Consequently, the two de�ning in-

gredients of MOFs are �coordination entities�, namely metal clusters, and organic ligands,

which connect these clusters to 1D, 2D or 3D crystalline porous networks. The voids in the

MOFs can be zero-dimensional, 1D, 2D or 3D existing as closed cavities, channels, layers

or intersecting channels, respectively. [3]

Often transition-metal ions are the connectors of the organic linkers. Di�erent met-

als and oxidation states can provide coordination numbers ranging from two to seven. [3]

Lanthanide ions can increase the coordination number up to ten. [3] This diversity of coor-

dination numbers and geometries enables the construction of varied network topologies. [3]

Another feature of the metal ions is the provision of CUS, which can occur at the cationic

sites after the removing of solvent molecules in many MOF structures. They often act as

preferred adsorption sites for guest molecules providing the fundamentals for applications

like adsorption, catalysis or sensors. [3]

The number of organic linker molecules, which can be used for the design of MOFs,

is considerably large and includes neutral, anionic and cationic moieties. [3,249] With the

choice of the linker molecules the topology as well as the functionality of the framework

can be tuned. [249] The former is strongly determined by the size and shape of the linker,

especially its number of the connectors, which can reach from two to eight. [249] The surface

properties can be altered by the linkers decoration with certain functional groups. [249]

Another classi�cation categorizes MOFs as belonging to the �rst, second and third

generation. [2] MOFs of the �rst generation exist as porous frameworks only with adsorbed

guest molecules. After the removal of the latter the framework structure breaks down.

MOFs of the second generation show permanent and stable porosity, whereas MOFs of

the third generation have �exible frameworks enabling transformations between di�erent

structural phases as a response to external stimuli like temperature, guest molecules, light,
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2.1 Metal organic frameworks

Figure 1: View along the a-direction on a chain of AlO4(OH)2 octahedra with bdc ligands of
the empty room temperature lp phase of MIL-53(Al). Atoms are shown in black (carbon),
red (oxygen), dark gray (aluminum) and light gray (hydrogen).The structural data were
taken from Liu et al. [1]

electric or magnetic �elds. [3,219]

Flexible MOFs can be classi�ed with respect to their stimulated structural transitions

including breathing [220] and gate pressure [221,250] phenomena. [219,221,251] �Breathing� means

a structural and reversible transition with a distinct displacement of the framework atoms

and a change in the unit cell volume. [219] Usually the porosity remains during such a

transition whereas the �gate pressure� e�ect entitles transformations from a non-porous

framework structure to a porous one above a certain threshold pressure, namely the �gate-

opening� pressure, accompanying with the adsorption of the gas. [221] Two MOFs consid-

ered in this thesis show the mentioned �exibility. The MOF MIL-53 is a famous ex-

ample for the �breathing� phenomena, [238] whereas DUT-8(Ni) shows the �gate pressure�

e�ect, [224,241,243�245,252�254] as outlined in more detail in the following subsections.

2.1.2 MIL-53(Al)

The backbone of the famous MOF MIL-53 are 1D chains of MO4(OH)2 octahedra as shown

in Figure 1. Here, M is a trivalent cation like Cr3+ [255,256], Fe3+, [257] In3+, [258] Ga3+ [259] or

Al3+ [238]. Two adjacent metal-oxygen octahedra share a common µ2-(OH) group (Figure

1). These chains are connected with 1,4-benzenedicarboxylate (bdc) ligands forming 1D

rhombic channels as is shown in Figure 2. Therefore, the chemical formula of MIL-53

is M(OH)[O2C-C6H4-CO2]. In this thesis the aluminum version of MIL-53 as well as its

chromium doped version were considered, where about two percent of the framework Al3+

ions were replaced by Cr3+ cations. The framework structure of MIL-53(Al) is stable up

to a temperature of T = 773 K. [238]

The MOF MIL-53(Al) can exist in an lp and an np phase as they are shown in Figure

2a and b. [1,238] The empty lp phase has channel dimensions of about 8.5× 8.5 Å2 whereas
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2 MATERIALS, METHODS AND THEORY

Figure 2: The empty room temperature lp (a) and np (b) phases of MIL-53(Al) as viewed
along the c-axis. The atoms are in black (carbon), red (oxygen), dark gray (aluminum)
and light gray (hydrogen). The structural data were taken from Liu et al. [1]

the channel dimensions of the hydrated np phase are about 2.6 × 13.6 Å2 at room tem-

perature. [238] The former one has the space group Imma with an orthorhombic unit cell

and a pore volume of 1430 Å3 [1,260] whereas the latter has the space group C2/c with a

monoclinic unit cell and a pore volume of about 864 Å3. [1,255] The activated sample exist at

room temperature in the lp phase. [238] The transformation to the np phase can be triggered

reversibly by the adsorption of various guest molecules like water, [255] CO2, [260] H2S, [261]

Xe, [262] di�erent alkanes [263,264] or xylene. [265] Also, a temperature change can stimulate

the reversible transformation between the lp and np phases, even in the absence of any

guest molecules. [1,110,266] Starting with the empty lp phase at room temperature, the tem-

perature triggered transformation to the np phase occurs in a temperature range between

T = 150 K and T = 60 K during cooling. The back-transformation to the lp phase occurs

between T = 325 K and T = 375 K during heating as it has been determined by inelastic

neutron scattering, neutron powder di�raction [1] and independently by the author with

EPR of paramagnetic Cr3+ probe ions replacing a few percent of the Al3+ ions. [110] This

strong hysteresis shows that this temperature driven transformation is of �rst order. It is

accompanied by a coexistence of both phases at all temperatures but most distinct in the

temperature ranges where the back- and forward-transitions occur. The reasons of this

coexistence are not understood, yet. They might be related to properties like the size of

the particles in the powder. For the DUT-8(Ni) material a strong correlation between the

framework responsiveness and the particle size was reported [241] and a similar correlation

may apply to the MIL-53(Al) material.

2.1.3 MIL-100(Al)

The structure of the MOF MIL-100(Al) is more complicated than that of MIL-53(Al). The

basic metallic building unit is a µ3-oxo-centered trinuclear Al3+ cluster (Figure 3a) whereas

the organic ligand is a 1,3,5-benzenetricarboxylate (btc) ion (Figure 3b). At one Al3+ ion of

each metallic trinuclear cluster one anion like a hydroxyl ion coordinates axially for charge

compensation. Water molecules bind to the other two Al3+ CUS in the non-activated
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Figure 3: Building units of the MIL-100(Al) structure, namely the trinuclear aluminum
cluster (a), the trimesat (btc) ligand (b) and the supertetrahedral block (c) with a trinuclear
aluminum building unit at each corner and btc ligand at each face. The atoms are carbon
(black), oxygen (red), aluminum (dark gray) and hydrogen (light gray). The structural
data are from Volkringer et al. [239] Water molecules and hydroxyl groups coordinating
axially to the aluminum atoms have been omitted.
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Figure 4: View on one unit cell of the non-activated MIL-100(Al) along the [110] direction.
Only the oxygen atoms of the water and hydroxyl groups coordinating to the aluminum
ions are shown. The atoms are black (carbon), red (oxygen), dark gray (aluminum) and
light gray (hydrogen). The black lines are the edges for the unit cell. The structural data
were taken from Volkringer et al. [239]

MOF. These building units form {Al3O(OH)(H2O)2}4[btc]4 supertetrahedra with one Al3+

cluster at each corner and one btc ligand at each face (Figure 3c). The supertetrahedra

corresponds to the SiO4 units in the zeolite ZSM-39 that also has the MTN topology like

MIL-100. [239,267] A view of this structure along the [110] direction is shown in Figure 4.

The unit cell of the crystal is cubic with a length a = 71.687(3) Å and the space group

is Fd-3m. [239] This structure has two types of cavities. One is delimited by 12 pentagonal

rings with window diameters of 5.2 Å and the other is also delimited by 12 pentagonal

rings, but in addition by four hexagonal rings with window diameters of 8.8 Å. [239] This

structure has seven non-equivalent crystallographic Al3+ sites. [239]

The MOF MIL-100(Al) is thermally stable up to a temperature of T = 643 K. [201]

During the activation procedure only one water molecule per Al3 cluster was indicated to

leave the framework leading to only one CUS per Al3 trimer. [201] Recently, Khan et al. [135]

reported that the amount of desorbed water during the activation can be even higher.

2.1.4 DUT-8(Ni)

The MOF DUT-8(Ni) has the chemical formula Ni2(2,6-ndc)2(dabco) where 2,6-ndc stands

for 2,6-naphthalenedicarboxylate and dabco stands for 1,4-diazabicyclo[2.2.2]octane. [244,245]

The metallic building unit is a bimetallic Ni2 paddle wheel as shown in Figure 5. Four 2,6-
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2.1 Metal organic frameworks

Figure 5: Bimetallic Ni2 paddle wheel units with coordinating dabco ligands of the lp (a)
and cp (b) phase of DUT-8(Ni). The atoms are colored in black (carbon), red (oxygen),
blue (nitrogen) and green (nickel). Hydrogen atoms have been omitted. The structural
data are from Bon et al. [240]

Figure 6: lp phase (a) and the cp phase (b) of DUT-8(Ni). Atoms are colored in black
(carbon), red (oxygen), blue (nitrogen) and green (nickel). Hydrogen atoms have been
omitted. The structural data are from Bon et al. [240]
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ndc ligands connect each paddle wheel with four other paddle wheels forming square-grid

2D layers in case of the solvent containing lp phase of DUT-8(Ni) as it is shown in Figure

6a. Dabco ligands are coordinating via their nitrogen atoms at the axial sites of the paddle

wheels as shown in Figure 5, connecting the 2D layers to a 3D structure (Figure 6). The lp

phase of DUT-8(Ni) (Figure 6a) has almost a tetragonal space group P4/n with the lattice

parameters a = b = 18.4312 Åand c = 9.3905 Å. [240,243] Here, the c-direction is perpen-

dicular to the 2D layers of DUT-8. The mesh size of the 2D layers is 9.6× 9.6 Å2 whereas

the smaller channels along the a and b directions have approximately 2.5× 7.4 Å2 dimen-

sions. [243]. The diagonals between opposite paddle wheels have lengths of 18.43 × 18.43

Å2. After the solvent removal the DUT-8(Ni) structure transforms into a non-porous cp

phase with a triclinic P1 space group as it is shown in Figure 6b. [240] Now, the diagonals

between opposite paddle wheels have changed to the lengths 23.66 × 6.95 Å2. Figure 5b

illustrates the strong deformation of the Ni2 paddle wheels in the cp phase. During the

transformation from the lp to the cp phase, the unit cell volume changes drastically from

1595 Å3 to 647 Å3. [240] Also, the color of the powder changes from green to yellow. [243]

The reversible transformation between the cp and lp phases of DUT-8(Ni) is an ex-

ample for the �gate pressure� e�ect (see subsection 2.1.1). Below a certain threshold gas

pressure the MOF stays in its non-porous cp phase. Above this pressure it opens to the

porous lp phase to adsorb the corresponding gas. This phenomenon was observed dur-

ing the adsorption of nitrogen, xenon, n-butane as well as for carbon dioxide. [240,243�245]

Both structural phases were further characterized by Raman spectroscopy and distinct low

frequency breathing mode bands were identi�ed for both phases. [253] The structural re-

sponsiveness of the �exible DUT-8(Ni) might become relevant for separation applications.

Particularly, it was shown that the �exible DUT-8(Ni) selectively respond with a cp to lp

transformation after the exposure to polar aprotic solvents while representative alcohols

do not induce this structure transformation, leading to selective adsorption from binary

mixtures of such liquids. [252]

Interestingly, Lee et al. synthesized a rigid derivative of the DUT-8(Ni), [246] modifying

slightly the synthesis conditions. This variant stays always in the lp phase even in the

absence of any guest molecules. This di�erence in �exibility of the same MOF materials

was correlated to the crystallites sizes. [241,254] The DUT-8(Ni) wit large crystals (> 1µm)

is �exible and adopts the non-porous cp phase in its activated solvent free form whereas the

derivative with small crystals (< 1µm) stays in the porous lp phase regardless of whether

guest molecules are adsorbed or not.

2.2 EPR spectroscopy

EPR spectroscopy can be performed in CW mode, were the sample is irradiated continu-

ously with microwave (mw) radiation of constant frequency or one can choose from a large

variety of pulsed EPR methods, [268] where sequences of short high power mw pulses are

radiated on the sample manipulating the quantum mechanical state of the spin systems.

Such spin systems can be described by a spin-Hamiltonian approach which is introduced

brie�y in the �rst part of this section. The following subsections discuss the di�erent EPR
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methods used in this thesis with a special focus on the needs of the following experiments

and analyses.

2.2.1 The spin-Hamiltonian approach

Neglecting interactions between electron spins at di�erent spatial positions as well as the

magnetic dipole-dipole interactions between di�erent nuclear spins, the energies and cor-

responding eigenstates of the magnetic sublevels of a magnetic species with electron spin

S, interacting with n nuclear spins Ij , can be described in good approximation by the spin

Hamiltonian that is

Ĥ = ĤEZ + ĤZFS + ĤHF + ĤNZ + ĤQI, (1)

as introduced by Abgragam and Pryce in 1951 [268,269].

The term:

ĤEZ = µBB
T
0 gŜ (2)

expresses the electron Zeeman interaction which describes the coupling between the elec-

tron spin and the external magnetic �eld vector B0. Here, µB is the Bohr magneton and

Ŝ the electron spin vector operator. The matrix g is the g-tensor with the principal values

gx, gy and gz. As usual, the eigenframe of the g-tensor will de�ne the molecular frame of

the considered system throughout this thesis, if nothing else is stated.

The zero-�eld interaction (z�) enters in second order into equation (1) as

ĤZFS = ŜTDŜ, (3)

where the matrix D is the traceless zero-�eld interaction tensor. It has to be considered

only for electron spins S > 1/2. In non-cubic systems, it is responsible for a splitting of the

energy levels even at zero magnetic �eld. It originates from dipolar interactions between

electron spins [270] as well as from the spin-orbit coupling between the electron spins and

their orbital motion. [271] It is convenient to express the z� Hamiltonian as [268]

ĤZFS = D

[
Ŝ2
z −

1

3
S (S + 1)

]
+ E

(
Ŝ2
x − Ŝ2

y

)
. (4)

Here, the operators Ŝ2
u, u ∈ {x, y, z} are the projection of Ŝ on the respective principal

axes of the z� tensor. The parameters D and E express directly the symmetry of the z�

tensor. In case of cubic symmetry they are both zero, in case of axially symmetry E = 0

but D 6= 0 and for even lower symmetry they deviate both from zero.

The coupling between the electronic and nuclear spins is described by the hyper�ne

interaction (h�) term as follows:

ĤHF =
n∑
j=1

ŜTAj Îj , (5)

where the vector operators Îj describe the nuclear spin Ij of the jth nucleus and the

matrices Aj are the corresponding h� tensors. Considering the h� with a single nucleus,
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this interaction can be understood as a sum:

ĤHF = ĤF + ĤDD (6)

consisting of its isotropic part that is:

ĤF = aisoŜ
TÎ (7)

and called the Fermi contact interaction and its traceless anisotropic part

ĤDD = ŜTT Î, (8)

which origin is the dipole-dipole coupling between the electronic and nuclear magnetic

moments. [268] In its principal value system the dipolar coupling tensor has the following

form:

T = T

 − (1 + ρ) 0 0

0 − (1− ρ) 0

0 0 2

, (9)

with the dipolar coupling constant T and the asymmetry parameter ρ. Note that the

symbol T will be also used for the temperature in this thesis, but from the context the

usage will be always clear. Consequently, the full h� tensor calculates as

A = aiso1 + T . (10)

The Fermi contact interaction is related to the electron spin density |ψ (0)|2at the

nucleus according to the formula: [268]

aiso =
2

3

µ0

h
µBµngegn |ψ (0)|2 , (11)

with µ0 being the permeability of free space, h the Planck constant, µn the nuclear mag-

neton, ge = 2.0023 the g-factor of the free electron and gn the nuclear g-factor.

Assuming that the electronic and nuclear magnetic moments can be considered as

point-dipoles, one can estimate from T the distance r between the electron and nuclear

spins using the relation [268]

T =
µ0

4πh
µBµngegnr

−3. (12)

In equation (1) the interaction between the external magnetic �eld and the various

nuclear spins enters as the nuclear Zeeman term

ĤNZ = −µn
n∑
j=1

gn,jB
T
0 Î

j (13)

with the nuclear g-factors gn,j .

The m nuclei with nuclear spins Iki > 1/2, i = 1, ...,m, where the ki ∈ {1, ..., n}, have
an electric quadrupole moment which interacts with the electric �eld gradient at the site
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of the corresponding nucleus. This interaction has to be considered in equation (1) in form

of the nuclear quadrupole interaction (nqi) term:

ĤQI =
m∑
i=1

ÎkiTQki Îki . (14)

The matrices Qki are the nuclear quadrupole interaction tensors. For a single nucleus with

spin I its traceless quadrupole interaction tensor can be expressed in its principal axis

system as: [272]

Q =
e2qQ/h

4I (2I − 1)

 − (1 + η) 0 0

0 − (1− η) 0

0 0 2

 . (15)

Here, e is the charge of a proton, eq the largest principal value of the electric �eld gradi-

ent tensor at the nucleus site, Q the nuclear quadrupole moment and η the biaxiality of

the electric �eld gradient tensor. Often the nqi is described by the quadrupole coupling

constant CQ = e2qQ/h.

Throughout this thesis the energies of the spin-states as well as the z�, h� and nqi

tensors are given in frequency units. Further, all angular momenta are given in units of 1.

The big advantage of the spin-Hamiltonian approach is that the spatial degrees of

freedoms of the corresponding wave function are treated as constants that are collected by

the few second-rank tensors g, D, Aj and Qki in a phenomenological manner [268]. Thus,

the dimension of the Hilbert space is drastically reduced to d = (2S + 1)
∏n
j=1

(
2Ij + 1

)
.

The eigenvalues of Ĥ are the energies Ei of the di�erent eigenstates |ψi〉. In the high

�eld limit, where the electron Zeeman interaction is large compared to all other terms,

each state |ψi〉 = |mS ,mI1 ,mI2 , ...,mIn〉 can be described by the �almost good� magnetic

quantum numbers mS = −S,−S + 1, ..., S − 1, S and mIk = −Ik,−Ik + 1, ..., Ik − 1, Ik

which are the eigenvalues of the Ŝz and Îkz operators. The latter are the projections of the

Ŝ and Îk operators on the direction of the magnetic �eld vector B0. Here, �almost good�

means that the Hamiltonian in equation (1) is almost diagonal in the basis consisting of

the |mS ,mI1 ,mI2 , ...,mIn〉 states, which means that the Ŝz and Îkz operators commute

with Ĥ (equation (1)) approximately.

For a comprehensive understanding of the following pulsed EPR experiments, it is

necessary to collect some information about the energy level spacing of an electron spin

S = 1/2 coupled to a nuclear spin I as derived from equation (1). In the high-�eld limit

each energy level of such a spin system can be characterized by the magnetic quantum

numbers mS and mI as shown schematically in Figure 7. From the spin Hamiltonian in

equation (1) one can derive the �rst order energy of such a level given by: [268]

ε (mS ,mI) = νSmS + c (mS)mI −
1

2

[
I (I + 1)− 3m2

I

]
Q

′
z (mS) , (16)

where

c (mS) =

[
nT
(
mS

gA

g
+ νI1

)(
mS

ATgT

g
+ νI1

)
n

] 1
2

(17)
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Figure 7: Schematic scheme of the energy levels of an electron spin S = 1/2 coupled to
a nuclear spin I = 5/2. The order of the energy levels corresponds to the case A > 0
and A/2 > |νI |, where A is the h� constant and νI = −gnµnB0/h the nuclear Zeeman
frequency. [268]

and

Q
′
z (mS) =

1

c (mS)2n
T

(
mS

gA

g
+ νI1

)
Q

(
mS

ATgT

g
+ νI1

)
n (18)

depend only on mS but not on mI . Here, νS = gµBB0/h is the electron Zeeman frequency,

νI = −gnµnB0/h the nuclear Zeeman frequency, B0 = |B0| and g =
√
nTggTn the

e�ective g-factor where nT = (sin θ cosφ, sin θ sinφ, cos θ) is the unit vector describing the

direction of B0 in the usual spherical coordinates relative to the eigenframe of the g-tensor.

The other quantities are the g-, h� and nqi tensors as de�ned above.

The nuclear frequencies correspond to the energy di�erences between levels with dif-

ferent mI within the same mS submanifold. In the following they are designate as

νk
mI ,m

′
I

= ε (mS ,mI)− ε
(
mS ,m

′
I

)
, (19)

with k = α or k = β for mS = +1/2 or mS = −1/2, respectively.

In case of a non-integer nuclear spin, the nuclear frequencies of the nuclear central

transitions in each electronic submanifold are called να := να− 1
2
, 1
2

and νβ := νβ− 1
2
, 1
2

. Ne-

glecting the nqi and assuming small g-anisotropy and an axially symmetric h� tensor, those

frequencies can be expressed in an even more compact form [268,273]

|να| =

√(
νI +

A

2

)2

+
B2

4
(20)

|νβ| =

√(
νI −

A

2

)2

+
B2

4
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with

A = aiso + T
(
3 cos2 θ − 1

)
(21)

B = 3T sin θ cos θ.

Here, A and B describe the secular and pseudo-secular parts of the h� Hamiltonian in

equation (5) [268,273] whereas the corresponding non-secular terms, which are proportional

to the Ŝx and Ŝy operators, are neglected in the derivation of equation (20). Corresponding

formulas for the secular and pseudo-secular h� parameters A and B can be obtained if the

hf-tensor is orthorhombic. [268,274]

A last commend should be made about the electronic transitions, which can be excited

by mw radiation. In usual EPR experiments, as considered in this thesis, the transition is

induced by the oscillating magnetic �eld component of the mw radiation which is perpen-

dicular to the external magnetic �eld. In this case, at magnetic �elds which are distinctly

larger than the h�, assuming S = 1/2, only electronic transitions can be excited which

obey the selection rules ∆mS = ±1 and ∆mI = 0, according to Fermi's golden rule and

the conservation of angular momentum. [275]

2.2.2 CW EPR spectroscopy

The standard and most widely used EPR method is CW EPR spectroscopy. [275] Here,

electromagnetic waves with constant frequency νmw in the mw regime are continuously

irradiated on the sample. An external magnetic �eld is applied. Its direction is kept

constant but its magnitude is swept over a certain range during an CW EPR experiment.

Thus, the most important interaction of those explained in the previous subsection is the

electron Zeeman interaction, since it is the only interaction which depends signi�cantly

on the magnetic �eld. Usually, the nuclear Zeeman interaction cannot be resolved in CW

experiments. In the simple case of a single electron spin S = 1/2, the increasing magnetic

�eld would increase the energy separation ∆E between the magnetic sublevels that are

characterized by the magnetic quantum numbers mS = ±1/2. This is as an e�ect of

the electron Zeeman interaction (equation (2)). The situation is illustrated in Figure 8a.

Since the mw frequency νmw is constant, the resonance condition νmw = ∆E = gµBB0/h

is ful�lled for a single and distinct magnetic �eld Bres
0 . Therefore, only at this �eld mw

radiation is absorbed by the sample, which is measured in a CW EPR experiment. In the

CW setup, the external magnetic �eld magnitude is superimposed by a small oscillating

magnetic �eld which also modulates the measured EPR response. The corresponding

magnitude of the oscillating part of the detected signal gives the typical EPR signal which

is consequently the �rst derivative of the usual adsorption spectrum, as illustrated in Figure

8a.

An increased complication is given, if the sample is a powder, where each molecular

orientation occurs with equal abundance in the ideal case. This situation is illustrated in

Figure 8b. Here, the simulated EPR powder spectrum of a single electron S = 1/2 with an

axially symmetric g-tensor is shown. Its principal values are g⊥ := gx = gy 6= gz =: g‖. In
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Figure 8: a) Energy levels of an electron spin S = 1/2 with g-value ge as a function
of the external magnetic �eld B0 (above). The mw absorption spectrum (black) and
the corresponding EPR signal which is its �rst derivative (red) are shown below. The
arrow indicates the energy di�erence ∆E, which ful�lls at the magnetic resonance �eld
B0 the resonance condition νmw = ∆E of a CW EPR experiment, with the mw frequency
hνmw = 9.6 GHz. b) The simulated EPR powder spectrum (red) of an electron spin
S = 1/2 with an axially symmetric g-tensor with g‖ = 1.7 and g⊥ = 2.0. The EPR signal
is the �rst derivative of the corresponding absorption spectrum (light gray). Di�erent
orientations of the molecular frame, with respect to the laboratory frame, contribute to
the EPR powder signal at di�erent magnetic �elds. This is indicated by the magnetic
�eld dependency (blue) of the angle θ between the external magnetic �eld and the axial
symmetry axis of the g-tensor of spin packets, which are in resonance with the mw frequency
at the respective magnetic �eld. Those orientations of the g-tensor which contribute to
the EPR signal at magnetic �eld positions where θ = 90°, 45° or 0°, are shown on top. The
magnetic resonance �elds B⊥ and B‖ correspond to the resonance positions where θ = 90°
or θ = 0°, respectively.
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that case, the resonance �eld position Bres
0 (θ) of a micro-crystal with one electron species is

fully characterized by the angle θ betweenB0 and the principal z-direction of the respective

g-tensor. At each magnetic �eld Bres
0 (θ), only those orientations with angle θ contribute

to the EPR signal, which ful�ll the relation: [275]

Bres
0 (θ) =

hνmw

µB
√
g2
⊥ sin2 θ + g2

‖ cos2 θ
. (22)

In that sense θ = 90° de�nes the resonance �eld B⊥ where the adsorption signal of the

powder has most intensity, since here the largest amount of orientations, namely the full

x, y-plane, contributes to the EPR signal. The angle θ = 0° de�nes the resonance �eld B‖
where the adsorption spectrum has least intensity, since only one orientation parallel to the

z-axis of the g-tensor contribute to the EPR signal. The EPR spectrum, which is the �rst

derivative of the absorption signal, has most intense features at the �eld positions B⊥ and

B‖ where the principal directions of the g-tensor contribute to the EPR signal (Figure 8b).

These features are also called powder edge singularities and they originate from the varied

contribution of the g-tensor orientations to di�erent �eld positions of the EPR spectrum.

As discussed and illustrated in Figure 8b, one can select only a small subset of molecular

orientations in the presence of an anisotropic g-tensor, if a distinct magnetic �eld in an

EPR experiment is adjusted. This important technique is called orientation selection and

is a powerful tool to determine the relative orientations of h� or even nqi tensors with

high resolution pulsed EPR techniques, even if the sample is a powder and not a single

crystal. [268] Such pulsed methods will be introduced in the next subsection.

2.2.3 Pulsed EPR methods

In this thesis four di�erent pulsed EPR methods were applied to investigate NO species

adsorbed in the MOFs, namely two-pulse electron spin echo (ESE) �eld sweep, hyper�ne

sublevel correlation (HYSCORE), Davies electron nuclear double resonance (ENDOR) and

three-pulse electron spin echo envelope modulation (ESEEM) experiments. Their pulse

sequences are summarized in Figure 9.

For the reader, who is not familiar with pulsed EPR, a �rst understanding of its basic

principle will be given in the following. Here, the classical picture of the manipulation of

electron spins by short mw pulses will be outlined, as it is described in the textbook of

Schweiger and Jeschke. [268]

The foundation of pulsed EPR is quantum mechanics. On the other hand, one can

describe simple pulsed experiments classically. Here, the macroscopic magnetization vector

M instead of the microscopic electron spin vector operator Ŝ is considered. As a result

of a very fundamental symmetry theorem of quantum mechanics, called Wigner-Eckart

theorem, each single electron with spin S has a magnetization that is expressed by the

vector operator: [272]

µ̂ = −gµBŜ, (23)

where g is the respective g-factor. The macroscopic magnetization vector M per unit
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Figure 9: Two-pulse ESE sequence (a) and pulse sequences of the three-pulse ESEEM (b),
HYSCORE (c) and Davies ENDOR (d) experiments. [268] Filled boxes indicate non-selective
and empty boxes indicate selective pulses, respectively. In the Davies ENDOR experiment
mw pulses as well as radio frequency (rf) pulses are applied in the same sequence.
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Figure 10: a) Precession of the macroscopic magnetization vectorM around the magnetic
�eld vector B0 with the Larmor frequency ωS in the Laboratory frame and with the
frequency ΩS = ωS − ωmw in the rotating frame. [268] b) Nutation of the magnetization
vector M in the rotating frame in the presence of a magnetic �eld B1 along the x-axis.

The nutation frequency is ωe� =
√

Ω2
S + ω2

1 where ω1 = gµBB1

~ . [268]

volume is related to this microscopic quantity via: [276]

M = n 〈µ̂〉 , (24)

where n is the density of spins and 〈·〉 is the expectation value averaged over all independent
sample quantum states. Classically speaking, the magnetization of a single electron is a

simple vector µ and equation (24) reads as: [268]

M =
1

V

N∑
i=1

µi, (25)

where the sum runs over all N electrons i within the volume V . In a static magnetic �eld

B0 the equation of motion
dM
dt

=
−gµB
~

M ×B0 (26)

holds, where × is the cross product between vectors. It follows that M precesses about

B0 with the Larmor frequency:

ωS =
gµBB0

~
, (27)

as it is shown in Figure 10a.

In an EPR experiment the oscillating magnetic �eld componentB1,x (t) = B1 cos (ωmwt)

of the mw radiation pointing along the x-axis adds to the static magnetic �eld along the

z-axis, with ωmw = 2πνmw. To simplify the situation, one describes the motion of the mag-

netization in the rotating frame which rotates with the frequency ωmw in the right-hand

sense around the external magnetic �eld. In this frame, M still precesses around B0 in

the absence of any other �elds as it is shown in Figure 10a, but now with the frequency
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ΩS = ωS−ωmw. If the oscillating �eld B1,x (t) is switched on, it can be treated in good ap-

proximation as being constant in the rotating frame pointing along the x-axis as illustrated

in Figure 10b. The superposition of both precessions about B0 and the B1 �eld leads to a

nutation around an e�ective �eld which axis is inclined by the angle θ = arctan
(
ω1
ΩS

)
with

respect to B0 as it is shown in Figure 10b. Here, the frequency of the precession about

the B1 �eld is ω1 = gµBB1

~ and the nutation frequency calculates to

ωe� =
√

Ω2
S + ω2

1. (28)

If the mw radiation is on-resonant with the Larmor frequency, meaning that ωS = ωmw,

the nutation occurs completely in the y, z-plane. If the mw radiation is switched on for

the time tπ/2 de�ned by the relation π/2 = ωe�tπ/2, the magnetization would point along

the −y-direction in the rotating frame afterwards. If the mw pulse is twice as long, M

would point along the −z-axis �nally. These two pulses are therefore named π/2- and

π-pulses, and they are the cornerstones of all pulse sequences of the di�erent pulsed EPR

experiments. Classically speaking, one can use such short pulses to rotate the macroscopic

magnetization vector in any direction in the rotating frame, manipulating in that way the

spin systems which contribute to M .

How do these manipulations of the magnetization matter for the experimentalist? For

the detection of a signal an oscillating magnetization is needed emitting mw radiation

which can be detected. In thermal equilibrium the macroscopic magnetization M0 stays

exactly parallel to the external static magnetic �eld B0 and no mw radiation would be

emitted. Now, the situation after an on-resonant π/2-pulse shall be imagined. According

to the previous considerations, the magnetization M would precess in the x, y-plane at

the Larmor frequency immediately after this pulse, emitting a detectable mw signal. In

that way a large variety of pulsed EPR experiments [268] can be performed with a setup,

where distinct sequences of short mw pulses manipulate the spin system and at the end the

response of the oscillating macroscopic magnetization is detected, namely as the intensity

of an echo which occurs after the pulse sequences as indicated in Figure 9 (see also appendix

chapter C for more information).

This illustrative picture holds only for spin systems with two energy levels. [268] Systems

with more than two levels have to be treated quantum mechanically by the density operator

formalism, although for such cases the classical picture might still govern some important

aspects. [268] Unfortunately, the introduction of this formalism would go beyond the scope

of this work, even though it is inevitable to fully understand the advanced HYSCORE and

electron nuclear double resonance ENDOR experiments applied in this thesis. Instead, the

interpretation of such experiments will be described below without their detailed justi�ca-

tions.

An important technique used for the presented studies is the two-pulse ESE sequence

shown in Figure 9a, which induces the primary echo as explained in more detail in the ap-

pendix C. It is utilized to measure the magnetic �eld dependent EPR signal of the sample

as an absorption like spectrum. More precisely, the external magnetic �eld is increased in

small time steps over a certain range and at each point the intensity of the integrated pri-
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mary echo is recorded after the application of the two-pulse sequence. In that way, spectra

of powder samples are recorded, which look qualitatively like the illustrative adsorption

signal in Figure 8b. But there might be di�erences between the spectra determined by

two-pulse ESE �eld sweep or CW experiments. The decay time of the primary echo can be

described by the phase-memory time Tm which includes e�ects of transverse relaxation as

well as spin di�usion. [268] Electron spins with short Tm do not show up in echo experiments

but still contribute to the CW EPR spectra. Even if Tm is long enough to enable the echo

detection, it might be �eld dependent leading to a deviation between the line shapes of the

spectra determined by two-pulse ESE or CW experiments.

Two-pulse ESE �eld sweep experiments have their own merit. For example, if they

are conducted with selective pulses, which excite only a small magnetic �eld range of

the powder spectrum, the obtained resolution might be better than in usual CW EPR

experiments. They can also detect less intense or broad signals which are not resolved in

a CW experiment due to taking the �rst derivative in the latter case. But a two-pulse

ESE �eld sweep experiment also prepares for continuing studies. After the detection of

the EPR spectrum by an ESE �eld sweep experiment, the proper magnetic �eld position

for further and more advanced experiments like HYSCORE or ENDOR can be selected, to

measure nuclear frequencies which are not resolved in the CW or ESE �eld sweep spectra.

In this thesis nuclear frequency spectra of protons
(

1HI = 1/2
)
and 27Al

(
27AlI = 5/2

)
as well as 14N

(
14NI = 1

)
nuclei have been investigated, which couple to the electron spin

S = 1/2 of a certain NO adsorption species. This was mostly achieved by the use of the

HYSCORE experiment which is an extension of the three-pulse ESEEM experiment as

introduced now.

In a three-pulse ESEEM experiment the echo intensity of the stimulated echo sequence

π/2 − τ − π/2 − t − π/2 − echo as shown in Figure 9b is measured in dependence of the

incremented time delay t. [268] The later de�nes the period, where nuclear coherences, cre-

ated by the �rst two pulses, can freely evolve, modulating the echo intensity t-dependently.

In an HYSCORE experiment an additional mixing π pulse is applied within this evolution

period, interchanging nuclear coherences between di�erent electron spin submanifolds. [268]

Thus, the HYSCORE pulse sequence is π/2 − τ − π/2 − t1 − π − t2 − π/2 − τ − echo

as illustrated in Figure 9c. [268,277] The echo intensity is recorded while the time variables

t1 and t2 are varied independently, keeping the duration τ constant. In that way a 2D

time domain spectrum can be obtained. The application of a 2D Fourier transformation

converts this spectrum into a 2D frequency domain spectrum, correlating nuclear frequen-

cies of two di�erent electron spin submanifold for distinct nuclear species and increasing

the spectral resolution considerably, compared to 1D methods like three-pulse ESEEM or

ENDOR spectroscopy.

The evolution of a single time variable t1 or t2 leads to a modulation of the echo intensity

oscillating with nuclear frequencies νk∈{α,β}
mI ,m

′
I

(equation (19)), since the �rst two π/2 pulses

generate nuclear coherences. [268] This e�ect is the ESEEM e�ect. It occurs already with the

primary echo. Its origin is explained in detail in the textbook of Schweiger and Jeschke. [268]

The π pulse of the HYSCORE sequence mixes nuclear coherences of both electron
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Figure 11: Schematic HYSCORE signals of an electron spin S = 1/2 coupled to a nuclear
spin I = 1/2. a) A single non-canonical orientation of B0 with respect to the h� tensor
contribute to the signal. b) All non-canonical orientations of B0 with respect to the h�
tensor contribute to the signal in the case of an isotropic g-tensor and an axially symmetric
h� tensor. Here, green resembles the case of a strong h� |A/2| > |νI | whereas blue resembles
a weak h� with |A/2| < |νI |. The red lines are the functions ν2 = −ν1 ± 2νI .

spin submanifolds and correlates thereby in principle any nuclear frequency να
mI ,m

′
I

of

the α manifold with any nuclear frequency νβ
m

′′
I ,m

′′′
I

of the β manifold. This leads to

characteristic cross peaks in the 2D frequency domain spectrum at the eight positions(
±να

mI ,m
′
I

,±νβ
m

′′
I ,m

′′′
I

)
,
(
±να

mI ,m
′
I

,∓νβ
m

′′
I ,m

′′′
I

)
,
(
±νβ

m
′′
I ,m

′′′
I

,±να
mI ,m

′
I

)
and(

±νβ
m

′′
I ,m

′′′
I

,∓να
mI ,m

′
I

)
. [278] But due to the symmetry of the HYSCORE signal a restriction

to the �rst and fourth quadrants, as they are shown in Figure 11, is justi�ed. The intensities

of those cross peaks in di�erent quadrants can di�er from each other already in single

crystal spectra and one can assign from that di�erence ambiguous cross peaks to their

nuclear isotopes. [278]

A necessary condition for the detection of a HYSCORE signal is that the corresponding

spin packets have a non-canonical orientation of B0 with respect to the h� tensor, meaning

that B0 is not parallel to a principal direction of that tensor. [268] If B0 would be aligned

parallel to a principal direction of the h� tensor, the pseudo-secular h� parameter B (see

equations (21)) and as a consequence the depth of the ESEEM modulation would be

zero. [268] Therefore, the h� tensor must be anisotropic, otherwise no HYSCORE signal can

be detected.

If the HYSCORE experiment is conducted for a powder, extended ridges in the 2D

frequency spectrum are usually observed (Figure 11b). Those ridges consists of cross

peaks
(
να
mI ,m

′
I

(Ω) , νβ
m

′′
I ,m

′′′
I

(Ω)

)
which depend on the relative orientation Ω between the

molecular and laboratory frame. The phases of spin packets of adjacent orientations might

di�er from each other which leads to the suppression of certain ridges by interference

e�ects. [278] As a consequence, the HYSCORE signal occurs in case of strong h� with

|A/2| > |νI | in the fourth quadrant whereas for weak h� with |A/2| < |νI | the ridges occur
in the �rst quadrant. The corresponding signals in the other quadrant are suppressed.

Both limiting cases are illustrated in Figure 11b. For intermediate h�, ridges occur in both

quadrants. [268]
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As pointed out, the π pulse correlates any pair of nuclear frequencies from the α and β

manifolds. But in the presence of a small nqi and a shallow modulation of the spin echo,

cross peaks between the ναmI ,mI+1 and νβmI ,mI+1 frequencies are usually most intense. [268]

According to equation (16) only those of these cross peaks depend on the nqi to �rst order,

for which mI 6= −1/2. The cross peaks between the nuclear central transition frequencies

να and νβ or generally between the frequencies να−mI ,mI and νβ
−m′

I ,m
′
I

are in �rst order

independent of the nqi. [268] Nevertheless, if the nqi becomes large, it might in�uence the

values of those frequencies in second order. [268]

For the given reasons, one often observes in HYSCORE spectra of powder systems with

a half integer nuclear spin I > 1/2 only the ridge, correlating the nuclear central transition

frequencies να and νβ since the others are �rst-order broadened by a distribution of the

nqi parameters. [279] From the equations (20) it follows that the secular h� term shifts the

orientation dependent (να, νβ) cross peaks along the anti-diagonals

ν2 = −ν1 ± 2νI (29)

in the weak and strong h� cases, if the pseudo-secular constant B is small. This is il-

lustrated in Figure 11b. From the equations (20) also follows that the pseudo-secular h�

parameter B shifts a cross peak to larger magnitudes of the frequencies να and νβ . Consid-

ering only signals extended along the anti-diagonal ν2 = −ν1 + 2 |νI |, this leads to concave
ridges in the �rst quadrant for weak h� as shown in Figure 11b. In case of strong h�, the

corresponding ridge in the fourth quadrant has a convex shape (Figure 11b) since the root

in equations (20) is a concave function and the values
(
νI + A

2

)2
and

(
νI − A

2

)2
are always

di�erent for A 6= 0.

Only for orientations where the external magnetic �eld is coaligned with a principal

axis of the h� tensor, the pseudo-secular constant B becomes zero and the corresponding

cross peaks (να, νβ) are located exactly on the lines de�ned by equation (29). It would be

quite easy to determine from those positions the h� tensor principal values. Unfortunately,

the HYSCORE intensity drops to zero at positions where the h� tensor principal direction

contribute, as it was already mentioned. [268] Nevertheless, this information can be also

obtained from the shape of the extended ridges which do not reach the anti-diagonal. For

the determination of the principal values of a h� tensor with arbitrary symmetry, it is often

helpful that the corresponding ridges in a HYSCORE spectrum convert into straight lines

in the squared frequency plot. [274] Those lines can be easily �tted by the formula: [274]

ν2
α(β) = Qα(β)ν

2
β(α) +Gα(β), (30)
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where

Qα(β) =

(
ν2
uα(β) − ν

2
vα(β)

)
(
ν2
uβ(α) − ν

2
vβ(α)

) (31)

Gα(β) =

(
ν2
vα(β)ν

2
uβ(α) − ν

2
vβ(α)ν

2
uα(β)

)
(
ν2
uβ(α) − ν

2
vβ(α)

) .

These equations de�ne three ridges where the symbols u and v have to be replaced according

to (u, v) ∈ {(z, x) , (z, y) , (x, y)}. The corresponding frequencies are de�ned as:

νzα(β) = −νI ± (aiso + 2T ) /2

νyα(β) = −νI ± [aiso − T (1− ρ) /2] (32)

νxα(β) = −νI ± [aiso − T (1 + ρ) /2] .

Those three ridges are the borders of a horn shaped area in the frequency domain spectrum

which covers all orientation dependent cross peaks (να (Ω) , νβ (Ω)). [274] They are usually

the most intense features of the signal. [278] In case of an axially symmetric h� tensor, they

collapse into one single ridge.

What about the other cross peaks correlating the ναmI ,mI+1 and νβmI ,mI+1nuclear fre-

quencies for I > 1/2 with mI 6= −1/2? As already discussed, they depend in �rst order

on the nqi. Thus, they are shifted orientation dependently perpendicular to the anti-

diagonals de�ned by equation (29). [268]. Qualitatively, this �rst-order pattern is symmet-

ric to those anti-diagonals since these shifts have a opposite sign for the (mI ,mI + 1) and

(− (mI + 1) ,−mI) transitions. [268] For powder spectra, this leads to 2mI ridges aligned

qualitatively parallel and symmetric to the anti-diagonals (equation (29)) in the weak

and strong h� cases, small B and small nqi. Those ridges must cross at some point the

anti-diagonal since the nqi tensor Q is traceless.

The HYSCORE signal intensity depends also on τ . [280] This leads to regions in the

2D frequency spectrum, where the signal is suppressed and which are called blind spots.

This suppression matters already in three-pulse ESEEM experiments. The intensities

of the cross peaks between the να and νβ frequencies are proportional to the factor

|sin (πνατ) sin (πνβτ)|. [268,280] An exemplary plot is shown in Figure 12, demonstrating

the blind spot distribution for strong h�. Here, it was assumed that the h� anisotropy is

weak and the nuclear frequencies are approximately να(β) = |νI ±A|. A similar plot for

weak h� can be found in a paper written by Höfer. [280] Due to the presence of such blind

spots, it is often necessary to conduct HYSCORE experiments with di�erent τ values at

the same magnetic �eld, especially if the sample is a powder.

Nevertheless, at this point it should be evident that one gains with the spreading of

correlated nuclear frequencies in two dimensions considerably more resolution than one

achieves in experiments like 1D ESEEM and ENDOR. For this reason, HYSCORE is often

the method of choice to measure h� and nqi parameters of nuclei neighbored to the electron

spin, especially if those couplings are weak. [268] On the other hand, the measurement of
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2.2 EPR spectroscopy

Figure 12: Plot of the factor |sin (πνατ) sin (πνβτ)| which modulates the HYSCORE in-
tensity of cross peaks (να, νβ) in the approximation of weak h� anisotropy, where these
frequencies can be roughly described as να(β) = |νI ±A|. Here, νI is the nuclear Larmor
frequency of 27Al at a magnetic �eld B0 = 350 mT. In black regions the HYSCORE signal
is suppressed whereas in white regions the plotted factor becomes large.
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the same nuclear frequency spectrum by other methods can give additional complementary

information, which might lead to more reliable results and might have their own merits. In

solids, strong h� are often best measured by Davies ENDOR, [268] which will be introduced

next.

The pulse sequence of a Davies ENDOR experiment is shown in Figure 9c. It consists

of a combination of selective mw pulses and one selective radio frequency (rf) pulse. [268]

The �rst mw π-pulse inverses the electron polarization selectively for one allowed EPR

transition. The following rf pulse inverses selectively nuclear polarization which modulates

the electron polarization of that transition. The latter is read out by a primary echo pulse

sequence. The intensity of the resulting echo is measured as a function of the rf frequency.

Thus, if the rf frequency is o�-resonant with a nuclear frequency as de�ned by equation

(19), the echo magnitude is maximal whereas it is minimal if the rf frequency is on-resonant

with such a nuclear transition. This way, the nuclear frequency spectrum can be measured

directly with Davies ENDOR. A big advantage of this method, with respect to ESEEM

techniques, is the absence of any blind spots.

For some cases like transition metal ions with large h� or ligand nuclei with small gyro-

magnetic ratio the nuclear transition amplitudes as measured with ENDOR are modulated

by the so called h� enhancement factor. [268] Due to its large Larmor frequency, the electron

spin follows the oscillating rf �eld Brf (t) adiabatically. This modulates the magnetic �eld

Bhf (t) which is generated by the electron spin at the nucleus. Therefore, the e�ective rf

�eld at the nucleus is Be�
rf (t) = Brf (t)+Bhf (t) which might lead to an enhancement or an

attenuation of the nuclear transition amplitude. [268] As a result the amplitude of nuclear

transitions with large frequencies might be enhanced whereas those transitions with small

frequencies might become hardly detectable with ENDOR.

2.3 EPR related properties of nitric oxide

2.3.1 The electronic structure of NO

Nitric oxide (NO) is a heteronuclear diatomic molecule. With the LCAO (linear combina-

tion of atomic orbitals) method it can qualitatively be derived that NO has a KK (1σ)2

(1σ∗)2 (2σ)2 (1π)4 (1π∗)1 (2σ∗)0electronic ground state con�guration (Figure 13a). [281�284]

Here, KK denotes the closed K shell structures formed by the 1s atomic orbitals (AO),

of both the nitrogen and the oxygen atoms. The 1σ and 1σ∗ molecular orbitals (MO) are

in a �rst approximation the bonding and antibonding linear combinations of the 2s AOs

of the nitrogen and oxygen atoms. The 2σ and 2σ∗ MOs are likewise linear combinations

of the 2pz AOs of both atoms, where z denotes the direction parallel to the internuclear

axis. The 1π and 1π∗ MOs are doubly degenerated by 1πx, 1πy and 1π∗x, 1π∗y , respectively.

The latter four MOs are approximately the bonding and antibonding linear combinations

of the 2px and 2py AOs of the nitrogen and oxygen atoms. Here, the x- and y-directions

are perpendicular to the internuclear axis and to each other and are de�ned such that the

unpaired electron is in the 1π∗y MO. MOs denoted with σ have a projection of the orbital

angular momentum along the internuclear axis equal to zero. The π type MOs have a

corresponding orbital angular momentum projection equal to ±1. [282,284]
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Figure 13: a) Qualitative molecular orbital diagram of NO [283], b) Hund's coupling case
(a) of angular momenta in a diatomic molecule with atoms A and B [281]

The 1π∗y MO, containing the unpaired electron, is distributed over the whole molecule.

Thus, the electronic structure of NO might be understood as a mixture between the two

resonance structures [198,285]

: Ṅ = Ö: ↔ : N̈
−

= Ȯ :+, (33)

I II

where the unpaired electron spends approximately half of the time in the 2py AO of the

nitrogen and half of the time in the 2py AO of the oxygen. The corresponding electron pair

spends half of the time at the oxygen and half of the time at the nitrogen atom. Accordingly,

this interpretation of the electronic structure of the NO molecule motivates the usage of

the NO molecule as an EPR active probe for the Lewis acidity of CUS. [92,198,200,242] The

contribution of both resonance structures to the electronic structure is sensitive to the

electron pair acceptor strength of the adsorption site, which can be quanti�ed by the 14N

h� measured by EPR.

2.3.2 Angular momenta of the nitric oxide molecule

The total angular momentum J of a diatomic molecule is a sum J = L+S+R of the total

electronic orbital momentum L, the total electronic spin S and the angular momentum

R of the nuclear rotation as it is illustrated in Figure 13b. [281] Quantum mechanically,
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they are expressed as vector operators. Several coupling modes of these three momenta

are possible. For NO, the coupling condition named Hund's case (a) applies. [281] Here, the

interaction between the nuclear rotation and the electronic spin and orbital motion is very

weak. But a strong axially symmetric electrostatic �eld between the two nuclei is present.

This forces the total orbital angular momentum L to precess around the internuclear axis

as illustrated in Figure 13b. Therefore, L is not a constant of motion. But its projection Lz
along the z-axis (internuclear axis) stays always constant with magnitude Lz = mL (note

that angular momenta are given in units of one). Here, the magnetic quantum number

mL can take values mL = L,L− 1, L− 2, ...,−L, where the non-negative integer L is the

quantum number of the total orbital momentum L. Reversing the direction of motion of

all electrons in an electric �eld does not change the energy of the system (in contrast to the

motion in a magnetic �eld) but changes mL to −mL. Therefore, one de�nes the quantum

number

Λ = |mL| (34)

which describes the projection of the total electronic orbital momentum along the inter-

nuclear axis. This number can take values:

Λ = 0, 1, 2, ..., L. (35)

Molecular states with di�erent Λ have in general di�erent energies, but as long as Λ > 0

they are doubly degenerated into states having mL = ±Λ. As common, molecular states

with Λ = 0, 1, 2... are designated as Σ,Π,∆, ... . [281] Molecular Σ states are not degenerated.

In Hund's case (a), the relation Λ > 0 holds and the electronic orbital motion of the

electrons leads to the presence of an internal magnetic �eld along the internuclear axis.

This forces the total electron spin S via spin-orbit coupling [286] to precess around this

axis. Therefore, S is not constant but its projection Sz with magnitude Sz = mS is. Here,

the secondary spin quantum number mS is denoted by Σ as usual, which should be not

confused with the same designation for molecular states with Λ = 0. In contrast to the case

of the magnetic quantum number mL, states with mS and −mS have di�erent energies

unless mS = 0. Therefore, Σ can have following values:

Σ = S, S − 1, S − 2, ...,−S, (36)

where the non-negative integer S is the spin quantum number of S. The precession of L

and S about the internuclear axis in diatomic Hund's case (a) molecules is much faster

than the nutation of the whole molecule around J .

One can simply calculate the resultant electronic angular momentum Ω along the

internuclear axis by adding Lz and Sz. The quantum number of Ω is de�ned as:

Ω = |Λ+Σ| (37)

as illustrated in Figure 13b. For a given Ω, the molecule can adopt di�erent rotational
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states characterized by the total angular momentum quantum number [281]

J = Ω,Ω + 1,Ω + 2, .... (38)

Molecular states of diatomic molecules with de�ned values Λ, Σ and J are usually des-

ignated as 2S+1ΠΛ+Σ. [281] Hereby, the last symbol comprises a manifold of states with

di�erent values of J according to equation (38).

2.3.3 The magnetism and EPR signal of the free nitric oxide molecule

In the presence of a magnetic �eld B0 with magnitude B0 the projection of the total

angular momentum J along the �eld direction can only have certain values mJ where [281]

mJ = J, J − 1, ...,−J. (39)

The 2J + 1 quantities mJ are the eigenvalues of Ĵz which is the z-component of the vector

operator Ĵ describing J . The z-direction is assumed to be parallel to the external magnetic

�eld direction. To each speci�c 2S+1ΠΛ+Σ molecular state of NO a magnetic moment is

associated. Since NO is a Hund's case (a) molecule, the time average of the component of

its magnetic moment in the �eld direction is in �rst approximation:

µ̄B = −µBgJmJ , (40)

where the e�ective g-factor is the Landé-factor [281]

gJ =
(Λ + 2Σ) (Λ + Σ)

J (J + 1)
. (41)

The coupling of this magnetic moment with the external magnetic �eld is described by the

Zeeman interaction term: [287]

ĤZ = µBgB0Ĵz. (42)

The real g-value g deviates slightly from the theoretical value gJ since the magnetic �eld

and nearby states perturb the Hund's case (a) coupling scheme. [287]

In the absence of any external electric �elds the nitric oxide molecule has a 2Π 1
2
ground

state with Λ = 1 and Σ = −1
2 , which means that the orbital and spin angular momenta are

aligned antiparallel. [281] According to the equations (40) and (41), its magnetic moment

µ̄B is zero. Therefore, the ground state of a free NO molecule is diamagnetic. But all

excited rotational 2Π 3
2
states of a free NO molecule, where the orbital and spin angular

momenta are aligned parallel (Λ = 1 and Σ = +1
2), are paramagnetic including the lowest

rotational 2Π 3
2
state. This state is su�ciently populated at room temperature and shows

a nine-line EPR pattern which can be observed at moderate gas pressures at a g-value

g = 0.777. [222,288,289] The latter deviates slightly from gJ . [222,287,290,291] Higher rotational
2Π 3

2
states have much smaller g-values (equation (41)). Consequently, they cannot be

observed with conventional X-band EPR spectrometers.

An exemplary X-band EPR spectrum is shown in Figure 14a. If the magnetic moment
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Figure 14: a) Exemplary EPR spectrum of gaseous NO at X-band frequency (room temper-
ature, 1 mbar gas pressure). The �ne structure (fs) parameter D, introduced phenomeno-
logically in section 3.1, as well as the isotropic 14N h� splitting constant aiso are indicated
in blue and red. The three blue vertical lines indicate further the di�erent ∆mJ = ±1
transitions, each of them comprising one h� triplet. b) Schematic energy level diagram
of the lowest rotational J = 3

2 level of the 2Π 3
2
state of NO. [288] At stage I any magnetic

�eld and h� is absent. At stage II a magnetic �eld is present and the levels are further
split due to the h� in stage III. A further shift of the energy levels due to the 14N nuclear
quadrupole coupling has been omitted in this drawing but is discussed in Beringer and
Castle. [288] The nine EPR transitions responsible for the nine lines of the EPR signal of
free NO (a) are highlighted in red.
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of the NO molecule would only be subjected to the Zeeman interaction (equation (42)), one

would observe a single line since all allowed ∆mJ = ±1 transitions would be energetically

degenerated (see stage (II) in Figure 14b) and would contribute to the EPR signal at the

same magnetic �eld position. But nine lines are observed, three almost equally spaced

triplets of three less spaced lines (Figure 14a). The smaller splitting is a consequence of

the h� between the electronic and 14N nuclear magnetic moments of the NO molecule.

This interaction is described by the Hamiltonian operator: [287]

ĤHF = aisoĴ
T · I14N, (43)

where Î14N is the vector operator describing the nuclear spin I14N = 1 of the 14N nucleus

and aiso = 29.8± 0.3 MHz [288] is the corresponding isotropic h� constant.

The h� would explain three EPR lines, each originating from the allowed transition

between energy levels with the same magnetic quantum number mI of the 14N nuclear

spin I14N. But it does not lift the threefold degeneracy of the ∆mJ = ±1 transitions as is

also illustrated in Figure 14b. In fact this degeneracy is lifted by the perturbation of the

Hund's case (a) coupling scheme through the external magnetic �eld and nearby states [287].

In the limit of high magnetic �elds the electronic spin S and the electronic orbital

angular momentum L would precess independently from each other around the magnetic

�eld axis which is also known as the Paschen-Back e�ect. [292,293] A magnetic �eld of B0 ≈
860 mT is not su�cient to reach this limit. But it is still large enough to perturb the

Hund's case (a) coupling of the angular momenta to such an extent that the degeneracy

of the allowed ∆mJ transitions is lifted and all three h� triplets are well separated from

each other at X-band frequencies, meaning that the frequencies ν1, ν2 and ν3 in Figure

14b deviate slightly from each other. [287,288,290,293] This was a problem for the simulation

of the EPR signal of NO gas based on a simple spin Hamiltonian approach, as it was

implemented in conventional simulation software like the MatLab toolbox EasySpin [294]

or XSophe. [295] At the time of this work, those programs had no direct implementation of

the spin-orbit coupling or the coupling between the electronic spin and rotation preventing

the solution of the exact Hamiltonian which considers all couplings between the electronic

and rotational angular momenta. [290] Recently, the spin-orbit coupling was implemented

in EasySpin. [294] But it turns out that the X-band EPR signal of gaseous NO can still

be simulated by a simple spin Hamiltonian approach, where the occurrence of three well

separated h� triplets is treated phenomenologically by introducing an appropriate �ne

structure interaction term to the Hamiltonian. [222,296] This method will be introduced in

section 3.1. There, the homogeneous linewidth of the EPR signal of NO gas is of most

interest and can be easily obtained with the proposed simulation procedure.

Since the 14N nucleus has a nuclear spin I14N > 1
2 , it has a nuclear quadrupole moment

which interacts with an electric �eld gradient at the nucleus site. This nqi is of the order

of Q = −1.7 ± 0.5 MHz which is small but measurable. [288] The Λ-doubling (equation

(34)) [289,291,297,298] is often not resolved in a typical X-band EPR experiment. But certain

experiments allowed for a measurement. [289]
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Figure 15: a) Energy level diagram of molecular states of an NO molecule adsorbed on a
surface. The occupation by the unpaired electron is indicated by a green arrow. b) A typical
simulated X-band CW EPR spectrum of NO adsorbed at a diamagnetic surface site (black)
as well as its integrated absorption signal (gray). The parameters are gx = gy = 1.99,
gz = 1.75, A14N

y = 90MHz and the spectrometer frequency is νmw = 9.6GHz.

2.3.4 The magnetism and EPR signal of nitric oxide adsorbed at closed shell

or diamagnetic surface sites

The previous subsection mentioned that the 2Π 1
2
ground state of a free NO molecule

is diamagnetic, since the orbital momentum L = 1 and electron spin S = 1/2 are

aligned antiparallel. This situation changes in an external electric �eld like it exists on

metal oxide surfaces or at cations in zeolites where NO can adsorb. [92] A �eld with or-

thorhombic or lower symmetry quenches the orbital momentum and the 2Π 1
2
state be-

comes paramagnetic with electron spin S = 1/2. [196,299�301] Then, the degeneracy between

the 2Πx and 2Πy states belonging to the 2Π 1
2
state is lifted where the energy di�erence

between both is denoted as ∆ (Figure 15a). The unpaired electron occupies the lower

lying 2Πy state. Since the molecular states 2Πx and 2Πy have electron con�gurations

KK (1σ)2 (1σ∗)2 (2σ)2 (1π)4 (1π∗y)0 (1π∗x)1 (2σ∗)0 and KK (1σ)2 (1σ∗)2 (2σ)2 (1π)4 (1π∗y)1
(1π∗x)0 (2σ∗)0, ∆ might be seen as the energy di�erence between the antibonding 1π∗y and

1π∗x MOs where the unpaired electron occupies the former one [302]. Further, the energy

di�erence between the 2Πy and 2Σ molecular states is denoted as E (Figure 15a). The state
2Σ state has the electron con�gurationKK (1σ)2 (1σ∗)2 (2σ)2 (1π)4 (1π∗y)0 (1π∗x)0 (2σ∗)1 [302].

Therefore, E might be seen as the energy di�erence between the antibonding 1π∗y and 2σ∗

molecular states.

According to a derivation of Zeller and Känzig [125] for the molecular ion O−2 , the g-

tensor principal values of the 2Π 1
2
of NO can be calculated in second order perturbation
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theory as follows: [301]

gx = ge
∆√

λ2 + ∆2
− λ

E

(
∆− λ√
λ2 + ∆2

− 1

)
gy = ge

∆√
λ2 + ∆2

− λ

E

(
∆ + λ√
λ2 + ∆2

+ 1

)
(44)

gz = ge −
2lλ√
λ2 + ∆2

.

Here, λ = 1.478 kJ/mol is the NO spin-orbit coupling constant [286,302] which is also the

energy di�erence between the 2Π 1
2
and 2Π 3

2
molecular states. The factor l is the e�ective

g-factor of the orbital contribution [301] which is a matrix element of the L̂z operator:

l = −i
〈

2Πy

∣∣ L̂z ∣∣2Πx

〉
. (45)

For the free NO molecule the relation l = 1 holds and deviation of l from 1 measures the

orthorhombic distortion of the corresponding wave functions. The g-tensors z-principal

axis points along the bond between the NO's nitrogen and oxygen whereas the g-tensors

y-axis is aligned parallel to the 1π∗y molecular orbital containing the unpaired electron.

All g-tensor principal values of the 2Π 1
2
state of an adsorbed NO species are near but

smaller than the free electron g-value ge = 2.0023 and hold the relations gx > gy > gz.

In X-band experiments the di�erence between gx and gy is often not resolved. But it can

be resolved at higher mw frequencies like νmw ≈ 34 GHz (Q-band) or νmw ≈ 94 GHz

(W-band). [197] The gz value is very sensitive to the energy splitting ∆ and therefore to

the strength of the electric �eld at the adsorption site of the NO molecule. Especially the

non-axial component of the electric �eld gradient contribute to the magnitude of ∆. [301]

With increasing electric �eld gradient the gz value increases approaching ge in the limit of

high electric �elds, whereas small gz values are indicative for weak electric �eld gradients

at the adsorption site of the NO molecule.

A typical X-band CW signal of NO adsorbed at some diamagnetic surface site is also

determined by the h� between the electron spin S = 1/2 and the 14N nuclear spin I14N = 1,

and sometimes also by the h� between S and other neighbored nuclei at the adsorption

site [198] that can be described by the spin Hamiltonian in equation (1). The tensor A14N,

describing the h� between the electron spin and the 14N nucleus, is usually coaxial to

the g-tensor. [196] Since most unpaired electron density of the NO molecule is in the 1π∗y

MO, the A14N tensor has its largest principal value in the y-direction. Typically, it has

values
∣∣A14N

y

∣∣ ≈ 90 MHz which can be resolved in X-band CW experiments in principle.

Unfortunately, this is not the case for the A14N
x and A14N

z principal values which are such

small that they only contribute to the linewidth of the CW EPR signal of adsorbed NO.

But, they can be still measured by advance pulsed EPR methods like orientation selective

ENDOR spectroscopy. With the latter method it was possible to determine
∣∣A14N

x

∣∣ ≈∣∣A14N
z

∣∣ ≈ 25 MHz for an Na+-NO complex in the NaA zeolite. [200]

H� parameters of neighbored nuclei can be of such size that they are resolved by the

CW EPR signal of adsorbed NO as it was observed for Al3+-NO or AlO+-NO species
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in H-ZSM-5 zeolite [198] or for Cu+-NO complexes. [303] Smaller h� parameters of neigh-

bored nuclei as well as nuclear quadrupole parameters of neighbored nuclear spins Ik > 1
2

might be determined in some cases by high resolution pulse techniques like ENDOR [200]

or HYSCORE [304] spectroscopy.

An exemplary simulated X-band CW signal of NO adsorbed at a diamagnetic surface

site is illustrated in Figure 15b. It shows the typical powder spectrum of an S = 1/2

species with an almost axial symmetric g-tensor with principal values gx ≈ gy > gz which

are indicated in the �gure. The splitting of the gy powder edge singularity into three

lines originates from the h� with the 14N nucleus in y-direction. Note that for smaller

electric surface �eld gradients at the adsorption site the whole spectrum is shifted to

higher magnetic �elds whereas for increasing electric �eld gradients the whole spectrum is

shifted to lower magnetic �elds approaching ge = 2.0023 in the limit. [301]

2.3.5 EPR of nitric oxide adsorbed at open shell or paramagnetic surface sites

NO can also adsorb at a CUS, where the metal ion can be paramagnetic or can have at

least an open shell electron con�guration. The most prominent examples are complexes

with iron ions like they occur in distinct proteins. [305] NO can bind to both, iron ions with

ferric (Fe3+, 3d5 electron con�guration) and ferrous (Fe2+, 3d6 electron con�guration)

oxidation states. [141] Ferrous ions are often EPR silent due to their integer electron spin.

Fortunately, NO has the ability to form various paramagnetic nitrosyls with Fe2+, making

these centers visible for EPR due to their non-integer spin. [306]

Another interesting metal ion for the NO adsorption, which can be paramagnetic,

is Ni2+. It occurs only with integer electron spin including S = 0 or S = 1 and is

therefore often not detectable by EPR. Nevertheless, the bonding of NO to the Ni2+ has

been reported, where both entities together form paramagnetic S = 1/2 species like on

nickel exchanged zeolites, Ni doped MgO surfaces or on Ni/SiO2 catalyst. [307�310] These

signals are comparable to those of Ni+or low spin Ni3+ ions. This was explained by a

strong interaction between the π∗y antibonding MO of the NO and the dz2 of the Ni2+ ion,

forming a double occupied bonding
(
dz2 + π∗y

)
MO and an empty antibonding

(
dz2 − π∗y

)
leaving an unpaired electron in the dx2−y2 orbital at the Ni2+ ion. The resulting e�ective

Ni+ ground state con�guration is
(
dz2 + π∗y

)2 (dx2−y2)1 (dz2 − π∗y)0 with an electron spin

S = 1/2. The corresponding g-tensor principal values calculate in second order to [311�313]

gx,y ≈ ge +
2λ

∆1
(46)

gz ≈ ge +
8λ

∆2
,

with the spin-orbit coupling constant λ, the energy di�erence ∆1 between the
(
dx2−y2

)1
ground state and the (dyz)

1 and (dxz)
1 excited state con�gurations and the energy di�er-

ence ∆2 between the ground state and the (dxy)
1 excited state con�guration. Thus, this

complex has g-values gx,y < gz and shows a typical axially symmetric EPR powder signal
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with the g⊥ powder edge singularity at its high �eld end.

In conclusion, the adsorption of NO on paramagnetic or open shell CUS, where the

metal ion has an even number of electrons, might be bene�cial, if the EPR silent state of

the metal ion is converted into an EPR active nitrosyl complex.

2.4 Density functional theory

The theoretical background of the DFT method applied in this thesis is described in detail

in a textbook by F. Jensen, [314] to which this section refers.

Calculating the ground state energy and wave function Ψ (r, t) of a system with Nnuc

nuclei and Nele electrons means in principle solving the time-dependent Schrödinger equa-

tion:

Ĥ (r, t) Ψ (r, t) = i
∂Ψ (r, t)

∂t
. (47)

Here, Ĥ (r, t) is the corresponding Hamiltonian operator, r are the particle coordinates

and t is the time. In general Ĥ = T̂+V̂ where T̂ and V̂ are the kinetic and potential energy

operators. If the latter is time-independent as for bound systems, the time dependency

can be eliminated and the problem reduces to solving the time-independent Schrödinger

equation as

Ĥ (r) Ψ (r) = E (r) Ψ (r) (48)

where E is the energy of the Hamiltonian's eigenstate Ψ.

Since the electrons move much faster than the nuclei, the latter are stationary from

the electrons point of view and both motions can be separated from each other. This is

the Born-Oppenheimer approximation. It allows to describe the system by the electronic

wave function alone. This wave function is determined in the center of mass system by

the Hamiltonian Ĥe = Ĥ − T̂n − 1
2M

(∑Nele
i=1 ∇i

)2
, where M is the total mass of all nuclei

and the last sum runs over all electronic gradient operators. In He the nuclear positions

rn enter just as simple parameters whereas the nuclear kinetic energy operator T̂n and

consequently the nuclear momenta do not occur anymore. The Schrödinger equation has

now the following form:

ĤeΨe (rn, re) = Ee (rn) Ψe (rn, re) , (49)

where Ψe is the electronic wave function and re are the electronic coordinates. Thus, if

the positions rn of the nuclei are once given and �xed, the ground state electronic wave

function Ψe and energy Ee are fully determined by solving equation (49). The same is true

for all corresponding excited states of the bound system.

Equation (49) already illustrates the meaning of optimizing the geometry of a system

computationally. One just varies the nuclear coordinates rn and solves equation (49) each

time, until the global minimum of the function Ee (rn) is found, which de�nes the energet-

ically optimized structure of the system. But solving equation (49) is highly demanding.

Particularly, the degrees of freedom are very large since 3Nele spatial and Nele spin coordi-

nates of the electrons have to be considered. It would be much easier, if the ground state
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electronic energy is determined completely by the electron density %, which measures the

probability to �nd a single electron in a con�ned small volume element and depends only

on three spatial coordinates. This is the case indeed, as it has been proven by Hohenberg

and Kohn [315] in 1964. The corresponding theorem is the basis of DFT. It states that the

ground state electronic energy is a functional of the electronic density alone which can be

written Ee = F [%]. In detail it has the form:

Ee [%] = T [%] + Ene [%] + Eee [%] , (50)

where T [%] is the kinetic energy of the electrons, Ene [%] expresses the attraction between

the electrons and nuclei and Eee [%] includes the electron-electron repulsion. The functional

Eee [%] = J [%] + K [%] can be further divided into its Coulomb and exchange parts J [%]

and K [%], respectively.

The problem that has to be faced is the calculation or approximation of the functional

de�ned by equation (50), which existence has been proven but which is still unknown in

general. One can try to express all energy contributions to Ee by functionals depending

only on %, which is called orbital-free DFT. For the parts Ene [%] and J [%] one can do

this exactly using their classical analytic expressions. But for T [%] and K [%] one needs

approximations. The main problem of orbital-free models is their poor approximation of

the electrons kinetic energy term T [%]. Thus, modern DFT is usually based on a more

accurate method, where orbitals are introduced again as suggested by Kohn and Sham [316]

in 1965.

For non-interacting electrons the exact solution of the Schrödinger equation would be

a Slater determinant of MOs φi and one can calculate the kinetic energy TS (φi) from the

orbitals exactly. The idea of Kohn and Sham was to introduce such MOs and approximate

the real kinetic energy term T (%) by TS (φi). From the MOs an approximated electron

density %approx =
∑Nele

i=1 |φi|
2 can be obtained. Ee in the Kohn-Sham approach is calculated

approximately as

Ee [%approx] = TS [φi] + Ene [%approx] + J [%approx] + Exc [%approx] , (51)

where the �rst three addends can be evaluated exactly in terms of known formulas. The

last term Exc [%] = (T [%]− TS [%]) + (Eee [%]− J [%]) is de�ned such that equation (51) is

true. It is the only unknown part in equation (51) for which an approximation has to

be found. The Kohn-Sham approach is a big improvement to orbital-free DFT, since Exc

is roughly a factor 10 smaller than TS. Consequently, Kohn-Sham DFT is less sensitive

to inaccuracies of the energy functional than orbital-free approaches are. But with the

orbitals the number of spatial coordinates increases to 3Nele again.

For the application of the Kohn-Sham DFT to a given problem, a basis set for the

various MOs and an approximation of the functional Exc have to be chosen. These are the

common ingredients of each DFT calculation which determine its performance. Unfortu-

nately, there exist no approach to improve the approximation of Exc systematically, which

has lead to a plethora of functionals from which one has to choose. Thus, one should
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always cross-check the applicability of a functional with the experiment or bench mark

calculations.

After an approximated wave function of the system under consideration in terms of

MOs φi is determined by minimizing equation (51) selfconsistently, di�erent properties

which might be accessible by an experiment can be calculated. For EPR this can be h�

or nqi parameters as well as the g-tensor. The Fermi contact interaction describing the

isotropic h� can be calculated from a DFT derived wave function with equation (11) where

|ψ (0)|2 has to be replaced by %approx (rn), with rn being the nuclear position. [317,318] The

spin dipole part of the h� can be directly calculated from the classical expression of the

interaction energy of two magnetic dipoles averaging it over the the spin density matrix

and the corresponding MOs φi. [317,318] Similarly, the electric �eld gradient at a nucleus can

be computed and thus its nqi. [317,318] Calculating the g-tensor is more demanding since

here one has to take second derivatives of the energy with respect to the electron spin

and the external magnetic �eld. [314,317] But luckily, for main group radicals such g-tensor

calculations are quite insensitive to the choice of the basis-set or the functional. [318]
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3 EPR of desorbed NO gas - a method to characterize the

adsorption of NO on MOFs

The EPR signal of desorbed NO gas can be measured easily with EPR at X-band frequency

and moderate gas pressures p . 100 mbar. [196,222,288,289] At higher gas pressures the EPR

signal becomes so broad that it cannot be detected any more by EPR. This signal originates

from the 2Π 3
2
state with the total angular momentum J = 3

2 as it is explained in the

subsection 2.3.3. EPR is most useful for the study of NO adsorption complexes on MOF

surfaces, since in this way information can be obtained which can hardly be achieved

with other methods. Typically, EPR of desorbed NO can provide its amount [196,198,223]

or its gas pressure [222] in dependence on parameters like temperature or the kind of the

MOF material. But one has to note that the NO gas pressure can be obtained with higher

accuracy and over a broader gas pressure range with other methods, e.g. by using a pressure

gauge. But typical EPR experiments of NO loaded samples use sealed sample tubes where

the pressure of desorbed NO cannot be measured by other methods. This di�culty can be

overcome by EPR itself. The gas pressure of desorbed NO can be directly measured in CW

EPR experiments by the detection and analysis of the EPR signal of desorbed NO, as it is

explained in detail in the present chapter. This way one can relate local and microscopic

information obtained by EPR for adsorbed NO species with macroscopic information about

the amount of desorbed NO obtained by CW EPR. Hereby, one can relate EPR derived

results about adsorbed NO species to results obtained by other methods like volumetric

adsorption experiments, in principle. [76,78] In this context, the usage of EPR of NO gas as

a tool to quantify the amount of desorbed NO is still of high interest.

One can use two properties of the EPR signal of desorbed NO to determine its amount:

Its intensity and its linewidth. It is di�cult to determine the amount of desorbed NO from

its EPR intensity, using a standard sample like ultramarine as a reference. Then, one has to

take the population of the lowest rotational 2Π 3
2
state into account. Such kind of analysis is

quite complicated since higher rotational states are also populated signi�cantly at ambient

temperatures, [288] which have to be considered. Therefore, it is more convenient to compare

the EPR intensity of NO gas with that obtained for samples with a known amount of pure

NO gas. The latter approach has been used by Rudolf et al. [196,198] whereas the �rst

approach, using a standard sample as a reference, has not been tried yet so far. Since EPR

is quite sensitive for small amounts of NO (see appendix D.1) the temperature dependence

of the intensity of the EPR signal of desorbed NO is well suited for the determination of

the characteristic temperature where the adsorption or desorption of NO starts.

It has been pointed out that the linewidth of the EPR signal of desorbed NO might

be also used to determine the gas pressure of desorbed NO. [198,288] For some gases like

oxygen [319,320] or �uorine [321] a linear relation between the gas pressure and the linewidth

of the EPR signals of these gases was observed. But as far as known, the linewidth of

the EPR signal of NO has been only roughly related to gas pressures p ≤ 1.33 mbar. [288]

At such small pressures all nine lines (see subsection 2.3.3) of the EPR signal of NO gas

are well resolved and the peak-to-peak linewidth can be read directly from the spectrum.
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This is not possible for higher NO loading where the nine lines have collapsed into three

in a medium pressure range or into one line at even higher pressures as it is illustrated in

Figure 16. In these cases simulations of the signals becomes necessary to determine their

linewidth. With convenient simulation programs like the MatLab toolbox EasySpin [294]

or XSophe [295] an exact simulation of the EPR signal of NO was not possible, since those

programs did not have implemented the spin-orbit coupling and the coupling between the

spin and rotational angular momenta (see subsection 2.3.3) by the time this subtopic of

the thesis was treated.

This chapter will introduce and rationalize in the �rst section a simulation procedure

of the EPR signal of NO gas based on a phenomenological spin Hamiltonian approach,

which can be easily performed with EasySpin. [294] This method has been already used by

other authors [296] but without any reasoning. Once established, this approach will be used

in the second section to determine experimentally the relation between the EPR linewidth

and the room temperature pressure of NO gas. The results will be rationalized by the

kinetic gas theory. All these have been published by Mendt and Pöppl. [222] The chapter

will be completed by the presentation of exemplary studies in the third section where

the amount of desorbed NO in EPR samples containing the MOFs MIL-53(Al/Cr), MIL-

100(Al) and DUT-8(Ni) has been determined by the proposed EPR linewidth approach.

The temperature-dependent intensities of the EPR signal of desorbed NO in the MOF

containing samples are also presented and discussed in this section. In a fourth summary

section, the main results of the present chapter are reviewed.

3.1 Simulating the EPR signal of NO gas

The X-band EPR signal of gaseous NO at low gas pressures has been already discussed

in subsection 2.3.3. It consists of three triplets of lines where the smaller splitting of each

triplet is determined by the isotropic 14N h� constant aiso (Figure 14a). The occurrence of

three well separated h� triplets is a consequence of the lifting of the threefold degeneracy of

the EPR transitions with ∆mJ = ±1 (Figure 14b). That these transitions occur at di�erent

magnetic �elds is a consequence of the perturbation of the Hund's case (a) coupling scheme

by the external magnetic �eld and nearby excited states. [287] In a rigorous calculation of the

correspondent resonance �elds and EPR line intensities one would start from a Hamiltonian

where the spin-orbit coupling and the coupling between the spin and rotational angular

momenta are included. [287,290] But those interactions were not implemented in conventional

simulation programs like EasySpin [294] or XSophe [295] by the time this topic was treated.

On the other hand, the only interest could be shown toward the homogeneous linewidth

of this signal, since it is the parameter which can be related to the gas pressure. For this

purpose it would be su�cient to simulate the EPR signal of NO gas with a convenient

spin Hamiltonian, which gives in good approximation the correct resonance frequencies

and EPR intensities of each of the nine transitions.

The X-band EPR signal of gaseous NO can be �tted in good approximation by a
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Figure 16: Room temperature X-band CW EPR spectra of samples of pure NO gas with
room temperature gas pressures of 60 mbar (a), 30 mbar (b) and 1 mbar (c). Above each
spectrum its simulation is shown (see section 3.1). The asterisk marks an artifact. This
picture was �rst published by Mendt and Pöppl. [222]
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phenomenological Hamiltonian: [296]

Ĥ = ĤZ + ĤHF + ĤFS, (52)

de�ning B0||z. Here, ĤZ describes the Zeeman interaction between the total angular

momentum J and the external magnetic �eld, and ĤHF describes the h� between J and

the 14N nuclear spin I14N as they have been introduced in the equations (42) and (43).

The third term in equation (52) has the form of an fs interaction:

ĤFS = D

[
Ĵ2
z −

1

3
J (J + 1)

]
. (53)

But it is not the usual fs interaction, namely the z�, where the parameter D is constant

(compare with equation (4)). In the present case ĤFS is introduced in a phenomenological

way as the parameter D depends on the magnetic �eld where the signal occurs, and there-

fore it di�ers with the mw frequency of the EPR experiment. A rigorous calculation [290]

proves the absence of any splitting of the mJ energy levels at zero magnetic �eld. Thus,

the term zero-�eld splitting (z�) is avoided here for the description of the Hamiltonian's

part de�ned by equation (53).

Nevertheless, in Mendt and Pöppl [222] it has been justi�ed that in an X-band experi-

ment this fs term �ts the line positions of the nine EPR transitions and their intensities

in very good approximation to the experimental ones. For example, at a mw frequency of

νmw = 9.411 GHz a simulation with an fs parameter D = 57± 1.5 MHz would match the

experimental NO gas spectrum. [222] Only an isotropic convolutional Lorentzian peak-to-

peak linewidth parameter δBpp
[222,294] has to be added phenomenologically, a parameter,

which is of interest for this thesis. It turns out that in all cases which were investigated

here, the proposed spin Hamiltonian and line broadening model are appropriate for an ac-

curate simulation of the NO gas EPR signals at di�erent temperatures or NO gas pressures

(Figure 16).

3.2 The relation between the NO gas EPR linewidth and the NO gas

pressure

Room temperature X-band CW spectra of the NO gas samples NOp (1 ≤ p ≤ 60) with room

temperature gas pressures 1 mbar ≤ p ≤ 60 mbar are shown in Figure 17a (see appendix

A.2 for the preparation procedure). The linewidths of the spectra increase with growing

pressure. Whereas at p = 1 mbar all nine transitions are resolved, for p > 10 mbar each

h� triplet has collapsed into a single line and at p = 60 mbar all transitions have collapsed

into one broad line. It was possible to simulate each EPR signal keeping the values g, aiso
and D constant (see subsection 2.3.3 and section 3.1). Only the linewidth parameter δBpp

was changed. Three exemplary simulations are shown in Figure 16.

In Figure 17b the room temperature NO gas pressures p of the samples NOp are plotted

against their room temperature linewidth parameters δBpp as they were determined by

simulation. A linear relation

p = a · δBpp + b (54)
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Figure 17: a) Room temperature X-band CW spectra of samples NOp (see appendix A
for the notation) measured with a modulation amplitude of 0.5 mT and a mw power of 10
mW. The room temperature NO gas pressures of the samples are denoted at the right. The
asterisk marks an artifact. b) The room temperature gas pressures of di�erent samples
NOp plotted against the corresponding linewidth δBpp, which has been determined for the
room temperature X-band CW spectrum of each sample NOp by simulation. The linear �t
of the data points (equation (54)) is also shown.This picture was �rst published by Mendt
and Pöppl. [222]

between both parameters is found, where a = 4.62±0.35 mbar
mT and b = −3.01±2.73 mbar.

Such a linear dependence between the gas pressure and the EPR linewidth has been

observed for paramagnetic O2 molecules in the presence of perturbing O2, Ar or He

species [319,320] and for paramagnetic F atoms in the presence of perturbing F, He or

F2 species, [321] and has been explained by kinetic theory. [319,321] Consequently, the EPR

linewidth theory and kinetic theory have been applied for the rationalization of relation

(54), as it has been published by Mendt and Pöppl as outlined in the following. [222]

Simulations (Figure 16) indicated that the linewidth of the NO gas EPR signal is almost

purely Lorentzian and mainly determined by the lifetime of the lowest rotational 2Π 3
2
state.

Hence, it can be assumed that it is related to a decay rate of: [222]

τ−1 = τ−1
c + τ−1

dd + τ−1
w + τ−1

i . (55)

Here, the rates τ−1
c , τ−1

dd and τ−1
w are produced by collisions between two NO molecules,

by magnetic dipole-dipole interactions between di�erent NO molecules and by collisions

with the inner tube wall, respectively. Collisions involving more than two molecules inside

the tube or more than one molecule involved in collisions with the wall were neglected.

The rate τ−1
i corresponds to the intrinsic lifetime of the lowest rotational 2Π 3

2
state in the

absence of any perturbing molecules or walls.

Each rate τ−1
k with k ∈ {c, dd,w, i} produces a Lorentzian peak-to-peak linewidth

contribution δBk
pp to the total linewidth δBpp according to the following formula: [319,321]

τ−1
k =

µBg
√

3π

h
δBk

pp. (56)
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3.2 The relation between the NO gas EPR linewidth and the NO gas pressure

The total linewidth is

δBpp = δBc
pp + δBdd

pp + δBw
pp + δB0

pp, (57)

where the linewidth

δB0
pp = δBi

pp + δBinh
pp (58)

at zero gas pressure has been introduced with δBinh
pp comprising all inhomogeneous contri-

butions in an approximate fashion.

As veri�ed by acoustic measurements, [322] τ−1
c must be almost equal to or larger than

the rate of all �hard-sphere collisions�. [323] It can be expressed by kinetic theory [319,321,324]

starting from the formula

τ−1
c = nv̄σ, (59)

where n is the number density of the gas, σ is an e�ective collisional cross section and v̄ is

the average relative velocity of two NO molecules. Taking into account equation (56) one

ends up with the following linear relation: [222]

p =

√
3π

3
2 gµB

√
kBTµ√

8hσ
δBc

pp, (60)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant and µ = m
2 is the reduced mass of two NO molecules

each of them having the mass m.

It was further argued [222] that the linewidth contribution δBdd
pp can be safely neglected,

transferring the results of an estimation of the dipole-dipole relaxation rate τ−1
dd pub-

lished for 19F or 129Xe nuclear spins interacting with the O2 electron spins to the present

case. [325�327]

It was also estimated that collisions with the inner tube wall contribute with less than

three percent to the total EPR linewidth of NO gas [222,328] and therefore δBw
pp can be also

neglected in equation (57).

Following approximated relation is the result:

δBpp = δBc
pp + δB0

pp, (61)

which rationalizes together with equation (60) the linear dependence between the pressure

p and the linewidth δBpp of the EPR signal of NO gas. According to the experimentally

determined linear relation (54) δB0
pp = 0.65 ± 0.55 mT and an e�ective collisional cross

section σ = σEPR = 80.75 ± 5.76 Å2 which corresponds to a kinetic diameter dEPR =

5.07 ± 0.18 Å with σEPR = πd2
EPR is obtained. As observed for O2 gas [319], this cross

section is larger than the collisional cross section σVIS ≈ 38 Å2 that can be obtained from

viscosity measurements [323], since both methods measure di�erent kinds of de�nitions for

a molecular collision. [222]

The previous derivation has shown that one can easily determine the amount of NO

gas from the experimental NO gas EPR linewidth if a cryostat, which keeps the whole

sample volume at the same temperature, is used and if the temperature dependence of the

e�ective collisional cross section σEPR is known.
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3 EPR OF DESORBED NO GAS

Figure 18: a) Temperature-dependent X-band EPR spectra of sample NO48 measured on
the ELEXYS E580 spectrometer, equipped with a cryostat which cools the whole sample
tube. In all experiments the modulation amplitude was 1 mT and the mw power 2 mW. The
temperatures are denoted on the right. The spectrum which was measured at T = 250 K

is enlarged by a factor of 2. b)
δBpp−δB0

pp√
T

vs. T as determined by the simulations of the
X-band EPR spectra of sample NO48, which are shown in a) and Figure 17a and which
were measured at temperatures 100 K ≤ T ≤ 295 K. This picture was �rst published by
Mendt and Pöppl. [222]

To investigate the temperature dependence of σEPR, temperature-dependent CW ex-

periments of the sample NO48 have been conducted with an ELEXYS E580 spectrometer

equipped with an Oxford Instruments He cryostat CF 935 (see appendix B.1). The latter

cools the whole tube minimizing the temperature gradient along its length.

The corresponding spectra are shown in Figure 18a. The linewidth parameters δBpp

of those experimental NO gas signals were determined by simulation. The temperature

dependence of the quantity
δBpp−δB0

pp√
T

is shown in Figure 18b. According to the relations

(60), (61) and the ideal gas equation it should be constant if σEPR is temperature inde-

pendent and if any temperature gradient in the EPR tube is absent. [222] This parameter

stays always constant at
δBpp−δB0

pp√
T

≈ 0.62 mT/K within the experimental error. From the

given equations it follows that the e�ective collisional cross section as determined by EPR

stays roughly constant at σEPR = 84± 17 Å2 between T = 100 K and T = 295 K. [222]

According to the previous discussion the determination of the amount of desorbed NO

gas from its EPR linewidth at low temperatures can be easily realized when the whole EPR

tube is kept at the same temperature. Unfortunately, conventional top-loading continuous

He-�ow cryostats for CW EPR experiments cool only the small volume of an EPR tube

which contains the sample. The other end of the EPR tube is in most cases outside the

cryostat. Consequently, there is a temperature gradient over the length of the EPR tube.

Since this gradient is not precisely known, the gas density distribution over the whole tube

length is also not known. This prevents at low temperatures the direct EPR linewidth

based determination of the total amount of desorbed NO as it has been outlined.

To obtain quantitative results from the NO gas EPR linewidth for low temperature

measurements, which have been conducted with a Bruker ER 4119HS cylindrical cavity

equipped with an Oxford Instruments He �ow cryostat ESR 900, experiments of pure
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3.2 The relation between the NO gas EPR linewidth and the NO gas pressure

a)                                               b)

Figure 19: a) Room temperature density nRT of desorbed NO gas in certain EPR reference
samples with pure NO gas and almost same geometries vs. the homogeneous Lorentzian
peak-to-peak linewidth δB123 K

pp as determined by simulation of the NO gas EPR spectra
measured for the corresponding signals at T = 123 K in a Bruker ER 4119HS cylindrical
cavity that was equipped with an Oxford Instruments He �ow cryostat ESR 900. b) The
temperature-dependent intensity INOgas of the EPR signal of gaseous NO in the X-band
EPR sample NO48.

NO gas reference samples have been performed with this setup at T = 123 K and the

corresponding NO gas EPR linewidths δB123 K
pp have been sustained by simulations. [224]

The room temperature gas density nRT of those samples is plotted over δB123 K
pp in Figure

19a. nRT depends almost linearly on this linewidth. The corresponding linear �t

nRT = a · δB123 K
pp + b (62)

with a = 0.158±0.009 mol
m3mT

and b = −0.15±0.04 mol
m3 is also shown in Figure 19a and will

be used in the following section 3.3 to determine approximately the amount of desorbed

NO in certain EPR MOF samples at T ≈ 123 K. It has its root at δB123 K
pp,0 = 0.96±0.3 mT

which is consistently at a proximity equal to the NO gas linewidth δB0
pp = 0.65± 0.55 mT

in the limit of zero gas pressure at room temperature, as was determined in relation (54).

The EPR signal of NO gas cannot be measured at too low temperatures when it becomes

liquid or immediately solid at pressures below p ≈ 219 mbar at the triple point. [329] To

determine the temperature, where gaseous NO freezes out, temperature-dependent X-band

EPR measurements have been performed for sample NO48. [224] For each spectrum the EPR

NO gas signal intensity INOgas was determined by the double integration of its simulation.

Its temperature dependence is shown in Figure 19b. It has a maximum at T ≈ 130 K.

Above this temperature it decreases with growing temperature, which can be explained
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3 EPR OF DESORBED NO GAS

by the Curie law in combination with a depopulation of the lowest rotational 2Π 3
2
state

in favor for the population of higher rotational states. [198] Going to lower temperatures,

INOgas decreases drastically until it approaches almost zero in a temperature range 82 K <

T < 115 K. This range matches the range that includes the boiling point of NO gas

at T = 120 K and p = 867 mbar, and the point of sublimation at T = 100.15 K at

p = 40 mbar and T ≈ 80 K at almost zero gas pressure. [329] Therefore, the decrease of

INOgas at temperatures T < 130 K can be assigned to the condensation or desublimation

of gaseous NO into the liquid or solid phase, respectively.

3.3 EPR of desorbed NO in the MOF samples

As pointed out in the previous section, the determination of the amount of desorbed NO

from its EPR linewidth is feasible. In the present section the developed methodology will

be applied to four exemplary model systems, comprising the NO adsorption on the MOF

materials MIL-53(Al/Cr), MIL-100(Al) and on the �exible and rigid derivatives of DUT-

8(Ni), as it has been already partially published. [223,224] This choice includes MOFs with

and without CUS and with and without structural �exibility. Particularly, the �exible

MOF MIL-53 shows permanent porosity whereas the �exible DUT-8(Ni) stays in a non-

porous phase at zero gas pressure (see section 2.1). For both DUT-8(Ni) derivatives, two

samples with di�erent amounts of loaded NO have been investigated (see appendix A.3,

Table A.1). Thus, the chosen samples should represent a sound selection of the most

prominent properties of MOFs that relate to gas adsorption.

In this section a �rst subsection will collect the results of the EPR experiments and

the introduced NO gas line with analysis. A second subsection will discuss the results.

3.3.1 Results

Six MOF and NO loaded EPR samples are considered. The samples Al/Cr-MIL-53 and Al-

MIL-100 contain the MOFs MIL-53(Al/Cr) and MIL-100(Al). The two samples F_DUT-8a

and F_DUT-8b contain the �exible derivative of DUT-8(Ni) whereas the samples R_DUT-

8a and R_DUT-8b contain its rigid derivative. Samples Al/Cr-MIL-53, Al-MIL-100,

F_DUT-8a and R_DUT-8a contain similar small amounts of NO whereas the other two

DUT-8(Ni) samples were prepared with about 13 times higher NO amounts (see appendix

A.3, Table A.1).

For all samples, X-band EPR spectra have been measured in full temperature cycles

including the cooling and subsequent heating in the temperature range 6 K < T < 295 K

by using an ESR 900 cryostat. In some temperature regions between T ≈ 90 K and room

temperature the EPR signal of desorbed NO was detected. An exemplary temperature-

dependent series of such spectra is shown for sample Al-MIL-100 in Figure 20a. [223] The NO

gas EPR linewidth increases with growing temperature indicating the desorption related

pressure broadening. The same was observed for all other samples. [223,224]

Interestingly, for the �exible DUT-8(Ni) samples, NO gas EPR signals with di�erent

linewidths were measured in the cooling and heating period at same temperatures. This

is illustrated in Figure 21, where both �exible DUT-8(Ni) samples show a larger NO gas
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3.3 EPR of desorbed NO in the MOF samples

Figure 20: a) EPR spectra of sample Al-MIL-100 as measured during heating at di�erent
temperatures. They show the signal of desorbed NO and are identical to corresponding
signals measured during cooling. This picture was �rst published by Barth, Mendt et
al. [223] b) EPR spectrum (black) of sample Al-MIL-100 measured at room temperature.
For the simulation (red) of the EPR signal of desorbed NO gas the linewidth parameter
was δBRT

pp = 8.5 mT.

Figure 21: EPR spectra of desorbed NO gas in sample F_DUT-8a measured at T = 115 K
(a) during cooling (above) and heating (below) and in sample F_DUT-8b measured at
T = 127 K (b) during cooling (above) and heating (below). Both pictures were �rst
published by Mendt et al. [224]
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3 EPR OF DESORBED NO GAS

Figure 22: EPR spectra (black) of sample Al/Cr-MIL-53 measured at T = 127K during
cooling (a) and heating (b) and at room temperature (c) after warming up the sample.
Corresponding simulations are shown in red. For those, line with parameters δB127K

pp =

1.5 mT (a), δB127K
pp = 0.7 mT (b) and δBRT

pp = 13 mT (c) were used.

EPR linewidth during the cooling than heating period at T = 115 K and T = 127 K,

respectively. Sample F_DUT-8a with a low NO loading shows during heating an NO

gas EPR signal, where all three ∆mJ = ±1 transitions but not the 14N h� splitting are

resolved whereas in the preceding cooling period those three line are almost broadened to a

single one. The corresponding signals of sample F_DUT-8b have much broader linewidths

where all transitions have collapsed to one line, re�ecting the higher NO loading in that

sample. The observed linewidth hysteresis indicates that at those temperatures more NO

is desorbed during cooling than heating in both samples.

A less pronounced but similar e�ect was observed for the MIL-53(Al/Cr) sample at

the temperature T = 127 K. Again, the NO gas EPR linewidth was slightly larger in the

cooling than heating period as it is shown in Figure 22a,b (Table 1). In this case, the

linewidth di�erence is quite small, but can be clearly resolved by simulations (Table 1).

All NO gas EPR linewidths determined for the di�erent samples at T = 125.5± 1.5 K

are summarized in Table 1. The corresponding simulations for the NO gas signals of the

MIL-53 and DUT-8 samples are depicted in Figures 22 and 23. For the rigid DUT-8(Ni)

samples as well as for the MIL-100(Al) sample the NO gas EPR signals measured during the
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3.3 EPR of desorbed NO in the MOF samples

Figure 23: EPR spectra showing the signals of desorbed NO gas (black) and their simu-
lations (red). Samples and experimental temperatures are (a) F_DUT-8a at T = 127 K
during cooling, (b) F_DUT-8a at T = 127 K during heating, (c) F_DUT-8a at T = 294 K,
(d) F_DUT-8b at T = 127 K during cooling, (e) F_DUT-8b at T = 127 K during heat-
ing, (f) R_DUT-8a at T = 124 K, (g) R_DUT-8b at T = 126 K and (h) R_DUT-8a
at T = 297 K. The corresponding linewidth parameters of each simulation are given in
Tables 1 and 2.
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3 EPR OF DESORBED NO GAS

Table 1: Characteristic temperature Tads/des where the adsorption or desorption of NO
gas starts, the temperature Tmax where the NO gas EPR signal intensity approaches its
maximum, the Lorentzian peak-to-peak linewidth of the NO gas signals as determined by
simulation of spectra measured at T = 125.5± 1.5 K, the amount N125 K

ads of NO adsorbed
on the solid surface at T ≈ 125 K given in units of µmol per mg MOF and as the fraction of
all NO in percent (Table A.1). All parameters except Tads/des and Tmax were determined
by the NO gas linewidth analysis. The errors in the last three columns cover only the
uncertainty of the linewidth determination.

EPR sample Tads/des (K) Tmax (K) δB125 K
pp (mT) N125 K

ads (µmol/mg) N125 K
ads (%)

Al/Cr-MIL-53 120 ± 5 182 ± 10
1.5 ± 0.1/
0.7 ± 0.1

a 0.465 ± 0.003/
0.480 ± 0.002

a 96.5 ± 0.6/
99.6 ± 0.4

a

Al-MIL-100 149 ± 11 210 ± 20 -b > 0.31c > 99.4c

F_DUT-8a < 93d
132 ± 17/
149 ± 22

a 13.5 ± 0.8/
8.7 ± 0.4

a 0.06 ± 0.01/
0.144 ± 0.004

a 22 ± 5/
52 ± 2

a

F_DUT-8b 104 ± 11
≥ 127/
≥ 138

a,b 59 ± 3/
31 ± 3

a 5.2 ± 0.1/
6.1 ± 0.1

a 74 ± 2/
86 ± 1

a

R_DUT-8a 124 ± 9 185 ± 25 0.7 ± 0.2 0.506 ± 0.003 99.3 ± 0.7

R_DUT-8b 121 ± 5 ≥ 136b 2.8 ± 0.2 9.90 ± 0.01 99.0 ± 0.1

aduring cooling/heating, bno NO gas signal was resolved at corresponding temperatures,
cConsidering the detection limit of NO gas (see appendix D.1), dSince NO seems to freeze
out before the adsorption has �nished, only an upper bound for Tads/des could be given.

cooling and heating period were identical at same temperatures over the full temperature

range. Thus, it seems that the occurrence of such linewidth di�erences correlates with the

presence and absence of the structural �exibility of the MOF.

The temperature dependences of the NO gas EPR signals of the di�erent samples can

be further characterized by their intensities INOgas, as they are shown in Figure 24. With

increasing temperatures all of them start to increase signi�cantly from zero at character-

istic temperatures 93 K < Tads/des < 160 K, which are collected in Table 1. At distinct

temperatures Tmax > 130 K (Table 1), the temperature dependences of INOgas approach

their maxima. Their decrease at higher temperatures is related to the depopulation of

the lowest rotational 2Π 3
2
state in favor for the population of higher rotational states in

combination with the Curie law. [198] For both DUT-8(Ni) samples with a larger amount of

NO, the EPR signal of desorbed NO gas could not been resolved anymore at temperatures

of T > 140 K. This observation indicates the desorption of such a high amount of NO gas

that its detection was prevented by the large pressure broadening. Furthermore, only for

both �exible DUT-8(Ni) samples the intensities determined during the cooling and heating

period show a clear hysteresis in certain temperature ranges (Figure 24c,d), which re�ects

the just mentioned linewidth di�erences in both branches at low temperatures. Surpris-

ingly, the subtle linewidth di�erence for the MIL-53(Al/Cr) sample observed at T = 127 K

during cooling and heating is not complemented by any adsorption/desorption related hys-

teresis of the NO gas EPR signal intensity, which might be an issue of worse resolution

(Figure 24a).

Using relation (62) from the previous section and considering the total NO and MOF

amounts in the samples (see appendix A.3, Table A.1), from the NO gas EPR linewidth
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3.3 EPR of desorbed NO in the MOF samples

Figure 24: a) The intensity INOgas of the EPR signal of desorbed NO in the sample Al/Cr-
MIL-53, as determined by the double integration of the corresponding baseline corrected
signals at di�erent temperatures. [223] b) The temperature-dependent intensity INOgas of
the EPR signal of desorbed NO gas in the sample Al-MIL-100. INOgas was determined
by the double integration of the corresponding baseline corrected experimental spectra.
Intensities INOgas of the EPR signal of NO gas in the samples F_DUT-8a (c), F_DUT-8b
(d), R_DUT-8a (e) and R_DUT-8b (f) as determined by the integration of the simulated
signal. For all six samples the cooling (adsorption branch, �lled squares) as well as the
heating (desorption, empty squares) branches are shown. Similar �gures are published in
Barth, Mendt et al. [223] (a,b) and Mendt et al. [224] (d-f).
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Table 2: Lorentzian peak-to-peak linewidth δBRT
pp of the room temperature NO gas EPR

signal, room temperature pressure pRT of desorbed NO and the amount NRT
ads of NO which

is adsorbed on the solid surface at room temperature. The latter is given in units µmol/mg
and percent as in Table 1. The pressure pRT was determined from δBRT

pp using the exper-
imentally determined relation (54). From that pressure, NRT

ads was estimated using the
mass of the MOF and the mole number of all NO of each sample as given in the ap-
pendix A.3 (Table A.1). The errors cover only the uncertainty introduced by the linewidth
determination.

EPR sample δBRT
pp (mT) pRT (mbar) NRT

ads (µmol/mg) NRT
ads (%)

Al/Cr-MIL-53 13± 1.8 57± 8 0.05± 0.05 10± 10
Al-MIL-100 8.5± 0.8 36± 4 0.03± 0.03 10± 10
F_DUT-8a 11.6± 0.8 50± 4 0.03± 0.03 11± 11
F_DUT-8b -a > 224b < 5.4b < 74b

R_DUT-8a 11.2± 0.7 49± 3 0.10± 0.03 20± 6
R_DUT-8b -a -a -a -a

anot resolved due to the large pressure broadening of the NO gas signal, bThe given limits
are the corresponding values determined at T ≈ 125 K (see Table 1) since at room tem-
perature the EPR signal of desorbed NO was not resolved due to its pressure broadening.

δB125 K
pp the amount N125 K

ads of NO can be determined, which is adsorbed during the cooling

or heating period at T ≈ 125 K. This determination considers that at present NO pressures

the temperature T = 125 K is above the boiling point (see section 3.2). The corresponding

results are collected in Table 1. The same kind of analysis was performed for room tem-

perature signals of NO gas. The room temperature NO gas EPR linewidths δBRT
pp were

determined by the simulations of the corresponding spectra (Figures 20, 22 and 23). Using

the relation (54), the actual room temperature NO gas pressures pRT were calculated, en-

abling the determination of the amount NRT
ads of adsorbed NO at room temperature. The

corresponding values are collected in Table 2. All errors in Tables 1 and 2 cover only the

linewidth uncertainty to illustrate the sensitivity of that parameter. Errors, originating

from the experimentally determined relations (54) and (62) are systematic and it should

be possible to reduce them distinctly by more accurate and comprehensive measurements.

The uncertainties of the MOF and NO amounts in the di�erent samples (see appendix A.3,

Table A.1) can be systematically reduced by a more precise preparation. The uncertainty

of the NO gas EPR linewidth can be lowered by the reduction of the signal to noise ratio

of the experimental spectra.

3.3.2 Discussion

Previous results illustrate that the determination of the amount of desorbed NO from its

EPR signal linewidth is very sensitive in case of small gas pressures. For the MIL-53(Al/Cr)

sample this approach was capable to resolve a small adsorption/desorption related hystere-

sis, whereas the measurement of the NO gas EPR signal intensity o�ered a too bad resolu-

tion for the detection of a hysteresis e�ect. It also seems that the corresponding errors of

the amount of desorbed NO as determined from its EPR linewidth can compete with the
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3.3 EPR of desorbed NO in the MOF samples

uncertainties which have been stated by Rudolf et al. [196,198] for the NO quanti�cation by

the measurement of the NO gas EPR signal intensity. But a more detailed comparison of

the performance of both approaches is not an objective of this thesis.

The experiments that can be realized with the smallest e�ort are room temperature

measurements. Regarding the determination of the amount of desorbed NO, they are

useless for the two DUT-8(Ni) samples with high NO loading, since the large pressure

broadening of the NO gas EPR signals prevents their detection. On a �rst glance, this is

not the case for the four MOF samples with low NO loading, since they show reasonable NO

gas EPR signals at room temperature. The presented analysis of their linewidths proves

that about 80-100 percent of the total amount of NO are desorbed at that temperature

(Table 2). But unfortunately, the errors in the simulation derived linewidths are to large

to enable a clear resolution of the di�erences between the amounts of desorbed NO among

these four samples. Consequently, the low temperature investigations are necessary to

obtain deeper insights into the characteristics of the di�erent materials with respect to the

NO adsorption.

From the temperature-dependent measurements of the NO gas EPR signal intensity

the characteristic temperature Tads/descan be obtained, at which the desorption of the NO

gas from the MOF surface starts. Among the considered samples it increases in the order

F_DUT-8a . F_DUT-8b < R_DUT-8a ≈ R_DUT-8b ≈ Al/Cr-MIL-53 < Al-MIL-100

(Table 1). The sample with the MOF MIL-100(Al) has the largest desorption temperature.

This is reasonable since MIL-100(Al) is the only considered material which has CUS, acting

presumably as preferred adsorption sites for NO. The other MOFs, namely MIL-53(Al/Cr)

and DUT-8(Ni) have no CUS and show therefore a weaker adsorption a�nity for NO. This

result indicates an interaction between the adsorbed NO and the uncoordinated Al3+ sites

in the MIL-100(Al) which matters at temperatures T < 149 K. A more detailed analysis

of the NO adsorption species in the MOF MIL-100(Al) will be the subject of chapter 5.

Here, one has to note that an analogous analysis published by the author has shown that

the MIL-100(Fe) MOF with Fe3+ CUS or the CPO-27(M) MOFs (M = Ni, Co; CPO =

Coordination Polymer of Oslo) with Ni2+ or Co2+ CUS result in even higher NO desorption

temperatures Tads/des than MIL-100(Al), indicating that the closed shell Al3+ CUS in the

latter MOF have only a weak binding a�nity for NO compared to metal ions with open

shell electron con�gurations. [223]

It is further conclusive that the samples with the �exible derivative of DUT-8(Ni) have

the smallest desorption temperatures. This is the only considered MOF which stays in a

non-porous phase at high temperatures, preventing the adsorption of NO above a certain

threshold temperature. Only below this temperature, the transformation to the porous

phase and the adsorption of NO becomes favorable. This di�erence in porosity between

the �exible and rigid DUT-8(Ni) derivatives was also proven by powder X-ray di�raction

(PXRD). [224]

The rigid derivative of DUT-8(Ni) and MIL-53(Al/Cr) have similar desorption temper-

atures lying between that of the �exible DUT-8(Ni) and the MIL-100(Al) samples. This

is in line with their properties that both show permanent porosity at all temperatures and
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have no CUS as strong binding sites for NO. However, it is not evident that the desorp-

tion temperature of the rigid derivative of DUT-8(Ni) is similar to that of the MIL-53

material, since both structural phases of the MIL-53 material have signi�cant smaller pore

diameters than the open pore phase of DUT-8(Ni) (see section 2.1). This indicates that

for the present low NO loading the mentioned di�erences of the pore sizes have a small

in�uence on the interactions between the NO molecule and the MOF surface and among

the adsorbed NO molecules themselves, which does not lead to signi�cant di�erent desorp-

tion temperatures. Since no CUS are present in both materials, the energetic landscape of

adsorption sites might be comparable for those MOFs.

The temperature Tmax, where the NO gas intensity reaches its maximum, varies among

the di�erent samples in the order F_DUT-8a < R_DUT-8a ≈ Al/Cr-MIL-53 < Al-MIL-

100 (Table 1). Thus, Tmax also re�ects the non-porosity of the �exible DUT-8(Ni) material

at high temperatures, the permanent porosity of the rigid DUT-8(Ni) and the MIL-53 and

in the case of the MIL-100 MOF the presence of CUS, allowing for a stronger binding of

NO than it occurs for the former three materials which have no CUS.

Further insights into the NO adsorption characteristics can be obtained from the NO

gas EPR linewidth based quanti�cation at T ≈ 125 K as it is summarized in Table 1. For

the MIL-100, MIL-53 and the rigid DUT-8(Ni) materials the adsorption of NO has almost

�nished above the point where NO freezes out (Table 1 and section 3.2). Therefore, it can

be concluded from the NO gas EPR linewidth analysis that almost all NO was absorbed at

T ≈ 125 K. In particular for both rigid DUT-(Ni) samples the relative fraction of adsorbed

NO at T ≈ 125 K is almost the same. This indicates that the saturation limit of the NO

adsorption has not been reached, even at the respective high NO loading.

The case is di�erent for both �exible DUT-8(Ni) samples. The sample F_DUT-8b with

high NO loading has absorbed a larger relative fraction N125 K
ads of NO at T ≈ 125 K than

the sample F_DUT-8a with low NO loading (Table 1). Therefore, for sample F_DUT-8b

most NO should be absorbed inside the pores. Adsorption sites on the outer MOF surface

should be equally accessible for NO in both samples and one would expect that the relative

fraction N125 K
ads of adsorbed NO should be equal or even larger for the �exible DUT-8(Ni)

sample with low NO loading than for the sample with high NO loading, if adsorption sites

at the outer MOF surface dominate.

The di�erent relative fractions N125 K
ads of both �exible DUT-8(Ni) samples might in-

dicate that higher gas pressures are capable to trigger the cp to lp transformation for a

larger amount of the MOF material allowing a larger fraction of NO to adsorb. But what

has happened with the remaining gas?

The di�erent availability of the lp phase for the NO adsorption might lead to the

condensation or desublimation of a larger fraction of NO for the low loaded than high loaded

�exible DUT-8(Ni) sample, since in the former case the larger amount of the non-porous

cp phase partially prevents the NO adsorption at temperatures above the sublimation

point. The experimental determined desorption temperatures of both �exible DUT-8(Ni)

samples lie in the range of the NO sublimation point. It should be noted that for sample

F_DUT-8a the drop of the NO gas EPR signal intensity might originate from the NO gas
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3.3 EPR of desorbed NO in the MOF samples

desublimation and the real desorption temperatures might be even smaller than is stated

in Table 1.

During a slow cooling procedure of the �exible DUT-8(Ni) sample F_DUT-8b with

high NO loading, a partial change of the color yellow to the color green was observed. [224]

This observation indicates that the NO adsorption has triggered the transformation from

the cp to the lp phase. [240] The presence of such a transformation is also indicated by the

signi�cant hysteresis e�ects observed for the intensity and the linewidth of the NO gas EPR

signals of both �exible DUT-8(Ni) samples. Especially the linewidth analysis at T ≈ 125 K

proves that in the heating period signi�cantly more NO has been adsorbed than during

the cooling period (Table 1). This might be explained by the predominant presence of the

non-porous cp phase during cooling, partially preventing the NO adsorption at T ≈ 125 K.

The linewidth derived amounts of adsorbed NO at room temperature and at T ≈ 125 K

in the cooling period are of the same order of magnitude for the sample F_DUT-8a and

indicate that a signi�cant adsorption of NO occurred at lower temperatures. Some of the

NO might open parts of the MOF to the porous phase at temperatures T < 125 K, to

allow for the adsorption. Consequently, during heating at T ≈ 125 K a larger fraction of

the lp phase and of adsorbed NO is present than observed during cooling.

The previous results re�ect the framework responsiveness of the �exible derivative of

DUT-8(Ni), whereas for the rigid materials MIL-100(Al) and the rigid variant of DUT-8(Ni)

no indication for any �exibility were observed. For the material MIL-53(Al/Cr), which is

also known for its ability to transform from a lp to a np phase during gas adsorption

(see subsection 2.1.2), such a hysteresis was not resolved by the EPR intensity INOgas.

Only small adsorption/desorption related di�erences of the linewidth of the EPR signal of

desorbed NO at T = 127 K and the corresponding derived amounts of adsorbed NO (Table

1) might indicate the presence of framework responsiveness. But, to understand the reason

why the EPR data of desorbed NO do barley show any presence of the prominent �exibility

of MIL-53, it is necessary to know more about the phase composition of MIL-53(Al/Cr)

during the performed experiments. Therefore, the signals of the paramagnetic Cr3+ probe

ions with electron spin S = 3/2, replacing some Al3+ ions at the framework metal sites,

were measured simultaneously with the EPR signals of NO. The former are known to act

as �ngerprints for the lp and np phase of MIL-53. [110,111] The appendix D.2 presents and

discusses the corresponding results to highlight the important possibility o�ered by EPR,

which allows to combine the detection of di�erent magnetic species in one experiment.

This experiments strongly indicate that during the NO adsorption the complete fraction

of the lp phase is transformed to the np phase. Furthermore, when heating up the sample,

NO is indicated to desorb solely from the np phase. Since for the np phase of MIL-53

and the rigid DUT-8(Ni) samples the desorption temperatures are almost identical (see

Table A.1), the observation of hardly any NO adsorption/desorption related hysteresis

for the MIL-53 material seems reasonable: If the smaller pore size of the np phase of

MIL-53 does not signi�cantly change the desorption temperature of NO compared to the

large pores of the rigid DUT-8(Ni), the lp phase of MIL-53 is expected to have almost

the same NO desorption temperature as the np phase since its pore size is in between.
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3 EPR OF DESORBED NO GAS

Thus, one get strong evidence for the present porous MOF materials without CUS that

signi�cant di�erences in pore diameters and shapes have only a small, for NO gas EPR

hardly resolvable, in�uence on the NO adsorption or desorption characteristics at low NO

loading. This indicates that the energetic landscape of adsorption sites is similar in all

present MOFs without CUS and even for the np phase of MIL-53 spatial hindrance seems

to play no signi�cant role for the small NO molecule regarding its adsorption characteristics

for NO gas EPR at low gas loading.

3.4 Summary of chapter three

Desorbed NO gas shows a characteristic EPR signal which can be detected at low gas

pressures. Both, its intensity as well as its linewidth can be used to quantify the amount

of desorbed NO. In the �rst section of this chapter a simulation procedure was introduced,

which allows for the easy derivation of the isotropic convolutional Lorentzian linewidth of

an arbitrary EPR signal of desorbed NO gas. In the next section it was shown by EPR

spectroscopy for certain NO gas samples that this linewidth depends linearly on the NO

gas pressure at room temperature. This was rationalized by kinetic gas theory and a cor-

responding e�ective collisional cross section was derived from the experimental data. By

appropriate temperature-dependent CW EPR measurements it was veri�ed that this cross

section stays almost constant between T = 100 K and T = 295 K. The temperature gradi-

ent along the EPR tube in standard top-loading continuous He-�ow cryostats prevents the

application of this established linear relation between the NO gas pressure and its EPR

signal linewidth at low temperatures. To enable the derivation of the amount of desorbed

NO gas from its EPR linewidth at low temperatures in such a setup, the experimental

determined EPR linewidth of desorbed NO gas at T = 123 K has been related to the

room temperature density of this gas for certain NO gas samples. Again, a linear relation

between both quantities was found. In the third section, both linear relations between

the room temperature amount of desorbed NO and its EPR line width at T = 295 K or

T = 123 K were used to derive the amount of desorbed NO at these temperatures for six

NO loaded MOF samples including the materials MIL-53(Al), MIL-100(Al) as well as the

�exible and the rigid derivative of DUT-8(Ni). In addition, the temperature dependences

of the intensities of the corresponding EPR signals of desorbed NO were determined exper-

imentally. The analysis of those data revealed that the �exible DUT-8(Ni) has the lowest

NO adsorption/desorption temperatures which can be explained by its non-porosity at

high temperatures and the absence of CUS in its structure. The rigid MIL-100(Al) MOF

has the highest adsorption temperature among the samples, which are in the focus of this

thesis, which relates to the presence of CUS in its structure. The porous phases of the rigid

DUT-(Ni) and MIL-53 MOFs have adsorption/desorption temperatures in between those

of the former. Their adsorption/desorption temperatures are almost the same although

the rigid DUT-(Ni) has a much larger pore size than the np or even lp phase of MIL-53.

This indicates that at low NO gas pressures the interaction of NO with the MOF surfaces

is comparable among those samples, which is in line with their lack of any CUS and indi-

cates similar adsorption sites provided by their organic parts, whereas the pore size has no
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signi�cant in�uence on the adsorption characteristics at those pressures for these samples.

Furthermore, only for the �exible MOFs, adsorption/desorption related hysteresis e�ects

of the amount of desorbed NO were observed by the linewidth analysis of the EPR signal

of desorbed NO gas, indicating structural transformations during the NO adsorption. For

the �exible DUT-8(Ni) samples such hysteresis e�ects were also observed by the NO gas

EPR signal intensities. For the MIL-53, the EPR intensities did not resolve the hysteresis

e�ect in contrast to the linewidth of the EPR signal of desorbed NO gas, re�ecting again

the small in�uence of the pore size on the adsorption characteristics of NO for porous MOF

samples without CUS at low gas pressures. This demonstrates that at low NO gas pressure

the linewidth based quanti�cation of NO is more sensitive than the signal intensity based

approach.

In general EPR o�ers the opportunity to estimate easily the amount of desorbed NO

in temperature- or pressure dependent CW experiments at temperatures T > 80 K, not

only from the intensity but in addition from the linewidth of the EPR signal of NO gas.

This method is particularly feasible in in situ experiments where the adsorption of NO on

porous materials like MOFs, zeolites or on solid surfaces is explored. In particular the NO

adsorption characteristics of selected MOF samples were explored by that approach, giving

valuable insights. Now, the question arises, what is the nature of the interaction between

the MOF surface and NO molecules, trapped within the pores of those MOFs, which will

be addressed in the next three chapters.
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4 NO ADSORPTION SPECIES IN MIL-53(Al)

4 NO adsorption species in MIL-53(Al), a MOF material

without CUS

According to the previous section 3.3, NO adsorbs on the np phase of MIL-53 at low

temperatures. In a next step, the NO interaction with the surface of the MIL-53 material

will be investigated at low temperatures by EPR.

In this chapter, a distinct NO adsorption species of the MOF MIL-53(Al) is charac-

terized in section 4.1 by the analysis of the corresponding CW-EPR signals measured at

X-band and Q-band frequencies. Two-pulse ESE �eld sweep experiments prove the pres-

ence of a second NO adsorption species as discussed in section 4.2. In the same section,

the interaction of both immobilized NO species with protons and 27Al nuclei will be fur-

ther investigated by the analysis of corresponding HYSCORE spectra, characterizing the

nature of the corresponding NO adsorption sites in more detail. A third summary section

concludes the chapter.

4.1 CW-EPR

Figure 25 shows the X-band and Q-band CW EPR spectra of sample Al-MIL-53 measured

at a temperature T = 10 K. The same low temperature X-band CW signal was observed

for sample Al/Cr-MIL-53. [223] The observed X-band signal can be simulated by an electron

spin S = 1/2 interacting with a nuclear spin I = 1, explaining the splitting of the low �eld

powder edge singularity into three equally spaced lines. The simulation is also shown in

Figure 25a. The g-tensor principal values as well as the h� constant A14N
y in y-direction,

used for this simulation, are summarized in Table 3. It was assumed that the g-tensor and

the h� tensor are coaligned. The g-tensor principal values are close but slightly smaller

than ge = 2.0023 and are ordered gx & gy � gz. They are typical for NO adsorbed at

some diamagnetic surface site as it is discussed in subsection 2.3.4. In addition, the h�

splitting in y-direction is typical for the h� with the 14N nucleus of such an NO species

(see subsection 2.3.4). Hence, this species is attributed to an NO adsorption species called

NO1a. The corresponding Q-band signal at T = 10 K can be simulated with the same

Table 3: Simulation derived principal values of the g-tensor of the NO adsorbed in sample
Al-MIL-53 at 10 K and of NO adsorbed in H-ZSM-5 zeolite. [198] The energy splitting ∆
between the 2Πx and 2Πy molecular states as calculated from the equations (44) as well
as the simulation derived 14N h� splitting A14N

y in the g-tensors y-direction are also given
(see subsection 2.3.4).

Species gx gy gz ∆(kJ/mol) A14N
y (MHz)

NO1a 1.9838 ± 0.002 1.9783 ± 0.0014 1.7637 ± 0.0071 10.5 ± 0.6 98.7 ± 4

NO1b -b 1.96 ± 0.03c 1.64 ± 0.03 7.7 ± 1.0d -e

NOz1 (H-ZSM-5)a 1.999 ± 0.003 1.999 ± 0.003 1.927 ± 0.003 25.5 84.1 ± 6.2

aRudolf et al. [198], bnot resolved within the theoretical reasonable range ge > gx > gy,
cderived from the two-pulse ESE �eld sweep spectrum (see section 4.2), dassuming l = 1
(equations (44)), enot resolved
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4.1 CW-EPR

Figure 25: Experimental X-band (a, bottom) and Q-band (b, bottom) signals of NO, ad-
sorbed in sample Al-MIL-53 at a temperature of 10 K. Above, simulations using parameters
from Table 3 are shown. The 14N h� principal values in the g-tensors x- and z-directions
were set to zero. The same linewidth model was assumed for both simulations in (a) and
(b), where the g-tensors principal values were independently Gaussian distributed with
FWHM widths of ∆gx = ∆gy = 0.008 and ∆gz = 0.04. The inset shows an enlargement
of (b).

set of spin-Hamiltonian parameters as it is shown in Figure 25b and is also attributed to

species NO1a. Here, the 14N h� splitting in y-direction is not resolved anymore, which

indicates that the broadening mechanism scales with the magnetic �eld and is mainly

determined by g-strains. Consequently, the same g-strain line-broadening model was used

for both simulations shown in Figure 25 (see caption of Figure 25).

The �rst question one might ask is whether NO1a adsorbs on the inner or outer surface

of the porous material. There might be also the possibility of the adsorption on some

impurity phase. An analysis of the corresponding temperature-dependent EPR signal in-

tensities might give some insight. For sample Al/Cr-MIL-53 the temperature dependences

of the intensities of the EPR signals of desorbed NO gas as well as of species NO1a are

shown in Figure 26. [223] Whereas, almost all NO has been adsorbed below Td = 120 K

(see section 3.3) the amount of the adsorption species NO1a starts to increase signi�cantly

below T = 80 K.

A comparison of the EPR intensity Iads of species NO1a with a reference signal of

an ultramarine sample with known number of spins shows that at T = 25 K about N =

0.21(9) µmol spins contribute to the signal of species NO1a. [223] This is distinctly more than

the number NNOgas ≈ 1.8 nmol of desorbed NO molecules, which can be detected at the

minimum [223] (see appendix D.1). The EPR signal of species NO1a increases signi�cantly

at temperatures T < 80 K, where desorbed NO has been completely frozen out or absorbed.

Therefore, it is most likely that species NO1a condenses from an NO phase inside the pores

of the MOF material. So, the temperature dependences of the signal intensities of NO1a

and desorbed NO gas indicate that NO1a adsorbs on the inner surface of the MOF.

It is remarkable that one observes for the MIL-53 samples at low temperatures a well
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Figure 26: Intensities of the X-band EPR signal of NO1a (�lled squares) and of the gas
phase signal of desorbed NO (open circles) as determined for sample Al/Cr-MIL-53 at
di�erent temperatures. The �gure contains data from both the cooling and heating branch.
This �gure was �rst published by Barth, Mendt et al. [223]
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4.1 CW-EPR

de�ned signal of adsorbed NO, although this MOF lacks any well de�ned CUS in its

framework structure due to the octahedral coordination of the Al3+ cations. Nevertheless,

species NO1a might adsorb at some defective CUS or some CUS of an impurity phase.

Such an NO species NOz1 (z for zeolite), adsorbed either at Al3+ or AlO+defect centers

in H-ZSM-5 zeolite, has been characterized by EPR previously. [198] Thus, a comparison of

the characteristic spectroscopic properties of species NO1a and NOz1 might give a �rst

evidence, whether NO1a binds to some Al site.

Most importantly, the EPR signal of species NOz1 in the H-ZSM-5 zeolite shows a

signi�cant 27Al h� splitting with a coupling constant A27Al
y ≈ 31.2 MHz [198] whereas the

signal of species NO1a in the MIL-53(Al) MOF lacks any resolved 27Al h�. Simulations

show, that a 27Al h� of A27Al
y < 10 MHz can contribute to the line width of the EPR

signal of NO1a. This is a �rst indication for the absence of any 27Al nuclei in the �rst

coordination sphere of this NO adsorption species.

The NO1a species might be further characterized by the analysis of its g-tensor principal

values. It is known that the energy splitting ∆ between the 2Πx and 2Πy molecular states

of the adsorbed NO increases with growing electric surface �eld gradient (see subsection

2.3.4). [301] The g-tensor derived energy splitting ∆ (equations (44)) is more than twice as

large for species NOz1 in the H-ZSM-5 zeolite than for species NO1a in the MIL-53(Al)

MOF (Table 3). This additionally indicates that NO1a is not formed at an Al site where

the electric surface �eld might be comparable to that at the adsorption site of species

NOz1.

As shown in Table 3, the 14N h� in y-direction is somewhat larger for species NO1a than

for species NOz1. This indicates that more unpaired spin density is in the nitrogen's 2py
AO of species NO1a compared to NOz1. This in turn can be interpreted within the picture

illustrated by relation (33), where the electronic structure of the NO molecule is understood

as a superposition of two resonance structures with the unpaired electron staying either in

the 2py AO of the nitrogen or oxygen atoms. Consequently, a smaller value A14N
y indicates

a stronger electron pair acceptor strength of the adsorption site. Thus, the adsorption site

of species NO1a seems to be a weaker Lewis acid than the Al site where species NOz1

adsorbs. This also indicates a non-metallic nature of the NO1a adsorption site.

The adsorption strength of the NO1a species can be characterized by the temperature

dependence of its linewidth. [196,198] As illustrated in Figure 27a and b, the EPR signal of

NO1a becomes broader with rising temperature until it almost vanished at T ≈ 80 K. The

isotropic convolutional Lorentzian peak-to-peak linewidth parameters δBpp were deter-

mined by the simulations of the X-band and Q-band signals of the NO1a species in sample

Al-MIL-53 at di�erent temperatures. They where �tted by the Arrhenius equation:

δBpp = a · e−
EA
kBT + b (63)

as shown in Figure 27c and d, with the free parameters a, b and EA. This way an activation

energy of EA = 2.4 ± 1.0 kJ/mol, characterizing the energetic barrier for the desorption

process of the NO1a in sample Al-MIL-53, was determined. Consistently, for the species

NO1a in sample Al/Cr-MIL-53 an equivalent activation energy of EA = 2.9± 1.4 kJ/mol
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4 NO ADSORPTION SPECIES IN MIL-53(Al)

Figure 27: X-band (a) and Q-band (b) EPR spectra of the sample Al-MIL-53 showing
the EPR signal of species NO1a at di�erent temperatures as well as the temperature
dependences of the isotropic convolutional Lorentzian peak-to-peak linewidth parameter
δBpp, as determined by simulations of the X-band (c) and Q-band (d) EPR signals of
the NO adsorption species NO1a in the sample Al-MIL-53. The red lines are the �ts
with an Arrhenius law (equation (63)) where in both cases the same activation energy
EA = 2.4± 1.0 kJ/mol was used.
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4.2 Two-pulse ESE �eld sweep and HYSCORE spectroscopy

Figure 28: Two-pulse ESE �eld sweep spectrum of sample Al-MIL-53 measured at 10 K
(bottom). The simulations of species NO1a (second from top), NO1b (top) and their sum
are also shown. Field positions where HYSCORE experiments have been conducted are
indicated by arrows.

was determined similarly. This value is distinctly smaller than EA = 20.2 ± 7.3 kJ/mol

as determined for species NOz1 and even smaller than EA = 4.1 ± 1.4 kJ/mol and EA =

7.2 ± 2.1 kJ/mol as determined for Na+-NO adsorption species NOz2 and NOz3 in the

zeolites Na-ZSM-5 and Na-A. [198] This o�ers additional evidence that NO1a is not adsorbed

at a defective CUS in MIL-53.

In total, a comparison of distinct parameters derived from the CW EPR signals of

species NO1a and NO adsorbed on certain zeolites indicates that the former does not bind

to a defective or impurity related CUS in the MIL-53 samples. A further characterization of

those species becomes necessary which has motivated a comprehensive study by two-pulse

ESE �eld sweep and HYSCORE experiments presented in section 4.2.

4.2 Two-pulse ESE �eld sweep and HYSCORE spectroscopy

A two-pulse ESE �eld sweep experiment of sample Al-MIL-53 was conducted at X-band

frequency and T = 10 K. It shows the signal of the NO adsorption species NO1a as it is
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indicated by the plot of its simulation in the same Figure 28. But obviously a broad tail

of signal intensity contributes to the spectrum at higher magnetic �elds 400 mT < B0 <

430 mT, where the signal of species NO1a does not occur anymore. This signal will be

attributed to one or several immobilized NO species subsumed under the label NO1b. Due

to its shallow spectral shape, species NO1b was not resolved by the �rst derivative like

CW EPR spectrum (Figure 25).

From the two-pulse ESE �eld sweep spectrum one can estimate the NO1b g-tensor

principal value gz = 1.64± 0.03 (Table 3). Consequently, the energy splitting ∆ should be

distinctly smaller for species NO1b compared to species NO1a (equations (44)), indicating

weaker electric surface �elds at the adsorption sites of species NO1b than at the site of

species NO1a. [301]

In the previous section the NO adsorption species NO1a was characterized by CW

EPR, indicating that this species does not bind to any Al atom in its �rst coordination

sphere. Further evidence for this hypothesis, more detailed knowledge about the near en-

vironment of species NO1a as well as of the two-pulse ESE �eld sweep detected species

NO1b might be obtained by more advanced pulsed EPR methods. For this purpose the

HYSCORE technique was chosen (see subsection 2.2.3). Its spreading of the nuclear fre-

quency spectrum into two frequency dimensions implicates a high resolution, especially in

cases of small h�, [268] and is favorable for the unraveling of spectral contributions from

di�erent nuclear species.

HYSCORE spectra of sample Al-MIL-53 have been measured at T = 6 K at �eld

positions A (B0 = 346.8 mT) to J (B0 = 420.0 mT) as they are indicated by arrows in

Figure 28. All spectra are collected in the appendix E. Exemplary spectra are shown in

Figure 29. All spectra show signals in the �rst quadrant distributed around the 27Al and

the 1H proton Larmor frequencies νAl ≈ 4.0 MHz and νH ≈ 15 MHz indicative for weakly

coupled 27Al, and proton nuclei with h� A
2 < νI (see equation (21)). Signals of strongly

coupled 27Al nuclei or protons
(
A
2 > νI

)
in the fourth quadrant are absent in all spectra,

indicating particularly the absence of Al3+ ions in the �rst coordination sphere of the NO

species NO1a and NO1b. [242,279]

Both, protons and 27Al nuclei occur in the MIL-53 framework structure. For the 27Al

nuclei at the framework metal sites of MIL-53(Al), NMR data of their nqi [238] allow for

their comparison with the present 27Al HYSCORE signals. Therefore, �rst the 27Al data

will be discussed.

All HYSCORE spectra of sample Al-MIL53a in Figure 29 show signals in the �rst

quadrant that were distributed almost near the diagonal ν2 = ν1 around the 27Al Larmor

frequency νAl ≈ 4.0 MHz. Therefore, this signals are attributed to weakly coupled 27Al

nuclei, here called species Al1, interacting with the NO adsorption species NO1a and NO1b.

As it will become evident in the following, the analysis of the measured HYSCORE signals

does not allow for a signi�cant spectral di�erentiation between 27Al nuclei, interacting

either with NO1a or NO1b. From the extension of the Al1 peaks, perpendicular to the

frequency diagonal, one can estimate by simulations that the dipolar h� constant of this

nuclei is small, namely T < 0.8 MHz. Here, it was assumed that the isotropic h� constant
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Figure 29: Exemplary HYSCORE spectra of sample Al-MIL-53 measured at the temper-
ature T = 6 K at �eld positions B0 = 346.8 mT (A), B0 = 356.0 mT (D), B0 = 367.0 mT
(F), B0 = 398.8 mT(I) and B0 = 420.0 mT (J). The �eld position labels on the top right of
each row are the corresponding labels shown in Figure 28. Each of the rows show on the left
the whole HYSCORE spectrum, and in the middle and on the right corresponding enlarge-
ments of the HYSCORE signals of weakly coupled 27Al nuclei and protons, respectively.
For each spectrum the sum projections are shown on its top and right. Each spectrum is
the sum of two, measured with two di�erent time delays τ between the �rst and second
pulse, optimizing the absence of blind spots for weakly and more strongly coupled protons
according to Höfer. [280] These time delays were set to τ = 102 ns and τ = 136 ns (A),
τ = 98 ns and τ = 132 ns (D), τ = 96 ns and τ = 128 ns (F), τ = 88 ns and τ = 118 ns
(I), and τ = 84 ns and τ = 112 ns (J).
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Figure 30: HYSCORE signals of sample Al-MIL-53 (left) and the corresponding simulated
signals of distant 27Al nuclei (species Al1, right). The spectra were measured at T = 6 K at
di�erent �eld positions A (B0 = 346.8mT, τ = 102 ns), D (B0 = 356.0mT, τ = 98 ns), F
(B0 = 367.0mT, τ = 96 ns), G (B0 = 378.8mT, τ = 94 ns), I (B0 = 398.8mT, τ = 88 ns)
and J (B0 = 420.0mT, τ = 84 ns) (see Figure 28) and showed signals of distant 27Al nuclei.
The simulations are explained in detail in the text and were conducted with parameters
collected in Table 4. Sum projections are shown on the top and right.

Table 4: 27Al nqi parameters as determined by HYSCORE spectroscopy in this work
for species Al1 at T = 6 K and as determined by Loiseau et al. [238] with NMR at room
temperature for the calcined MIL-53(Al) in the lp phase, and for the fully hydrated MIL-
53(Al) in the np phase.

Species CQ (MHz) η

Al1 11± 2 0.2± 0.2
27Al in MIL-53(Al) (lp)a 8.36 0
27Al in MIL-53(Al) (np)a 10.67 0.15

adata are from Loiseau et al. [238]
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aiso is almost zero, which is a reasonable assumption for such weakly coupled nuclei. So,

one can estimate with a point dipole approximation (equation (12)) that the distance

between Al1 and the NO adsorption species NO1a and NO1b is larger than rmin ≈ 3.0Å.

Therefore, the attribution of species Al1 to a variety of distant Al nuclei including matrix Al

nuclei seems probable. Nevertheless, such information does not allow for an unambiguous

attribution of species Al1 to the framework metal sites in MIL-53(Al). The adsorption of

NO on an impurity phase or near defective Al sites is not excluded by the analysis of the

h� alone.

Interestingly, all measured HYSCORE signals of species Al1 show di�erent local max-

ima lying on the diagonal. They might be partialy attributed to di�erent cross peaks,

each correlating a single ∆mAl = ±1 transitions where the degeneracy is lifted by the nqi,

and partially to di�erent powder edge singularities of the central mI = −1/2 ↔ +1/2

transition. The interpretation of those signals has been addressed by a simulation proto-

col applying the spherical-averaging approximation. [330] In detail, it was assumed that a

variety of distant 27Al nuclei contribute to the measured signals, having all the same nqi

parameters CQ and η and small h� modeled here by constant but small values T = 0.1

MHz and aiso = 0. To account for the contribution of many such distant 27Al nuclei, which

number is expected to increases with their distances to the NO adsorption species, sums

of powder spectra of this 27Al species interacting with the NO molecule were calculated.

Here, the orientation selection was switched o� and the three Euler angles, de�ning the

relative orientation between the h� and nqi tensors, were treated as uniformly distributed

random numbers de�ned on non-redundant intervals. Six exemplary simulations are shown

in Figure 30. They �t the experimental signals at all �eld positions. The simulation derived

nqi parameters are always the same within the errors with CQ = 11± 2 and η = 0.2± 0.2.

This shows that an interpretation of those HYSCORE signals, origination from a single

species of distant matrix nuclei and all having the same nqi, is consistent to the data.

Since the same model explains the 27Al nuclei signals measured at �eld positions A and

J (Figure 28), both species NO1a and NO1b seem to interact with the same kind of matrix
27Al nuclei species Al1. Finally, the EPR derived nqi parameters �t to the NMR derived

nqi parameters as determined for the np phase of MIL-53(Al) at room temperature [238]

(Table 4), indicating that species Al1 is the 27Al nucleus at the framework metal site of

the np phase of MIL-53(Al). Therefore, both species NO1a and NO1b can be attributed

to NO species, adsorbed on the np phase of MIL-53(Al). This observation is consistent

to the EPR study of the NO loaded sample Al/Cr-MIL-53, using Cr3+ as a paramagnetic

probe (appendix D.2). It also indicates that all NO is adsorbed on the np phase at T = 6

K.

From the HYSCORE experiments one can conclude that neither species NO1a nor

NO1b interacts with 27Al in its �rst coordination sphere. Nevertheless, all HYSCORE

spectra show long ridges distributed around the proton Larmor frequency νH ≈ 15 MHz

in the �rst quadrant (Figures 29 and 31). Three kind of ridges can be identi�ed according

to their shifts to higher frequencies along the diagonal: A less extended ridge crosses the

diagonal at the proton Larmor frequency νH ≈ 15 MHz and is attributed to a proton
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H1bI

H1a

H1bII

H1cI H1cII
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↓ ↓
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Figure 31: HYSCORE spectrum of sample Al-MIL53a showing the signals of the �ve
di�erent proton species H1a , H1bI, H1bII, H1cI and H1cII. The spectrum was measured
at T = 6 K at a magnetic �eld B0 = 348.6.0 mT. It is the sum of two spectra measured
with di�erent time durations τ = 102 ns and τ = 134 ns. Sum projections are shown on
the top and right.
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4.2 Two-pulse ESE �eld sweep and HYSCORE spectroscopy

Table 5: Simulation derived h� parameters (equation (10)) of various proton species ob-
served in HYSCORE spectra of sample Al-MIL-53 measured at T = 6 K. The parameter
Tmin is an experimental derived lower bound for the corresponding h� parameter T .

Proton species aiso (MHz) T (MHz) ρ

H1a < 3a < 1.4 -b

H1bI −4.6± 0.4 4.4± 0.4 0.49± 0.15
H1bII −1.6± 0.6 5.1± 0.4 0.34± 0.1

Proton species Ax (MHz) Az (MHz) Tmin (MHz)
H1cIc −10.9± 0.35 16.6± 3.8 9.2± 1.4
H1cIIc −13.05± 0.25 13.95± 0.65 9.0± 0.3

ain magnitude, bnot resolved, conly the relative sign between Ax and Az was determined
experimentally, meaning that the given signs might be actually inverted. The third prin-
cipal value Ay was not resolved.

species called H1a (Figure 31). Going to higher frequencies the next kind of ridges are

attributed to a proton species called H1b whereas the kind of proton signals crossing the

diagonal at highest frequencies are attributed to a proton species named H1c (Figure 31).

It will turn out that species H1b comprises two protons H1bI and H1bII whereas at least

two protons H1cI and H1cII contribute to species H1c, as it is indicated in Figure 31.

In the following, the HYSCORE signals of the three proton species H1a, H1b and H1c

will be analyzed in more detail.

The signals of proton species H1a have the following properties: They almost cross the

proton Larmor frequency on the diagonal, show the smallest extension perpendicular to the

diagonal, are visible at all �eld positions A to J and show no signi�cant orientation selection

(Figures 29 and 31). From the maximal distance of the H1a ridge (Figure 31) to the anti-

diagonal through the proton Larmor frequency one can estimate that species H1a comprises

protons with dipolar h� coupling constants smaller than Tmax = 1.4 MHz (Table 5). [331]

Thus, the protons contributing to species H1a are indicated to have distances to the NO

molecule larger than rmin = 3.8 Å, as one can derive from the point-dipole approximation

(equation (12)) Consequently, this species is attributed to distant matrix protons of the

MIL-53(Al) material interacting with both NO adsorption species NO1a and NO1b.

The signals of the proton species H1b are present in HYSCORE spectra measured at the

�eld positions A to I but not at position J (Figure 28). Thus, they are attributed to protons,

interacting only with the NO adsorption species NO1a. These signals are rather complex.

They show a quite broad distribution parallel to the diagonal ν2 = ν1 and fan out into

at least two well separated ridges at their high h� ends (Figure 31). This indicates either

a signi�cant orthorhombicity of the h� tensor of a single proton species or contributions

of more than one proton species to the signal of H1b. This observation is illustrated at

the best by the HYSCORE signal measured at the �eld position A (Figure 29a), where

mainly crystal orientations with a magnetic �eld almost parallel to the y−direction of the

NO1a g-tensor contribute. This strong orientation selection results from the large 14N h�

in the g-tensors y-direction, which shifts the corresponding resonance of the mN = 1 EPR
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4 NO ADSORPTION SPECIES IN MIL-53(Al)

Figure 32: HYSCORE spectra of sample Al-MIL-53 (a), measured at T = 6 K, B0 = 348.6
mT (left) and B0 = 360.0 mT (right). They are the sum of two and three di�erent spectra,
respectively measured with di�erent inter-pulse delays τ for blind spot compensation. The
simulations (b) are the sums of the simulated signals of the proton species H1bI (c) and
H1bII (d) switching of any orientation selection. Sum projections are shown on the top
and right.
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Figure 33: Exemplary simulated absorption powder spectrum of nitric oxide at X-band
frequency (blue) together with the θ vs. resonance �eld dependency of all three m14N =
1, 0,−1 transitions (black) in the g-tensors y, z-plane (a) and x, z-plane (b). Here, θ is the
angle between the magnetic �eld and the g-tensors principal z-direction. The black lines
relate a speci�c magnetic �eld Bres to the angle θ of spin packets which transitions match
the mw frequency at the magnetic �eld Bres.
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4.2 Two-pulse ESE �eld sweep and HYSCORE spectroscopy

transition to the low �eld edge of the NO1a powder spectrum, as illustrated in Figure 33.

At that �eld position two well separated ridges, attributed to species H1b, are resolved

(Figure 29a). This proves that no more than two proton species contribute to the signal of

species H1b. The HYSCORE signals of species H1b show a large orientation selection with

varying magnetic �eld, indicating that not a large variety but rather less proton species like

one or two, with well de�ned orientations relative to the NO molecule, contribute (Figure

29).

Unfortunately, extensive orientation selective simulations of all measured signals of

species H1b, varying the h� principal values and Euler angles of one or two proton species,

did not to lead to unique and satisfying agreements between the experimental and sim-

ulated signals at magnetic �eld positions A to I. The reason for this failure might be a

corresponding large number of h� tensor parameters in case that two protons contribute

and a signi�cant distribution of the h� parameters. Also, in case of the presence of only

one proton species contributing to H1b, its possible orthorhombicity of the h� tensor com-

bined with some inhomogeneous distribution of the h� parameters, might have prevented

the determination of the full h� tensor.

For the mentioned reasons a determination of the orientation of the h� tensors of one

or maybe two proton species, contributing to H1b, was not successful. To derive at least

the corresponding h� principal values to some precision, the following protocol was used:

For almost all experimental HYSCORE signals of species H1b, two distinct ridges are

resolved at their outer endings but overlap in regions near the diagonal (Figure 31). Each

of those resolved ending parts of a ridge have been �tted by a straight line in the square

frequency spectrum according to equation (30) (see also subsection 2.2.3). In this way,

the magnitudes of two h� principal values and their relative signs have been attributed

to each of the two resolved ridge parts of each HYSCORE signal of species H1b. The

corresponding errors of those principal values have been estimated by the variation of the

applied straight line �t. It was assumed that each of such pair of h� principal values

belongs to the h� tensor of one proton species. At least four di�erent h� principal values

have been determined and even more values might be present but not resolved due to a

distinct uncertainty in the h� parameters. Thus, it can be concluded that more than one

proton contribute to species H1b. Taking into account the HYSCORE spectrum at the

lowest �eld position A, as it was discussed above, this analysis of the HYSCORE signal of

species H1b shows that two protons contribute most signi�cantly to H1b, which are called

H1bI and H1bII.

In a next step a little script was written, which derives all possible combinations of the

h� principal values that belong to those two protons and which are consistent to the set of

pairs of h� principal values determined at each �eld position within certain errors. From

the analysis of the dataset, the h� parameters have been determined for both species H1bI

and H1bII as summarized in Table 5. The negative isotropic h� constants aiso (Table 5)

indicate spin polarization of the hydrogen's s-orbitals by the electron spin density at the

NO. Corresponding simulations without orientation selection are shown exemplarily for

the HYSCORE spectra measured at B0 = 348.6 mT and B0 = 360 mT in Figure 32.
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4 NO ADSORPTION SPECIES IN MIL-53(Al)

Figure 34: Schematic structures illustrating qualitatively a possible position of the NO1a
NO molecule ( blu in a and b, purple in c) in the np structure of MIL-53, [1] as it is indicated
by the HYSCORE data. For case a, where species H1c does not interact with NO1a, the
NO molecule might sit in the middle of the channel between two metal-oxygen chains (a).
If it is true that some protons of H1c interact with NO1a (case b), a structure might be
possible, where the NO interacts with the aromatic ring of the bdc ligand as in (b). Figure
(c) shows a position, where NO1b might interact with two di�erent protons at the same
time. The distances to neighbored protons, which might be H1bI and H1bII (a,b) or H1cI
and H1cII (c), are shown. In (b) the distances to the nearest protons belonging possibly
to H1cI or H1cII are not shown. Atoms are colored in white (H), black (C), red, purple
(O) and gray (Al).
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4.2 Two-pulse ESE �eld sweep and HYSCORE spectroscopy

The HYSCORE spectra measured at the �eld positions A to J show distinctly the

signal of the proton species H1c. Thus, H1c comprises protons interacting with the NO

adsorption species NO1b. It cannot be ruled out that protons, interacting with the NO

adsorption species NO1a, contribute likewise to the signal of species H1c. The HYSCORE

signals of species H1c cover a horn shaped area as it is typical for species with orthorhombic

h� tensors (Figures 29, 31). [274] Nevertheless, a straight line �t of the borders of that horn

shaped area in the square frequency plot using equation (30) still enables the determination

of some h� principal values. [274] Several spectra of species H1c resolve two distinct ridges

edging the horn shaped area, as they are denoted in Figure 31 with H1cI and H1cII. Their

analysis using equation (30) attribute to both ridges the h� principal values Ax and Az
as they are summarized in Table 5. Since those two pairs have four well distinguished

h� principal values, the presence of at least two distinct proton species H1cI and H1cII,

contributing to H1c, is indicated. For both proton species a third h� principal values with

even larger magnitude, than the two determined h� values have, is indicated by the horn

like shape of the H1c HYSCORE signals. But its determination is hindered by the bad

signal resolution. Nevertheless, a lower bound for the dipolar h� parameter T might be

obtained by the formula Tmin = (Az−Ax)
3 which is for both protons H1cI and H1cII Tmin ≈ 9

MHz.

As discussed above, the nqi of the signal of the distant 27Al nuclear species Al1 indicates

that species NO1a and NO1b interact with the inner surface of the np phase of MIL-53.

Unfortunately, it was not possible to derive unambiguously from the HYSCORE data

distinct structural models for species NO1a and NO1b. But as a proof of principle the

nitrogen or oxygen atom of the NO molecule was put virtually into the np framework

of MIL-53 [1] using the program Chemcraft 1.8. Then, its position was varied until its

distances to the next neighbored protons were consistent to the approximated HYSCORE

derived proton distances. The further discussion of the observed HYSCORE signals might

distinguish two cases. In case a one assumes that no proton contributing to species H1c

interacts with the NO adsorption species NO1a. In case b some protons contributing to

species H1c might interact with NO1a.

Case a: From the dipolar h� constants T of the protons H1bI and H1bII (Table 5),

distances to NO1a of about rNO-H = 2.6±0.1Å and rNO-H = 2.5±0.1Å can be estimated,

respectively (equation (12)), within a point-dipole approximation. The magnitude of those

estimated proton distances excludes the possibility that NO1a is adsorbed at an aromatic

ring of the bdc ligand in the np phase. The reason for this are two opposing bdc ligands in

the np phase that are quite close to each other. They have a distance of about rbdc-bdc ≈
3.6 Å. [1] Thus, the spatial density of the bdc ligand protons is so high in the np region

between the stacked bdc ligands that an NO molecule, adsorbed at an aromatic ring, would

have more than two protons neighbored within a radius of r = 2.6 Å. Thus, additional

protons should have been detected by HYSCORE spectroscopy. This is assumed in case a.

Therefore, only a structure model, where the NO molecule is in the center of the np phase

channel, sitting between both metal-oxygen planes as illustrated in Figure 34a, can hold

for species NO1a. The two protons H1bI and H1bII are both from two µ2-(OH) groups of
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4 NO ADSORPTION SPECIES IN MIL-53(Al)

two opposite metal-oxygen chains. Other protons have distances larger than rmin = 3.8 Å

and should contribute to proton species H1a, and also the next nearest 27Al nucleus is at

a distance of rAl-N ≈ 3.0 Å and should therefore contribute to the signal of the distant

Al species Al1. In this scenario the experimental observed proton species H1cI and H1cII

interacting with the NO adsorption species NO1b might indicate a structural model as it

is illustrated schematically in Figure 34c. The case a seems reasonable, since a similar

scenario was observed for CO2 adsorbed in MIL-53(Cr), [260] where CO2 molecules are also

located in the centre of the narrow pore, interacting with the µ2-(OH) groups. It was

proposed that this interaction pulls both µ2-(OH) groups toward each other due to the

formation of an electron donor-acceptor complex between the oxygen and the carbon and

a weak quadrupolar interaction between the CO2 and the proton, triggering by that way

the lp to np transition of the MOF during the CO2 adsorption. [260] Since we have observed

by Cr3+ EPR also an lp to np transition during cooling of an NO loaded MIL-53 (see

appendix section D.2), similar mechanisms, namely the interaction of species NO1a with

the µ2-(OH) groups might explain the shift of the corresponding transition temperature

to higher values compared to the non-loaded activated MOF. That dispersion forces can

signi�cantly a�ect structural transition kinetics was recently shown for the DUT-8(Ni)

material. [332]

Case b: If some of the protons, which contribute to the HYSCORE signal of species H1c,

interact with the NO adsorption species NO1a and not only with species NO1b, it might

be possible that NO1a interacts with the aromatic ring of a bdc ligand as it is illustrated

in Figure 34b. In the model in Figure 34b two protons of two opposed bdc ligands are at

distances to the NO molecule of about rNO-H = 2.6Å and rNO-H = 2.5Å, respectively, and

might be identi�ed with the protons H1bI and H1bII. Two other protons are at distances

rNO-H = 1.6Å and rNO-H = 2.2Å (not indicated in Figure 34b) which roughly translate,

according to equation (12), to dipolar h� coupling constants in the order of T = 19 MHz

and T = 7.5 MHz. Hence, this protons might contribute to the species H1c. In the

exemplary model shown in Figure 34b, all other protons are at distances rNO-H > 3.8 Å

and should contribute to the signal of the protons species H1a. The next neighbored 27Al

nucleus has a distance of rNO-Al = 4.5 Å and contributes therefore to species Al1a of

distant Al nuclei.

As pointed out, in both cases some of the protons belonging to species H1c must interact

with the weakly bound NO adsorption species NO1b, since the HYSCORE spectrum at

position J (Figure 28) shows the signal of H1c. For this species it was estimated, based

on the HYSCORE data, that the anisotropic h� is of the order or even larger than Tmin ≈
9 MHz. Since the small g-values of the NO adsorption species NO1b indicates a weak

interaction with the surface, this interaction might be a hydrogen bonding between the

oxygen of NO1b and protons of the MOF framework. A comparable large dipolar h�

parameter of T ≈ 7.65 MHz has been reported for a hydrogen of an NOHA substrate

interacting with the NO of a Ferrous-NO heme center via a hydrogen bond. [333] The fact

that at least two protons contribute to species H1, might re�ect the presence of several non-

equivalent proton sites in the MIL-53 material, comprising the proton of the µ2-(OH) group
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bridging the Al3+O6 octahedra and those of the bdc ligands. Hydrogen bonds between the

NO1b and both kind of protons might be possible, even at the same time for a single NO

molecule. This is illustrated in Figure 34c. Here, an NO position is suggested, where the

NO1b molecule can interact via two hydrogen bonds with a proton of a µ2-(OH) group

and a proton of the bdc ligand at the same time. It might be also possible that more than

one NO adsorption species contribute to NO1b, interacting with di�erent single protons

via hydrogen bonds.

4.3 Summary of chapter four

Temperature-dependent CW EPR and low temperature two-pulse ESE �eld sweep as well

as HYSCORE experiments were performed with NO loaded samples of MIL-53(Al) and

its Cr3+ doped variant, strongly indicating the adsorption of NO on the np phase of this

MOF at low temperatures. Both, the signal of desorbed NO gas at temperatures above

T ≈ 120 K and that of adsorbed NO at temperatures below T ≈ 85 K were detected. The

analysis of the temperature dependences of the EPR intensities of adsorbed and desorbed

NO proved that the EPR detected adsorbed NO does not condense directly from the gas

phase of desorbed NO and thus the adsorption of NO inside the pores of MIL-53 is strongly

indicated. Various spectroscopic parameters of the EPR signal of the adsorbed NO species

NO1a as its g-tensor principal values, its temperature-dependent linewidth, its 14N h�

as well as the absence of any resolved 27Al h� in the CW EPR spectrum indicate the

adsorption of that EPR detected species at non-metallic sites. By two-pulse ESE �eld

sweep EPR, an additional NO adsorption species NO1b was detected at T = 10 K. Low

temperature HYSCORE experiments at various �eld positions resolved signals of distant
27Al nuclei and protons, interacting with the EPR detected NO adsorption species. The

nqi principal values of the distant 27Al species could be derived from the experimental

data and equals those derived by NMR for the np phase. In particular, the HYSCORE

results con�rm that the EPR detected NO species NO1a and NO1b interact with non-

metallic sites of the MIL-53(Al) framework. The HYSCORE spectra further resolve at

least four di�erent non-equivalent non-distant protons. The h� principal values of two

protons, interacting with NO1a, could be derived from the analysis of their HYSCORE

signals, and are consistent to a position of the NO molecule in the middle of the np phase,

interacting with protons of two µ2-(OH) groups belonging to opposite metal-oxygen chains.

For each of the two proton species, interacting with NO1b, only two h� principal values

could be derived from their HYSCORE signals. Their unusually large magnitudes indicate

hydrogen bonds between those protons and the NO molecule. In total, the presented EPR

results indicate a weak physisorption of NO at non-metallic sites of the np phase of MIL-

53(Al), strongly interacting with the protons of the framework, presumably altering the

structural transition kinetics.
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5 NO adsorption species in MIL-100(Al), a MOF material

with CUS

The previous chapter presented detailed CW and pulsed EPR experiments that revealed

the weak physisorption of NO in the np phase of MIL-53 at low temperatures, with protons

but no aluminum atoms in its �rst coordination sphere. The next case study investigates

the aluminum based MOF MIL-100(Al), which possess Al3+ CUS. Such Al3+ sites are

known to be strong Lewis acid sites [119,198,201�203] which makes trivalent aluminum based

MOFs particularly interesting for heterogeneous catalysis applications. Among MOFs they

are favored for industrial applications [334] since their strong metal-oxygen bonds [201,335]

makes them extraordinarily thermally and chemically stable and they are low in price. [201]

Consequently, there is a special need for the spectroscopic characterization of Lewis acid

sites in such MOFs.

Common methods for the characterization of Lewis acid sites in MOFs are IR spec-

troscopy, temperature-programmed desorption, or the determination of the isosteric heats

of adsorption of certain probe molecules. [204] Particularly, the Lewis acidity of the CUS

in some MIL-100(M) (M = trivalent metal) MOFs was investigated, using CO, pyridine

and acetonitrile as IR active probe molecules. [202,205�207] But unfortunately, those meth-

ods alone do not allow for the unambiguous determination of the characterized Lewis acid

sites nature. Attributions to other sites rather than the framework CUS, like to defects or

extra-framework species, cannot be excluded in certain cases. The usage of NO as an EPR

active probe for the characterization of the Lewis acidity of Al3+ CUS might overcome this

disadvantage of the aforementioned methods. EPR of adsorbed NO was used successfully

for the characterization of Lewis acid sites in various zeolites. [92,198,200] The EPR detected
14N h� of an NO molecule adsorbed at a CUS characterizes its Lewis acidity as explained

in subsection 2.3.1. In case of aluminum based MOFs, one might resolve in addition by

EPR the h� of the 27Al nucleus of the corresponding site, interacting with the unpaired

electron spin of the NO molecule, since this nucleus has a nuclear spin I = 5/2 and 100

percent natural abundance. A detailed spectroscopic determination of this h� combined

with ab initio quantum chemical calculations might enable the reliable attribution of the

EPR characterized Al3+ site to a de�ned open metal site species.

The present chapter presents a case study for this approach. The present investiga-

tion combines CW-EPR and high resolution pulsed EPR methods with DFT calculations,

applied to the model system MIL-100(Al) [239] that is loaded with NO.

A thermal treatment of the material MIL-100(Al) removes water molecules coordinating

to the Al3+ ions producing the CUS. [201] The two giant cavities of MIL-100(Al) with free

diameters of about 2.5 nm and 2.9 nm [336] might be used as a host for encapsulated metal

complexes for further catalytic applications. [337] Apart from its potential applications in

catalysis this MOF might be also suitable as drug carrier since it induces no signi�cant in

vitro cell toxicity. [338] In this context, it is worth to mention that its iron based variant

MIL-100(Fe) adsorbs large amounts of the medically relevant (see chapter 1) molecule NO

at room temperature due to the chemisorption of NO at the Fe3+ CUS. [178,223] The NO
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5.1 CW-EPR

Table 6: Experimentally derived g-tensor and 14N h� principal values for various NO
adsorption species in the MIL-100(Al) MOF

NO

adsorp-

tion

species

gx gy gz
∣∣A14Nx

∣∣(MHz)
∣∣A14Ny

∣∣(MHz)
∣∣A14Nz

∣∣(MHz)

NO2a 1.997± 0.003 1.997± 0.003 1.909± 0.003a 14± 8b 86± 3 20± 6b

NO2bc 1.993± 0.005 1.993± 0.005 1.945± 0.005 -d 84± 12 -d

NO2c 1.995± 0.006 1.995± 0.006 1.88± 0.01e -d 86± 24 -d

NO2d 1.97± 0.03f 1.97± 0.03f 1.4...1.88f,g -d 100± 80f -d

aas determined by selective two-pulse ESE �eld sweep EPR, [242] bas determined by Davies
ENDOR spectroscopy, cas determined at T = 45 K, dnot resolved. eThis value is derived
from an analysis of the HYSCORE spectra measured at various �elds, fas roughly estimated
from two-pulse ESE �eld sweep spectra. gThe species NO2d might comprise a variety of
weakly bound NO with gz principal values inhomogeneously distributed in the given range.

release can be triggered in humid conditions by adsorption of water. [178] In a combined

IR and CW EPR study it was shown by Barth and Mendt et al. that the MIL-100(Al)

MOF binds NO much weaker than the MIL-100(Fe). [223] In that study EPR detects for

NO loaded samples of MIL-100(Fe) only the signal of desorbed NO whereas no EPR signal

of any NO adsorption species was observed. This was reasoned by a high local density

of paramagnetic species or a total integer spin of possible Fe3+-NO complexes. An un-

derstanding of the di�erent adsorption strengths of both MIL-100 materials on an atomic

scale is also addressed by the work presented in this chapter, which gives a comprehen-

sive insight into the microscopic and electronic structure of the NO-Al3+ complex in the

MIL-100(Al) at low temperatures.

The content of this chapter is published in two papers. [223,242] The �rst four sections will

summarize the results obtained by di�erent EPR methods, namely CW EPR, two-pulse

ESE �eld sweep EPR, HYSCORE spectroscopy and Davies ENDOR spectroscopy. The

�fth section covers the results obtained by the DFT calculations. The sixth section dis-

cusses those results in more detail. The last section summarizes this chapter. Experimental

and computational details can be be found in the appendix F.

5.1 CW-EPR

An X-band CW EPR spectrum of sample Al-MIL-100, measured at 8 K, is shown in Figure

35. It shows a signal which has been attributed to a superposition of three NO adsorption

species called NO2a, NO2c and NO2d according to a comprehensive analysis of CW and

pulsed EPR data (see also the following sections in this chapter). [223,242] Interestingly, the

gx,y powder edge singularity of this signal features a super hyper�ne (shf) splitting with

more than 13 resolved lines (Figure 35), which cannot be explained by the 14N h� alone.

That large number of shf lines have been attributed to an additional h� with a neigh-

bored 27Al nucleus, here called 27Al species Al2a. [223,242] This attribution is con�rmed
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Figure 35: X-band EPR spectrum of sample Al-MIL-100 measured at T = 8 K (bottom).
The simulated signals (above) are the sum of the signals of species NO2a, NO2c and NO2d
with parameters given in Tables 6 and 7. The signal of species NO2d is not resolved by
CW EPR, but shown here with the same relative amount as determined by two-pulse ESE
�eld sweep spectroscopy with non-selective pulses (see section 5.2).
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5.1 CW-EPR

Figure 36: CW EPR spectra of sample Al-MIL-100 measured at di�erent temperatures
during heating (shown on the right). The EPR spectra have been normalized with respect
to experimental parameters and multiplied with the temperature to correct for the Curie's
law.

by a simulation of this signal (Figure 35), assuming a h� of species NO2a with the 27Al

nuclear species Al2a with full 14N and 27Al h� tensors derived by the pulsed EPR experi-

ments (see following sections and Table 7). The restricted resolution of the CW spectrum

forbids the determination of the full Al2a and 14N h� tensors, [223] but the ENDOR and

HYSCORE studies presented below achieved this target with certain precision. [242] Never-

theless, temperature-dependent CW EPR measurements of sample Al-MIL-100 gave �rst

and interesting insights into the binding of the NO adsorption species in MIL-100(Al). [223]

In Figure 36 EPR spectra of sample Al-MIL-100 are shown, which were measured

at di�erent temperatures during heating. Interestingly, above T = 14 K another signal

occurs at B0 ≈ 345 mT, which is most likely the gz powder edge singularity of a second

NO adsorption species NO2b (Table 6). [223] Its origin will be discussed in more detail in

section 5.6.

The temperature-dependent intensity INO2a-d of the sum EPR signal of the species

NO2a to NO2d (Figure 37a) was determined by the integration of the corresponding base-

line corrected spectra and corrected for the Curie law by the multiplication with the tem-

perature. It starts growing with decreasing temperature below T = 160 K indicating the

formation of adsorbed NO species. It reaches a maximum at T ≈ 115 K. Interestingly,
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5 NO ADSORPTION SPECIES IN MIL-100(Al)

Figure 37: The temperature-dependent intensity INO2a-d(left) of the sum CW EPR signal
of the NO adsorption species in sample Al-MIL-100, determined by the double integration
of the baseline corrected experimental spectra and multiplied with the temperature to
correct for the Curie law. The temperature-dependent intensity INOgas of the EPR signal
of desorbed NO in this sample is also shown (right - same as in Figure 24). This �gure
was �rst published by Barth, Mendt et al. [223]
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5.2 Two-pulse ESE �eld sweep EPR

below this temperature INO2a-d decreases with decreasing temperature, which is not the

expected behavior. It reaches a minimum at T ≈ 70 K. This range corresponds to the

range 65 K < T < 90 K where the formation of diamagnetic (NO)2 in nanometre-sized

pores of the mesoporous silica MCM-41 was observed by other authors. [339] Thus, this

unexpected decrease of the EPR intensity INO2a-d might be explained by the insetting

formation of diamagnetic (NO)2 which shifts the equilibrium of the reaction 2 NO2a-d ↔
(NO)2 toward the product. The presence of a large fraction of such EPR silent phase is

also indicated by the rough EPR derived amount of species NO2a to NO2d at T = 27

K which is NNO = 0.07 ± 0.03µmol. [223] This is only a fraction of the total amount of

NO in this sample (see appendix A.3, Table A.1) The subsequent growing of INO2a-d with

decreasing temperature below T = 70 K (Figure 37a) might indicate the formation of

a third weakly bound NO adsorption species like species NO2d. The latter interpreta-

tion seems reasonable since for sample Al-MIL-53 the weakly adsorbed NO species NO1b

formed at temperatures T < 100 K. And as for the MIL-53(Al), one should expect for the

MIL-100(Al) the formation of similar NO adsorption species weakly interacting with the

organic part. As shown for the MIL-53(Al) MOF in the previous chapter, the presence of

such a species NO2d is indicated for sample Al-MIL-100 by the two-pulse ESE �eld sweep

experiments that are presented in the next section.

Below T = 23 K, the experimental signal intensity INO2a-d decreased again as it is

indicated by the EPR spectrum at T = 14 K in Figure 36. Detailed mw power dependent

measurements showed no indication that this an e�ect of saturation. Here we can only

speculate if this decrease in intensity is a real e�ect or the result of an inaccurate tempera-

ture measurement at such low temperatures, were small absolute errors in the temperature

determination have a large relative impact on the normalized EPR intensity. We therefore

omit a discussion of INO2a-d at such low temperatures.

5.2 Two-pulse ESE �eld sweep EPR

Figure 38 shows two two-pulse ESE �eld sweep spectra of sample Al-MIL-100 which were

measured at T = 6 K. One was conducted with non-selective pulses (16 ns long π
2 -pulses)

and an inter-pulse time delay of τ = 140 ns (Figure 38a) which resembles the experimental

conditions of the HYSCORE experiments covered in the next section. The second was

performed with selective pulses (100 ns long π
2 -pulses) and an inter-pulse time delay τ =

1200 ns (Figure 38b) which re�ects the experimental conditions of the Davies ENDOR

experiments discussed later. These spectra show signals which can be attributed to three

di�erent NO adsorption species NO2a, NO2c and NO2d. [242] The �eld sweep spectrum

with the larger inter-pulse delay τ = 1200 ns (Figure 38b) shows most signi�cantly a signal

which can be attributed to the NO adsorption species NO2a that was already resolved by

CW EPR (see previous section 5.1). The spectral shape of the �eld sweep spectrum with

the small inter-pulse delay τ = 140 ns (Figure 38a) deviates distinctly from the former,

indicating the contribution of additional NO adsorption species which signals might have

been suppressed in the former spectrum by the long time τ = 1200 ns due to their short

phase memory times.
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5 NO ADSORPTION SPECIES IN MIL-100(Al)

a)                                                     b) 

Figure 38: Two-pulse ESE �eld sweep spectra (blue) of sample Al-MIL-100 measured with
non-selective pulses and an inter-pulse time delay τ = 140 ns (a) and selective pulses and
an inter-pulse time delay τ = 1200 ns (b) at a temperature T = 6 K. The insets show
the corresponding spectra in a larger �eld range. Below the spectra the simulated signals
of the NO adsorption species NO2a, NO2c and NO2d (black) are shown in descending
order (see Table 6 and Table 7 for simulation parameters). Their sum (black) is shown,
overlapping with the corresponding experimental spectra. The positions A to N label
magnetic �elds, where HYSCORE experiments were conducted whereas the positions a
to k indicated magnetic �elds, where Davies ENDOR experiments were performed. This
�gure was �rst published in Mendt et al. [242]
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5.3 HYSCORE spectroscopy

Figure 39: Representative HYSCORE spectrum of sample Al-MIL-100, measured at B0 =
350.0 mT (position D in Figure 38a) and T = 6 K. It is the sum of two spectra, measured
with time delays τ = 92 ns ans τ = 128 ns between the �rst two pulses to address di�erent
blind spots of the 27Al and 1H signals. The spectrum shows signals of three di�erent 27Al
species, here called Al2a (green), Al2b (orange) and Al2c (purple) as well as weak couplings
to protons (cyan). The black signals on the diagonal in the IVthquadrant might be caused
by an incomplete inversion of the π-mixing pulse. [268]. The red lines are the anti-diagonals
ν2 = ν1 ± 2νAl. Sum projections are shown on the top and right. This �gure was �rst
published in Mendt et al. [242]

The spectrum with short τ shows a pronounced spectral feature in the magnetic �eld

range 366 mT < B0 < 374 mT which was attributed to the gz powder edge singularity

of an NO adsorption species NO2c. [242] Its gx,y values could not been determined directly

from the ESE �eld sweep spectrum since in the corresponding spectral region the signal of

species NO2a dominates. Nevertheless, those values could be estimated by CW EPR (see

section 5.1). The two-pulse ESE �eld sweep spectrum shows further a broad descending

tail of signal intensity at higher magnetic �elds (Figure 38a), which was attributed to a

third NO adsorption species NO2d [242] and that was not resolved by CW EPR. The corre-

sponding small and inhomogeneously distributed gz values are indicative for a large variety

of weakly physisorbed NO contributing to species NO2d, [301] indicating its interaction with

the organic part of the MOF. The corresponding range of g-tensor principal values have

been roughly estimated by simulations (Figure 38a). The experimental derived g-tensor

principal values of the various NO adsorption species are collected in Table 6.

5.3 HYSCORE spectroscopy

HYSCORE spectra of sample Al-MIL-100 have been measured at T = 6 K at the magnetic

�eld positions A to N as they are indicated by arrows in Figure 38a. All spectra are

shown in the appendix F.1 [242] and a representative spectrum is displayed in Figure 39. It
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5 NO ADSORPTION SPECIES IN MIL-100(Al)

Table 7: Experimentally derived h� and nqi parameters describing the interaction of various
27Al nuclear species with di�erent NO adsorption species. The �rst three parameters
describe the principal values of the h� tensor as de�ned in equation (10). The Euler
angles α and β are de�ned as used by the MatLab toolbox EasySpin. [294] They describe
the rotation which transforms the g-tensor frame to the h� tensor frame. The last two
parameters describe the nqi tensor as de�ned in equation (15).

27Al species aiso (MHz) T (MHz) |ρ| α (°) β (°) CQ (MHz) η

Al2a 14.7± 1.7 3.4± 0.5 < 0.5a 90± 30 50± 10 -b -b

Al2b −4.2± 0.6 1.4± 0.6 -b -b 55± 35 2.8± 2.0 -b

Al2c |·| < 0.3c < 0.3c -d -d -d 5.2± 0.8c 0.26± 0.26c

27Al@MIL-100(Al)e - - - - - 1.3 ... 5.5 0.04 ... 0.30

awithin the resolution of Davies ENDOR spectroscopy, bnot resolved, cas a mean value of
a large number of di�erent and distant nuclei, dnot resolved, since this species probably
comprises a large number of di�erent and distant nuclei, eNMR derived values from Haouas
et al. [201]

demonstrates the high resolution of this method which unravels signals of di�erent nuclear

species into two frequency dimensions (see subsection 2.2.3). A ridge crossing the point

(νH, νH) with νH = 14.90 MHz being the proton Larmor frequency (Figure 39 cyan ridge)

was attributed to distant proton species. Signals of this species are visible in HYSCORE

spectra measured at all observer positions. These signals resolve no signi�cant orientation

selection, indicating that a variety of proton species contribute to them. This prevents an

unambiguous determination of their h� parameter. Nevertheless, the maximum extension

of the proton signals ridges at the observer positions A to N (Figure 38) allows for the

estimation of the maximal proton h� value being Amax = 3.7 MHz.

In addition, the HYSCORE spectra show signals extending along the anti-diagonals:

ν2 = −ν1 ± 2νAl (64)

which have consequently been attributed (see equation (29)) to 27Al nuclei with the Larmor

frequency νAl, interacting with the di�erent NO adsorption species (Figure 39).

One 27Al nuclear species show its signal in the fourth quadrant (Figure 39), indicating

a large h� parameter |A| > 2 |νAl|. [279] This 27Al nuclear species is called Al2a. Its signal

was only resolved by HYSCORE spectroscopy at the observer positions A to I but not

J to N (Figure 38a, and �gures in the appendix F.1) Even oversampling the HYSCORE

spectrum at the position J by setting the time steps ∆t1 = ∆t2 = 12 ns and increasing the

signal to noise ratio in this way (see appendix F.1 Figure F.17) does not resolve any signal

of this species. This veri�es the attribution of this species to an 27Al nucleus interacting

with the NO adsorption species NO2a. [242] Detailed spectral simulations of the orientation

selectively measured HYSCORE signals and ENDOR spectra presented in the next section

allowed for the determination of the species Al2a full 27Al h� tensor as it is given in Table

7. [242] Particularly, the signals measured at the positions A and I show a pronounced

orientation selection allowing for the determination of the Al2a h� Euler angles α and β
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5.3 HYSCORE spectroscopy

(Figures F.1 and F.16). The third Euler angle γ was not resolved due to the almost axial

symmetric 27Al h� tensor. At the position A only the 14N h� mI = +1 EPR transition

in the y-direction of the g-tensors principal axis frame of species NO2a contributes to the

HYSCORE signal of this species, leading to a strong orientation selection at that observer

position (see Figure 33). In Figure 40, two HYSCORE spectra, measured at position C

with di�erent τ values, are shown exemplarily together with the simulated signals of species

Al2a. The τ - dependent modulations of the protons and Al2a signals re�ect τ -dependent

blindspots inherent to the HYSCORE pulse sequence, as they are described for protons by

Höfer [280] and illustrated for 27Al with strong h� in Figure 12.

The Al2a HYSCORE signals show a signi�cant distribution along the anti-diagonals

described by equation (64). The Al2a ENDOR signals described in the next section have

broad linewidths. These broadenings indicate signi�cant distributions of the h� parame-

ters, particularly of the Al2a isotropic h� parameter aAl2aiso . This has been considered by

using for the spectral simulations, of both the HYSCORE and ENDOR signals, the same

linewidth model assuming Gaussian distributions for aAl2aiso and the 14N h� principal values

A14N
x and A14N

z with standard deviations ∆aAl2aiso = 2 MHz and ∆A14N
x = ∆A14N

z = 1.25

MHz, respectively. That 14N h� broadening considers the linewidths of the Al2a ENDOR

signals but has only minor in�uence on the Al2a HYSCORE signals. The 14N nqi was

not resolved in the Al2a HYSCORE and ENDOR signals and was therefore set to zero for

spectral simulations. To account for further experimental inhomogeneous broadenings the

excitation band width was set to a large value of ∆ν = 62.5 MHz in all spectral simulations

of the Al2a HYSCORE signal.

For the Al2a signal only its central transition ridge, correlating the 27Al
(
να− 1

2
, 1
2

, νβ− 1
2
, 1
2

)
frequencies, was observed by HYSCORE spectroscopy (Figures 39 and 40). [242] But the
27Al nucleus has a spin I = 5

2 . Thus, one would expect additional ridges correlating single

quantum (SQ) transition frequencies ναmI ,mI+1 and ν
β
mI ,mI+1 or even multi quantum (MQ)

transitions as they are also resolved by Al2a simulated HYSCORE signals at certain �eld

positions (see for example Figure F.2 in the appendix F.1). But only one additional and

less intense ridge was observed in some experimental spectra as indicated by an arrow in

Figure 40b, which is indicative for cross peaks correlating a SQ and a double quantum (DQ)

transition of this species. The absence of other ridges correlating di�erent nuclear transi-

tions can be understood by their large �rst order nqi broadening, which does not e�ect the

nuclear central transition (equation (16)). [242,268,279] This has been justi�ed by exemplary

simulations [242] with an 27Al nqi determined for MIL-100(Al) by NMR spectroscopy, [201]

as shown exemplarily in the appendix F.1 in Figures F.6 and F.8.

In certain spectra the Al2a
(
να− 1

2
, 1
2

, νβ− 1
2
, 1
2

)
ridge splits at its low frequency end into

two ridges as one would expect for an orthorhombic h� (Figure 40b). But, extensive

simulations, assuming for the species Al2a an orthorhombic h� tensor and no additional

distribution model for the Al2a h� parameters, did not lead to a satisfying agreement

between the experimental and simulated HYSCORE spectra at all magnetic �eld posi-

tions simultaneously. On the other hand, all experimental HYSCORE signals of species

Al2a could be simulated, assuming an axial symmetric Al2a h� (Table 7) and in addi-
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5 NO ADSORPTION SPECIES IN MIL-100(Al)

Figure 40: Experimental HYSCORE spectra of sample Al-MIL-100 (black) measured at
B0 = 348.0 mT and T = 6 K with inter-pulse delays τ = 92 ns (a) and τ = 130 ns (b).
Simulated HYSCORE signals of species Al2a are shown in red below. Enlargements of the
signals are shown on the right. Sum projections are on the top and right. The SQ/DQ
label indicates ridges, correlation 27Al single- and double quantum transitions. This �gure
was �rst published in Mendt et al. [242]
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5.3 HYSCORE spectroscopy

tion the linewidth model mentioned above, where a Gaussian distribution of the isotropic

h� parameter aAl2aiso was assumed. This model reproduces the observed splitting of the(
να− 1

2
, 1
2

, νβ− 1
2
, 1
2

)
ridge of the powder spectrum (40b), as one can understand in the fol-

lowing way: Without any distribution model of the h� parameters and assuming an axial

symmetric h� tensor, the
(
να− 1

2
, 1
2

, νβ− 1
2
, 1
2

)
ridge is expected to have two local intensity max-

ima. One occurs in a region where orientations with angles θ ≈ 45° between the h�-tensors

z-principal direction and the external magnetic �eld contribute. For such orientations the

pseudo-secular constant B is large (equations (21)) and maximizes the modulation depth

factor [268] k =
(
BνI
νανβ

)2
, and therefore the HYSCORE signal intensity in that part of the

ridge. A second local intensity maximum of the this ridge might occur at its low frequency

end, since here a large number of orientations with angles θ ≈ 90°, namely all crystals

where the magnetic �eld lies in or near the h�-tensors x, y-plane, contribute. The assumed

distribution of the isotropic h� parameter aAl2aiso shifts both intensity maxima parallel to

the anti-diagonal described by equation (29). This might explain the splitting of the(
να− 1

2
, 1
2

, νβ− 1
2
, 1
2

)
ridge at its low frequency end, since both maxima have di�erent distances

to this anti-diagonal.

HYSCORE spectroscopy proves additionally the presence of two other 27Al species.

One is responsible for a signal in the �rst quadrant indicating weak h� |A| < 2 |νAl|. [268]

It is colored in orange in Figure 39. It was attributed to the three
(
να− 3

2
,− 1

2

, νβ− 3
2
,− 1

2

)
,(

να− 1
2
, 1
2

, νβ− 1
2
, 1
2

)
and

(
να1

2
, 3
2

, νβ1
2
, 3
2

)
ridges of the 27Al species Al2b. [242] The corresponding

mI = ±5
2 ↔ ±3

2 transitions might be not resolved due to their larger �rst order nqi

broadening (see equation (16)). The signal of species Al2b was measured at the magnetic

�eld positions B to J but not A and K to N (see Figure 38a). [242] Even increasing the

signal to noise ratio of the HYSCORE signal at the �eld position M (see Figure F.22) and

oversampling [268] the signal by setting ∆t1 = ∆t2 = 12 ns, does not resolve the signal

of species Al2b. Consequently, it can be neither attributed to the NO adsorption species

NO2a nor NO2d. Thus, species Al2b must interact with the NO adsorption species NO2c

(see subsection 5.2). [242]

The h� and nqi spin Hamiltonian parameters of species Al2b in Table 7 were determined

by simulation within certain error ranges. [242] Exemplarily, simulations of two experimental

Al2b HYSCORE signals, measured at B0 = 348.0 mT with di�erent inter pulse delays τ ,

are shown in Figure 41. To account for the experimental inhomogeneous broadening an

excitation band width of ∆ν = 37 MHz was used for the simulations of the Al2b HYSCORE

signals.

The nqi parameter CQ of species Al2b (Table 7) could be estimated by simulations

from the Al2b signals spread perpendicular to the anti-diagonal (equation (64)). [242]

Some cross peaks, correlating SQ transitions with MQ transitions of species Al2b, are

present in the simulation derived but not in the experimental spectra (Figure 41). The

reason for this is most likely a signi�cant �rst order nqi broadening, which matters for the

corresponding measured but not the simulated ridges. Nevertheless, some additional cross
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5 NO ADSORPTION SPECIES IN MIL-100(Al)

Figure 41: Experimental HYSCORE spectra of sample Al-MIL-100 (black) were measured
at B0 = 348.0 mT and T = 6 K with inter-pulse delays τ = 130 ns (a) and τ = 92 ns
(b) between the �rst two pulses. In blue, the simulated signal of the 27Al species Al2b is
shown. For the simulations, g-tensor and h� principal values where used as given in Table
6 and Table 7. Those h� and nqi Euler angles, which were not determined by simulations,
have been arbitrarily set to zero. The labels indicate HYSCORE signals correlating SQ,
DQ or TQ transitions with the involvement of nuclear frequencies of species Al2b, Al2c
and protons (H).
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5.3 HYSCORE spectroscopy

peaks, correlation SQ transitions with DQ transitions, have been measured as indicated

by arrows in Figure 41.

The two spectra in Figure 41 show an interesting τ dependent behavior. Some spec-

tral features only appear in the spectrum with τ = 92 ns, where the signal of weakly

coupled protons is not suppressed by the τ dependent blind spot factor. [280] These are

namely the ridges at the positions (ν1,2, ν2,1) ≈ (9.1 MHz, 13.8 MHz) and (ν1,2, ν2,1) ≈
(6.9 MHz, 8.9 MHz) (Figure 41). For the spectrum measured with τ = 130 ns, the proton

signal is suppressed by a blind spot as the just mentioned ridges are (Figure 41). This

observation indicates that the �rst ridge can be attributed to cross peaks, correlating SQ

transitions of the Al2b species with SQ transitions of a weakly coupled proton species. This

gives direct evidence that some protons are in the vicinity of the species NO2c in addition

to the 27Al species Al2b. But the resolution of this ridge is not good enough in quality

for a determination of that proton species h�, which distinguishes it from the variety of

protons contributing to the already discussed HYSCORE signals.

The attribution of the mentioned second ridge is less obvious. Only correlations between

nuclear frequencies of di�erent electron spin manifolds are allowed. [268] With respect to

this, no combinations of nuclear frequencies, belonging to a proton or to the observed 27Al

species, enable an interpretation of that ridge involving only correlations of SQ or DQ

transitions. [242] Thus, it is most likely that this ridge correlates an Al2b SQ transition

with a triple quantum (TQ) transition which frequency is a combination of the Al2b and

protons nuclear frequencies as well as the frequency of distant matrix 27Al nuclei.

The NO adsorption species NO2c interacts with the 27Al species Al2b, with at least

one proton species and with distant matrix 27Al nuclei, also indicated by the observation

of characteristic combination frequencies in the experimental spectra. At all magnetic

�eld positions, signals, hardly extending beyond the spectral region of the 27Al Larmor

frequency νAl ≈ 4 MHz, have been observed in the �rst quadrant. [242] Thus, they can

be most likely attributed to distant 27Al matrix nuclei, as it is also justi�ed by spectral

simulations (see below). This is the third 27Al species shown in the exemplary spectrum

in Figure 39, which is called Al2c.

As mentioned, the signal of species Al2c was observed at all magnetic �eld positions

A to N (Figure 38a). It follows that Al2c interacts at least with species NO2d. Since at

the observer position A the HYSCORE signal of Al2c is quite intense, although the signal

of species NO2d is expected to be absent or weak (Figure 38a) and the signal of species

NO2c is known to be absent here, the interaction of species Al2c with species NO2a is

strongly indicated. As just discussed, an interaction of species NO2c with distant matrix
27Al nuclei is also suggested by the HYSCORE data.

All HYSCORE spectra of species Al2c are presented in the appendix F.1 in Figure F.25.

Interestingly, they show almost no orientation selectivity. This indicates that a variety of
27Al nuclei contribute to them. Almost all experimental HYSCORE signals of species Al2c

show two maxima along the diagonal ν2 = ν1, one above the 27Al Larmor frequency νAl
and one below νAl, as illustrated for an exemplary spectrum in Figure 42. These signals

were simulated with a variant of the well known spherical-averaging approximation, [330]
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5 NO ADSORPTION SPECIES IN MIL-100(Al)

Figure 42: Exemplary HYSCORE spectrum (a) of sample Al-MIL-100 measured at B0 =
348.0 mT and T = 6 K with an inter-pulse delay τ = 92 ns between the �rst two pulses.
Simulations of species Al2c are shown with nqi parameters CQ = 4.5 MHz and η = 0.26
(b) as well as CQ = 6.0 MHz and η = 0.26 (c). Sum projections are shown on the top and
right. This �gure was �rst published by Mendt et al. [242]

switching of any orientation selection. It was assumed that the experimental signal can be

approximated by a uniform sum of powder spectra running over all relative orientations

between the h� and nqi tensors of a single 27Al species with de�ned nqi parameters CQ and

η and h� values aiso ≈ 0 MHz and T � 1 MHz. [242] Hence, those four parameters have been

derived by simulations within certain error ranges as given in Table 7. The corresponding

upper bound of T translates into a minimal distance between the NO molecule and the

matrix 27Al nuclei of r = 4.1 Å (equation (12)). The simulation derived nqi parameters

of species Al2c are similar to those determined by NMR for 27Al species in MIL-100(Al)

(Tab.7). [201] This strongly suggests that Al2c are distant 27Al nuclei at the framework

metal sites in the MOF. The simulation based analysis of the HYSCORE signal shows

that the maximum of the Al2c HYSCORE signal below νAl is the θnqi = 40.4° powder

edge singularity of the
(
να− 1

2
, 1
2

, νβ− 1
2
, 1
2

)
powder signal, whereas the maximum above νAl is

the corresponding θnqi = 90° powder edge singularity. Here, θnqi de�nes the angle between

the external magnetic �eld and the z-principal axis of the nqi tensor. As illustrated in

Figure 42, the proposed analysis of the experimental Al2c spectra indicate a signi�cant

distribution of the parameter CQ among all 27Al nuclei contributing to the species Al2c.

To �t the low frequency maximum of the Al2a HYSCORE signal a value CQ = 4.5 MHz

had to be adjusted. To �t the corresponding high frequency maximum one has to set

CQ = 6.0 MHz within the proposed simulation model. This distribution of the Al2c nqi

parameters might re�ect the structural disorder in the MIL-100(Al) material, indicated

already by NMR spectroscopy. [201,239]

5.4 Davies ENDOR spectroscopy

Orientation selective Davies ENDOR spectra of sample Al-MIL-100, measured at T = 6

K at the �eld positions a to k (see Figure 38b), are shown in Figures 43 and 44. In all
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5.4 Davies ENDOR spectroscopy

Figure 43: Davies ENDOR spectra of sample Al-MIL-100 (blue) are shown, which have
been measured at T = 6 K at magnetic �eld positions a to j like they are de�ned in
Figure 38b. The corresponding magnetic �elds are B0 = 345.0 mT (a), 348.7 mT (b),
349.8 mT (c), 350.7 mT (d), 352.8 mT (e), 355.3 mT (f), 358.0 mT (g) 360.7 mT (h),
362.9 mT (i) and 365.0 mT (j). The black signals are the simulated ENDOR spectra of
the NO adsorption species NO2a interacting with the 27Al species Al2a. An experimental
artifact signal, signals of weakly coupled protons and signals of the NO 14N are labeled
by the symbols ~, # and *. To account for the broad linewidth, each simulated ENDOR
spectrum was calculated as sum of 1040 simulated frequency domain signals, for which
distinct h� parameters were assumed to be independently Gaussian distributed random
numbers. Namely, the Al2a h� parameter aAl2iso was assumed to be randomly distributed
with a standard deviation of ∆aAl2aiso = 2 MHz. In addition, the 14N h� parameters A14N

x

and A14N
z were assumed to be distributed with standard deviations ∆A14N

x = ∆A14N
z = 1.25

MHz. To account further the inhomogeneous broadened line shape, an mw excitation with
of ∆νmw = 60 MHz as well as an isotropic convolutional Voigtian broadening with a full
width at half maximum (FWHM) ∆ν = 0.16 MHz were assumed for all simulation. [242]

This �gure was �rst published by Mendt et al. [242]
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Figure 44: Selected ENDOR spectra of sample Al-MIL-100 (blue) are shown, which have
been measured at T = 6 K and at magnetic �eld positions B0 = 350.7 mT (a), 355.3 mT
(b), 365.0 mT (c) and 368.0 mT (d). On the top right of each sub�gure Latin letters are
shown, which are the labels de�ned in Figure 38b. Above, simulated ENDOR signals of
the NO 14N and the Al2a 27Al nuclei are shown (black). Their sum (black) overlays with
the experimental spectra. The symbol ~ denotes an experimental artifact. This �gure was
�rst published by Mendt et al. [242]
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5.4 Davies ENDOR spectroscopy

spectra signals are present, which are symmetrically distributed around the proton Larmor

frequency νH ≈ 15 MHz. Consequently, they have been attributed to the νHα,β = νH ± A
2

spectral components of weakly coupled protons. [242] Those proton signals show almost no

orientation selectivity, which indicates that a variety of protons contribute to these signals.

This prevents an unambiguous determination of their h� parameters. Nevertheless, using

equations (20) with B → 0, one can estimate for the proton signals in the spectra a

to j (Figure 43) a maximal h� of Amax ≈ 3.5 MHz. Thus, this signal is attributed to

the same variety of protons observed already by HYSCORE spectroscopy. Interestingly,

Amax is larger for the signal measured at the highest �eld position k (Figure 44) with

Amax ≈ 5.0 MHz. This might have been not resolved by HYSCORE spectroscopy due to

a low signal intensity. According to the two-pulse ESE �eld sweep spectra in Figure 38,

the signals of the NO adsorption species NO2c and NO2d are expected to have a larger

spectral contribution at that magnetic �eld k than species NO2a, indicating di�erences in

the arrangement of neighbored protons for the di�erent NO moieties.

All ENDOR spectra measured at the �eld positions B0 < 368 mT show a broad signal

at frequencies ν ≈ 7.7...17.3 MHz overlapping partially with the proton signals (Figure

43). This signal was not observed at the �eld position k (B0 = 368 mT) (Figure 44d) and

was therefore attributed to a nuclear species interacting with the NO adsorption species

NO2a. [242] A second broad signal in the range ν ≈ 3.0...7.4 MHz was detected only at

the �eld position a (B0 = 345 mT, Figure 43a). The di�erence between the maxima

of those two signals, νmax ≈ 5.2 MHz and νmax ≈ 11.7 MHz, is almost twice the 27Al

nuclear Larmor frequency νAl ≈ 3.8 MHz. Consequently, those signals were attributed to

the central transition
(
mI = −1

2 ↔ +1
2

)
spectral components νAlα,β = A

2 ± νAl of a strongly
coupled 27Al nuclear species with spin I = 5

2 , interacting with the NO adsorption species

NO2a. Since its ENDOR signals can be simulated within the spectral resolution by the

same spin Hamilton parameters and linewidth model as applied for the simulation of the

HYSCORE signals of species Al2a, this species is identi�ed as Al2a. [242] ItsmI = ±5
2 ↔ ±

3
2

andmI = ±3
2 ↔ ±

1
2 nuclear transitions might either be not resolved due to their �rst order

nqi broadening which does not a�ect the central transition, [268] or due to the small size

of the nqi. Spectral simulations indicate that an 27Al nqi, as determined by NMR for the

framework Al species in MIL-100(Al) [201], is not resolved by an ENDOR signal with such

large linewidth. Accordingly, the 27Al nqi was set to zero in all ENDOR simulations of

species Al2a. [242]

At almost all �eld positions b to j (38b) only the spectral component νAlα of the Al2a

was observed whereas the νAlβ spectral component is absent in the corresponding spectra

(Figure 43). As veri�ed by spectral simulations this observation is most likely caused

by the hyper�ne enhancement e�ect. [268,340,341] In a classical picture this e�ect originates

from an rf �eld modulation of the electrons induced magnetic �eld at the nucleus, leading

to an altered transition probability between the nuclear states in the electronic β and α

submanifolds. [268] Quantum-mechanically this e�ect arises from the higher order contribu-

tions to the eigenstates wave functions which lead to distinct non-vanishing components

〈α\β,mI |Ŝx|α\β,mI±1〉 contributing to the total transition probabilities of the ENDOR
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5 NO ADSORPTION SPECIES IN MIL-100(Al)

transitions. [341] Only at the lowest magnetic �eld position a (B0 = 345.0 mT) the Al2a

νAlβ = A
2 − νAl spectral component shows a signi�cant intensity in the experimental EN-

DOR spectrum which was not reproduced by spectral simulations, including the hyper�ne

enhancement (Figure 43).

Not all spectral features of the ENDOR spectra in Figure 43 could be explained by

protons or species Al2a. Most spectra show a less intense shoulder at the low frequency

end of the Al2a να ≈ A
2 + νAl spectral component as it is indicated by the symbol ∗ in

Figure 43. This shoulder was tentatively attributed to the ν14Nα ≈
∣∣∣Ax,z2 + ν14N

∣∣∣ spectral
component of the ENDOR signals of the NO2a 14N nucleus with Ax,z < 0 according to

the DFT results presented later. [242] The ν14Nα ≈
∣∣∣Ax,z2 − ν14N

∣∣∣ component is expected to

overlap with the Al2a signal. [242] Taking advantage of the orientation selectivity at the �eld

positions d (B0 = 350.7 mT) and j (B0 = 365.0 mT) one can derive by the simulation of

the observed 14N ENDOR signals two h� principal values of the 14N nucleus. At the former

magnetic �eld position, orientations, lying in the g-tensors x, y-plane, contribute mainly to

the signal allowing for the determination of the magnitude of the 14N h� value A14N
x . At

the latter magnetic �eld position the g-tensors z-direction contributes mainly to the signal.

So, from its simulation one can derive the magnitude of the 14N h� value A14N
z . In both

cases one assumes, as it is typical for NO adsorption complexes, [196] that the 14N h� tensor

is almost coaligned with the g-tensor. This assumption is veri�ed by the DFT derived

results presented below. The magnitude of the third 14N h� principal value A14N
y was

determined by CW EPR as explained in subsection 5.1. All three values are summarized

in Table 6. Neither the absolute nor the relative signs of the 14N h� parameters could be

derived experimentally by the simulations of the ENDOR spectra. Here, it is claimed that

this is a result of the large pseudo-secular 14N h� parameters, dominating the orientation

dependence of the ENDOR frequencies like it is expressed analogously in the equations

(20). The simulated di�erent contribution of the Al2a nucleus and the 14N to the ENDOR

signals are shown for exemplary spectra in Figure 44. For the spectral simulations the 14N

nqi was set to zero. Values of the nqi as derived by DFT below are considered by the

experimental errors of the 14N h� parameters (Table 6).

5.5 DFT calculations

The CW and pulsed EPR measurements of sample Al-MIL-100 identi�ed four NO ad-

sorption species at low temperatures. Spin Hamiltonian parameters were determined by

spectral simulations, which characterizes those species and their interactions with certain

paramagnetic nuclei. The natural question arises, if one of these NO species binds to a

framework CUS of the MIL-100(Al) material. But without any computational support,

the determined EPR parameters enable only a rude analysis of the electronic and geo-

metric structure of the corresponding NO adsorption complexes, as it was for instance

done by Pöppl et. al. [200] One might expect a more precise insight into the nature of the

spectroscopically characterized NO adsorption species, if one reproduces the experimental

determined EPR parameters by reasonable ab initio calculations for an appropriate model

system. If the computed and experimentally determined spin Hamiltonian parameters are
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5.5 DFT calculations

in good agreement, the assumption seems to be justi�ed that the electronic ground state of

the computationally derived model system describes the real structure of the EPR detected

NO adsorption species accurately. In that case, one can derive a variety of properties of

that NO adsorption species, like the complex geometry, the spin density distribution, the

binding energy and the nature of the bond between NO and the surface.

Following these considerations, DFT calculations for speci�c cluster models of an NO

molecule, binding to an Al3+ CUS of the trimeric metal-oxygen building unit of the MOF

MIL-100(Al), were performed as it is published in detail elsewhere (see also appendix

F.2). [242] In the present section the corresponding DFT derived results will be summarized.

In the following discussion section, outcomes will be related to the experimental results

which were presented in the previous sections.

To obtain a suitable model, which accurately describes the NO adsorption complex at

the Al3+ CUS, a cluster was cut out from the MIL-100(Al) structure which was experimen-

tally derived by single-crystal X-ray microdi�raction. [239,242] This starting cluster consists

of the [Al3 (µ3 −O)]7+core (Figures 3a and 45) saturated with six 1,3,5 -btc ligand ions

with the formula [C9O6H3]3− (Figures 3b and 45). Such a btc ion has four outer oxygen

atoms, one at each of the two carboxylate groups, which do not coordinate to the trimetallic

core. One of both oxygen atoms of each non-coordinating carboxylate groups, namely the

outermost, was saturated with a hydrogen atom, setting the net charge of the total cluster

to +1 (see Figure 45a-c). For charge compensation one hydroxyl group binding at one Al3+

site was added. [201,239] A solid state NMR study [201] has indicated that after activation one

water molecule remains at one Al3+ site of the metal core and only one Al3+ site becomes

a CUS. Thus, one water molecule, binding to the second Al3+ site, was added. According

to a recent solid state NMR study of Khan et al. [135] some metal cores of the MIL-100(Al)

are indicated to have two CUS after activation, a possibility, which is not considered in

the present DFT study, which was published earlier. [242] The cluster obtained in this way

has been geometry optimized by DFT before further procession, as described in Mendt

et al. [242] (see also appendix F.2). Here, and in all further mentioned DFT calculations,

where the geometry of a cluster including the btc ligands was optimized, the positions of

the 24 oxygen atoms of the non-coordinating carboxylate groups were constrained to the

experimental derived values of the starting cluster. [239] The �nal cluster model ML was

obtained attaching an NO molecule at the remaining free Al3+ site. A cluster called M

was derived from the cluster ML, removing all btc ligands (Figure 45d-g). It includes the

[Al3 (µ3-O) (OOC)6]+ core plus the hydroxyl, water and NO ligands. The open bonds at

the carbon atoms of M where saturated by six hydrogen atoms (see Figure 45d-g). In the

following, the Al3+ ions, where NO, water and the OH- group bind, will be called Al1, Al2

and Al3.

The detailed settings of the DFT calculations, which were carried out with the ORCA

3.0.0 program package, [317] are described and motivated in Mendt et al. [242] and are sum-

marized in the appendix F.2. Here, only the overall approach and important characteristics

will be presented.

The �rst problem was to �nd the geometric structures of the modelsML andM, where
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5 NO ADSORPTION SPECIES IN MIL-100(Al)

Figure 45: The �nally B3LYP/def-2TZVP-optimized cluster models ML (a)-(c) and M

(d)-(g) from di�erent perspectives. Atoms are colored in gray (Al), red (O), blue (N),
black (C) and white (H). This �gure was �rst published by Mendt et al. [242]
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5.5 DFT calculations

Table 8: Structural parameters of the �nally optimized clusters ML and M. Here, rAl1-NO
is the distance between the N and Al1 atoms, θAl1-N-O is the Al1-N-O bond angle and
ϕA-Al1NO is the angle between the plane A, containing all three Al atoms, and the plane
containing the NO molecule and the atom Al1.

Cluster model derived
with the stated

functional

rAl1-NO
(
Å
)

θAl1-N-O (°) ϕA-Al1NO(°)

ML/B3LYP 2.460 127.71 7.14
ML/PBE0 2.374 128.37 5.81
M/B3LYP 2.654 126.11 20.65
M/PBE0 2.550 126.95 22.22

the total wave functions approach their global energetic minima, namely their ground states

at T = 0 K. Just starting the geometry optimization with an arbitrary structure might

converge at a local energetic minimum that is not the global one. To address this problem,

relaxed surface scans have been performed for both clusters ML and M, �rst. Here, the

potential energy surface (PES) was scanned by an appropriate structural parameter. [242]

This parameter was chosen for both cluster models to be the dihedral angle ϕ between the

plane containing the Al1-N-O adsorption complex and the plane containing the atoms N,

Al1 and Al2. It was varied in steps of ∆ϕ = 10° over a full circle. At each step a geometry

optimization was performed where ϕ was constrained but all other degrees of freedom were

let to fully relax. These calculations were done with the famous B3LYP [342,343] functional

choosing the def2-TZVP basis set for the [Al3 (µ3-O) (OOC)6]+ core and the OH-, H2O

and NO ligands. All other atoms were treated with the cheaper def2-SV(P) [344] basis set.

In that way, for both models ML and M parts of the PES were obtained as they are

shown in Figure 46. According to these calculations, those parts of the PES attained their

global minima at the dihedral angles ϕ = 170 ± 10° and ϕ = 162 ± 10° for the models

ML and M, respectively. Those structures were the starting points for the �nal geometry

optimizations on the B3LYP/def2-TZVP and PBE0/def2-TZVP [236,345�347] levels of theory.

Now, the angle ϕ was let to fully relax. The �nally optimized cluster models ML and M

are shown in Figure 45. Some structural parameters of the Al1-NO adsorption complexes of

both geometries are summarized in Table 8. More structural parameters of those optimized

models are given in the appendix F.2, Table F.1. Full xyz-coordinates have been published

in Mendt et al. [242] including the optimized structures without the NO ligand.

Unfortunately, the vibrational frequencies could not be calculated for the �nally op-

timized structure ML, due to the constrained oxygen positions. But since the geometry

optimization of the cluster M was performed without any constrains on the coordinates,

the vibrational frequencies could be calculated. They were all positive, proving that the

attained structure is a local energetic minimum. Since the Al1-N-O adsorption complexes

of the optimized ML and M models have similar structures (Table 8, Figure 45), the

former is also indicated to have attained an energetic minimum.
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5 NO ADSORPTION SPECIES IN MIL-100(Al)

a)

b)

Figure 46: Single point energies, relative to the global energetic minimum, as calculated
by relaxed surface scans for the cluster models ML (a) and M (b) varying the dihedral
angle ϕ between the plane, containing the NO molecule and the Al1 atom, and the plane
containing the N, Al1 and Al2 atoms. This �gure was �rst published by Mendt et al. [242]
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5.5 DFT calculations

Table 9: Spin Hamilton parameters as derived by DFT for the B3LYP/def2-TZVP opti-
mized cluster model ML, using the B3LYP or PBE0 functional as indicated in the heater
row. The heater row also indicates the basis set used for all Al atoms. All oxygen atoms
next to the Al atoms as well as the NO molecule and the oxygen atoms of the OH- and
water ligands have been described by the IGLO-III [348] basis set. All other atoms were
treated with the EPR-II [349] basis set. The Euler angles αg, ..., γg of the g-tensor refer
to a molecular frame, which z-axis is parallel to the internuclear axis of the NO molecule
whereas its x-axis is perpendicular to the plane spanned by the Al1 atom and the NO
molecule. Euler angles of other h� and nqi tensors refer to the g-tensors principal axis
frame. The h� and nqi parameters are labeled with the atoms name as well as the interac-
tion, to which they belong. Experimental parameters for the NO adsorption species NO2a
and the 27Al nuclear species Al2 are given in the last column.

Parameter B3LYP/

aug-cc-

pVTZ [350]

PBE0/

aug-cc-pVTZ

B3LYP/

IGLO-III

Exp.

NO2a

Al2a

gx 2.0062 2.0062 2.0063 1.997± 0.003

gy 2.0023 2.0023 2.0023 1.997± 0.003

gz 1.9519 1.9479 1.9517 1.909± 0.003

αg (°) 90.24 90.26 90.00 0a

βg (°) 2.24 2.29 2.20 0a

γg (°) -90.72 -90.76 -90.42 0a

aAl1iso (MHz) 21.67 22.82 23.71 14.7± 1.7

TAl1 (MHz) 3.59 3.55 3.62 3.4± 0.5

ρAl1 0.029 0.026 0.030 < 0.5

αAl1h� (°) 90.78 90.80 90.72 90± 30

βAl1h� (°) 47.95 47.71 47.97 50± 10

γAl1h� (°) 90.29 90.27 90.57 -b

CAl1
Q (MHz) 4.28 4.04 2.96 -b

ηAl1 0.326 0.329 0.20 -b

αAl1nqi (°) 94.40 94.39 86.04 -b

βAl1nqi (°) 73.05 73.62 29.40 -b

γAl1nqi (°) 94.22 93.95 95.37 -b

AN
x (MHz) -17.92 -19.95 -17.80 |·| = 14± 8

AN
y (MHz) 86.38 82.47 86.52 |·| = 86± 3

AN
z (MHz) -18.27 -20.80 -18.17 |·| = 20± 6

aNiso (MHz) 16.73 13.91 16.85 17.3± 3.0c

TN (MHz) 34.83 34.28 34.84 34.3± 2.0c

ρN -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 −0.09± 0.09c

αNh� (°) 110.02 98.32 107.01 0a

βNh� (°) 0.78 0.90 0.80 0a

γNh� (°) -109.77 -98.10 -106.84 0a

CN
Q (MHz) 6.84 6.67 6.84 -b
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ηN 0.398 0.375 0.398 -b

αNnqi (°) 0.23 -179.79 -179.85 -b

βNnqi (°) 90.03 89.97 89.98 -b

γNnqi (°) -90.10 -89.07 -89.90 -b

a values have been not derived experimentally, but they are typical for NO adsorption

species, [196] bnot resolved, cassuming DFT derived signs for the 14N h� principal values

DFT derived spin Hamiltonian parameters are summarized in Table 9. [242] Spin Hamil-

tonian parameters, calculated with other functionals, can be found elsewhere. [242]. As ex-

plained in detail in the appendix F.2 and in Mendt et al., [242] the g-tensor, the h� tensors

of the 14N nucleus and the various 27Al nuclei and protons as well as the electric �eld

gradients at the 27Al, and 14N sites have been calculated with DFT for the B3LYP/def2-

TZVP as well as the PBE0/def2-TZVP optimized structure of the cluster model ML.

Those calculations have been performed using various functionals as motivated in Mendt

et al. [242]

In dependence on the cluster (B3LYP or PBE0 optimized), various hybrid function-

als (B3LYP, PBE0, PBE [351,352]), GGA functionals (BP86, [353,354] O3LYP, [355] OLYP, [356]

PW91 [357], PWP [354,358,359]) and the meta-GGA functional TPSS [360] and its hybrid ver-

sion TPSSh, [360] as well as in dependence on the Al basis sets (Table 9), the DFT derived
14N h� principal values of the ML cluster span ranges −26.7 MHz ≤ AN

x ≤ −13.6 MHz,

72.50 MHz ≤ AN
y ≤ 87.1 MHz and −27.0 MHz ≤ AN

z ≤ −14.9 MHz and therefore

6.3 MHz ≤ aNiso ≤ 19.5 MHz and 32.26 MHz ≤ TN ≤ 34.84 MHz. The corresponding

values of the DFT derived, almost axially symmetric h� tensor of the Al1 nucleus span

ranges 21.7 MHz ≤ aAl1iso ≤ 45.8 MHz and 3.55 MHz ≤ TAl1 ≤ 4.79 MHz. [242] For both

the nitrogen as well as the Al1 atom the calculated isotropic h� constants depend highly

on the chosen functional whereas the corresponding dipolar h� constants show a less pro-

nounced functional dependence. This di�culties of DFT, to predict exactly the isotropic

h� parameter, is well known and related to di�culties of calculating accurate spin po-

larizations. [233,361,362] The smallest values for aAl1iso and TAl1 and large values for aNiso are

obtained systematically with the B3LYP, PBE0 and TPSSh functionals, indicating that

including exact exchange locates less spin density at the Al1 nucleus and more at the nitro-

gen nucleus. A larger isotropic Al1 h� was calculated for the PBE0 optimized than B3LYP

optimized ML model, which most likely re�ects the 0.1 Å shorter distance between the

Al1 and nitrogen atoms of the former structure. The dependence of those h� parameters

on the chosen basis set for the Al atoms is less pronounced. [242] It turns out that the

smallest isotropic Al1 h� parameter was calculated with the B3LYP functional using an

aug-cc-pVTZ basis set for the Al atoms (Table 9).

The calculated Euler angles describing the orientations of the Al1 and 14N h� tensors

as well as of the calculated nqi tensors are also summarized in Table 9. The calculated
14N h� tensor is co-aligned with the g-tensor as it is typical for adsorbed NO (see Figure

47c). [125,196,301] The DFT derived h� and nqi parameters of the other 27Al nuclei of the

model cluster ML are summarized in Table F.2 in the appendix F.2. More magnetic
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5.5 DFT calculations

Figure 47: The antibonding π∗y HOMO containing the unpaired electron (a), the antibond-
ing π∗x LUMO (b), the spin density (c) and the electronic density (d) as derived by DFT
for the �nally optimized model cluster M on the B3LYP/def2-TZVP level. Atoms are
colored in gray (Al), red (O), blue (N), black (C) and white (H). In (c) the principal axes
directions of the g- and 14N h� tensors are displayed. This �gure was �rst published by
Mendt et al. [242]
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parameters, including those of the btc ligand protons, as well as calculated nqi tensors

for the 27Al nuclei of model clusters without an adsorbed NO molecule have been also

calculated and published in Mendt et al. [242]

For the B3LYP optimized cluster ML the binding energy [236] of the NO molecule was

calculated to be ∆ENO = −22.4 kJ/mol, using the counterpoise correction of the basis set

superposition error. [363]

5.6 Insights into the low temperature adsorption of NO

Three NO adsorption species NO2a, NO2c and NO2d were observed by CW and pulsed

EPR experiments for sample Al-MIL-100 at the temperature T = 6 K, whereas a fourth

NO adsorption species NO2b was observed by CW EPR at temperatures T > 14 K. In

addition, the ground state of NO adsorbed at an Al3+ CUS of the MIL-100(Al) at T = 0 K

was investigated by detailed DFT calculations. In the present section, the results of the

previous ones will be discussed and related to each other.

Three 27Al species Al2a, Al2b and Al2c have been detected by pulsed EPR experiments

at T = 6 K. It has been veri�ed that the �rst species Al2a interacts with the species NO2a,

the second Al2b with the species NO2c and all three species NO2a, NO2c and NO2d are

strongly indicated to interact with distant Al atoms, here called species Al2c. As one

expect for NO adsorbed in the hydrogen containing MIL-100(Al), signals of weakly coupled

protons have been measured by ENDOR and HYSCORE spectroscopy at all observer �eld

positions.

All calculated h� parameters of the 27Al Al1 and the 14N nucleus in the optimized

model cluster ML are in good agreement with those, determined experimentally for the
27Al species Al2a and NO2a as shown in Table 9. The best agreement between the DFT

and the experimentally derived parameters was achieved with the B3LYP functional. The

largest discrepancy concerns the DFT derived 27Al h� constant aAl1iso , which exceeds with

∆aiso = 7 MHz the experimental derived one of species Al2a (Table 9). This corresponds

to a spin density di�erence in the Al 3s valence orbital of about 0.2 percent. [364] But, such a

di�erence between the DFT derived and real isotropic h� seems to lie within the restricted

accuracy of DFT for calculating small spin densities or spin polarizations. [233,361] This is

also re�ected by the strong functional dependency of the calculated aAl1iso parameter. [242]

Nevertheless, the calculated anisotropic h� part of the Al1 nuclei, including its parameters

TAl1 and ρAl1 as well as the orientation of the h� tensor, equals the experimental determined

values for species Al2a with good accuracy (Table 9). Since this part of the h� is expected

to re�ect the geometry of the NO adsorption complex to a much higher degree than the

isotropic h�, it is supposed that the optimized clusterML is a quite accurate model for the

electronic and geometric structure of the experimentally observed NO adsorption species

NO2a, as assumed in the further discussion. Particularly, the cluster ML is a reasonable

and experimentally justi�ed model for the species NO2a.

From the experimental derived value T = 3.4 MHz, describing the anisotropic h� of

species Al2a, one can calculate within a point dipole approximation (equation (12)) an Al1-

NO distance rAl1-NO = 1.8 Å. This distance is distinctly smaller than the DFT derived
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Table 10: Reduced spin populations in percent according to Mulliken and Löwdin for the
Al1 and NO's N atoms, as derived on the B3LYP/def2-TZVP level for the cluster models
ML an M. They are given for the whole atom as well as for di�erent reduced shells as
labeled in brackets.

ML M

Atom Mulliken Löwdin Mulliken Löwdin
Al (total) 1.99 3.35 1.26 2.57
Al (s) -0.08 0.21 0.17 0.10
Al (p) 1.52 1.14 0.25 0.66
Al (d) 0.12 1.20 0.55 1.08
Al (f) 0.42 0.80 0.30 0.73

N (total) 62.36 59.71 64.45 61.44
N (s) -0.02 1.06 -0.18 0.92
N (p) 62.03 53.39 64.35 55.52
N (d) 0.37 4.50 0.32 4.24
N (f) -0.03 0.77 -0.04 0.76

O (total) 34.45 35.52 33.2 34.66
O (s) 1.33 0.42 1.17 0.38
O (p) 32.82 30.64 31.71 29.77
O (d) 0.30 3.88 0.33 4.02
O (f) 0.00 0.48 0.01 0.49

distance rAl1-N = 2.4 ± 1 Å between the Al1 and N atoms. This is an indication for

signi�cant spin density in the Al1 3p or 3d orbitals, as the Mulliken and Löwdin population

analysis of the DFT derived wave function of model ML (Table 10) suggests. The NO

adsorption complex in ML has an Al-N-O bond angle θAl-N-O = 128° (Table 8) and thus

a bent end-on structure. Similar parameters, namely rNa-NO = 2.1 Å and θNa-N-O = 142°,

have been derived by a comprehensive analysis of ENDOR experiments characterizing an

Na+-NO adsorption complex in the Na-A zeolite. [200] Since the Na+ ion has a similar size

and the same electron con�guration as the Al3+ ion, the physical validity of the calculated

ML ground state seems to be justi�ed. The somewhat larger distance rAl1-NO might

indicate a partial shielding of the Al3+ caused electric surface �eld by the adjacent planar

oxygen atoms. [205] This bent Al-NO structure is a �rst indication, that the binding between

NO and the Al3+ion is mainly ionic, since for a covalent Al-nitrosyl bond a linear Al-NO

complex is expected. [365]

From the DFT derived wave functions of the optimized models ML and M, the Mul-

liken and Löwdin atomic charges [242] and spin populations (Table 10) of the Al1 atom

and NO molecule have been calculated. [242] They are similar for both models as also their

geometric structures are (Table 8, Figure 45). Thus, the electronic structure of the NO

adsorption complex seems to depend mainly on the trimeric metal-oxygen unit and is quite

independent from the presence of the btc ligands. This is an important information for

further ab initio investigations of this NO adsorption complex with more accurate but also

computational more demanding multi-determinant methods. [314]

Figure 47 shows the π∗y highest occupied canonical molecular orbital (HOMO) of the
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optimized modelM, which is involved in the NO binding and which contains the unpaired

electron. It further shows the π∗x lowest unoccupied canonical molecular orbital (LUMO) as

well es the spin and electronic densities of the optimized modelM. Corresponding orbitals

and densities for the optimized model ML are qualitatively the same. The HOMO, which

is usually responsible for the main characteristics of the bonding, [365] contains almost all

spin density. This observation is supported and quanti�ed by the Mulliken and Löwdin

spin population analysis (Table 10), which predicts that about 95-97 percent spin density is

located on the NO molecule, two to four percent at the Al1 atom and less than 0.5 percent

at each of the four next neighbored planar oxygen atoms. [242] According to that population

analysis 53-62 percent spin density is in the 2py AO of the nitrogen, whereas 34-36 percent

remains in the 2py AO of the NO molecules oxygen. [242] These values can be compared to

the measured 14N dipolar h� constant TN = 33 MHz (Table 7 and assuming DFT derived

signs for the 14N h� principal values), which translates to about 59 percent spin density

in the nitrogen's 2py AO.
[364] This con�rms the prediction of the population analysis. Ac-

cordingly, the measured nitrogen's isotropic h� constant aNiso = 20 MHz translates to about

1.1 percent spin density in the 2s AO of the nitrogen [364] which reproduces the Löwdin

predicted value (Table 10). Here, the Mulliken population analysis derives a value of -0.02,

which indicates the better performance of the Löwdin than Mulliken method. [314] Simi-

larly, one can derive from the experimental Al2a isotropic h� constant aAl2aiso = 14.7 MHz

that about 0.38 percent spin density occupies the Al2a s orbital. [364] Again, this value is

reproduced by the Löwdin analysis which predicts 0.21 percent spin density in the Al1

s-like AOs whereas the Mulliken analysis fails, predicting small negative spin density in

the s-like AOs of the Al1 atom (Table 10).

According to the previous spin-density analysis, the NO molecules π∗y MO is in �rst

approximation a linear combination of the nitrogen and oxygen atoms 2py AOs with some

small s-like contributions. The composition of the calculated π∗y MO in terms of contribut-

ing AOs was also analyzed according to Mulliken, which re�ects the spin density analysis

almost one-to-one. [242] Mostly, AOs from the NO contribute to this HOMO whereas Al1

AOs contribute with less than two percent . [242] This is also re�ected by the electronic

density shown in Figure 47 which adopts only small values in between the NO molecule

and Al1 atom. All in all, the EPR and DFT based wave function analysis of the NO2a

adsorption species strongly indicates its almost purely ionic binding at the framework MIL-

100(Al) CUS without any signi�cant covalent contributions. Since the Al3+ is a closed shell

cation, this result seems to be reasonable. [198]

A weak ionic binding is also indicated by the NO binding energy ∆ENO = −22.4 kJ/mol

at T = 0 K as calculated for the optimized modelML. Such a low binding energy is rather

typical for a physisorption than chemisorption. [198] It is almost equal to the binding energy

∆ECO = −28.1 kJ/mol, which was calculated by other authors [236] for a CO molecule

bound to an Al3+ CUS of the same µ3−oxo-bridged cluster. This calculated binding

energy ∆ENO is signi�cantly larger than the energy barrier ∆EPES ≈ 0.8 kJ/mol of the

part of the PES scanned by the dihedral angle ϕ between the Al1-N-O and N-Al-Al2 planes

(Figure 46). This strongly indicates that at intermediate temperatures the NO molecule is
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5.6 Insights into the low temperature adsorption of NO

able to rotate almost freely around the Al-N bond axis, while still binding to the CUS. Such

kind of thermally activated motion is experimentally indicated by the occurrence of the NO

adsorption species NO2b in CW EPR spectra measured at temperatures T > 14 K. [223] Its

g-value gz = 1.947±0.003 is signi�cantly larger than that for species NO2a (Table 9) which

might be explained by a partial motional averaging of the g-tensor principal values. This

has been suggested already by other authors to explain the occurrence of an additional

Na+-NO adsorption species in the Na-A zeolite by a thermally activated two-site jump

process of the adsorbed NO species. [196]

The NO stretching vibration for the cluster M was calculated by DFT to be ν̄ =

2002 cm−1 at T = 0 K. The corresponding value for gaseous NO is with ν̄ = 1876 cm−1 [366]

signi�cantly smaller. One might explain this di�erence by a small transfer of spin density

from the antibonding π∗y HOMO to the Al1 atom, sti�ening the N-O bond. Interestingly, no

distinct IR signal of the NO adsorbed at the MIL-100(Al) CUS was resolved in a combined

IR and EPR study of this system at temperatures down to T = 173 K. [223] Admittedly,

EPR has detected the signal of NO adsorbed at the CUS at lower temperatures T < 160

K and therefore additional IR experiments performed at low temperatures are strongly

recommended. Nevertheless, IR resolves signals on a faster time scale and is therefore

expected to detect signals of adsorbed NO species at higher temperatures than EPR. This

is the case for NO species, weakly interacting with the organic part of the MOF MIL-

100. A variety of such species has been observed by IR even at room temperature, [223]

whereas EPR has detected the signal of the weakly coupled NO species NO2d only at

low temperatures and even the EPR signal of the strongly coupled species NO2a was not

observed anymore at temperatures T > 160 K (section 5.1). [223] But the presented ab

initio investigation of the model ML indicates a weak interaction between the NO and

the Al3+cation, which is more characteristic for a physisorption. This suggests that the

NO-Al3+ species contributes to the IR signals of the variety of weakly bound NO species

interacting with the MOFs organic part. One might expect that at T = 173 K more

spin density has returned from the Al1 atom to the NO molecules antibonding π∗y HOMO,

shifting the NO stretching vibration into the range 1820 cm−1 < ν̄ < 1920 cm−1, where IR

signals of a variety of physisorbed NO were observed. [223] As indicated by two-pulse ESE

�eld sweep EPR the amount of NO2a is of the same order of magnitude than that of NO2d.

(Figure 38a). This small amount of species NO2a might explain why the IR signal of NO2a

does not stand out from the background signal of weakly physisorbed NO. [223] In addition,

the IR signal of the NO-Al3+ might be signi�cantly inhomogeneously broadened, hindering

its resolution from the IR signal background of other weakly bound NO species. The �at

PES, established by DFT, supports an inhomogeneous variation of the NO-Al3+ structure

among all such adsorption species. Note further that for the MIL-100(Fe) material an

intensive and well resolved IR signal was observed, [223] which was attributed to NO-Fe3+,

indicating the stronger interaction between the NO and the Fe3+ cation than with the

Al3+.

The ground state, where the unpaired electron resides in the π∗y MO of the NO molecule

is the 2Πy molecular state, whereas the excited state, where the unpaired electron occupies
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5 NO ADSORPTION SPECIES IN MIL-100(Al)

Table 11: Energy splitting ∆ describing the HOMO-LUMO gap as derived from the ex-
perimental NO g-tensor principal values (equations (44)) or derived directly from the DFT
derived energy levels in the last row. In addition, the experimental 14N h� parameter A14N

y

is listed for various NO adsorption species.

Species T (K) ∆ (kJ/mol) A14N
y (MHz)

NO2a (MIL-100(Al)) 6 23.3± 7.3 86± 3
NO2b (MIL-100(Al)) 45 17.2± 5.1 84± 12
NO2c (MIL-100(Al)) 6 22.2± 1.9a -b

NO2d (MIL-100(Al)) 6 14.5± 9.0a -b

NOz1 (H-ZSM-5c,d) 10 25.5± 2.8 84.1
NOz2(Na-ZSM-5c,e) 10 15.9± 2.8 102.0
NOz3 (Na-Ac,e) 10 26.2± 3.8 91.6

B3LYP/def2-TZVP (ML) 0 317.5 86.4

aassuming l = 1, bnote resolved, cNO adsorbed on zeolite matrix, dg-tensor values from
Rudolf et al. [198], the values ∆ and l, calculated in the present work, di�er from those
stated there, eRudolf et al. [197]

the π∗x MO is the 2Πx molecular state, as introduced in the subsection 2.3.4. Thus, the

energy di�erence ∆ between the 2Πx and 2Πy states should be almost equal to the HOMO-

LUMO gap. [196,302] It re�ects the electric surface �eld strength at the adsorption site [301]

and is therefore an important parameter to characterize the NO adsorption site. It can be

derived from the NO g-tensor principal values in a second order approximation as stated

in the equations (44) and as it is summarized in Table 11 for various NO adsorption

species. According to the similarity of the g-tensor derived energies ∆ (Table 11), the

electric surface �eld at the site of species NO2a should be comparable to those of the NO

adsorption species at an Al site in the H-ZSM-5 zeolite [198] and of NO-Na+ complexes in the

Na-ZSM-5 and Na-A zeolites. [197] However, the DFT derived HOMO-LUMO gap exceeds

the experimental value ∆ for species NO2a dramatically by one order of magnitude (Table

11). This seems to be related to the overestimation of the g-tensor principal values of the

model ML by DFT. They obey the relation gx & gy ≈ ge > gz (Table 9) which does not

�t to the expected relation ge > gx ? gy > gz, which holds typically for adsorbed NO. [301]

Since the calculated value gx = 2.0062 value is larger than ge = 2.0023 (Table 9), it is non-

physical and cannot be reproduced by the equations (44). But assuming gx = 2.0023 one

derives with the equations (44) with the remaining DFT derived g-tensor principal values

an energy splitting ∆ ≈ 330 kJ/mol which almost matches the calculated HOMO-LUMO

gap (Table 11). This indicates that the second order approach for the derivation of ∆ from

the g-tensor principal values with the equations (44) is accurate and the overestimation

of the calculated g-tensor principal values by DFT is related to an overestimated HOMO-

LUMO gap. This seems reasonable since the calculation of excited state energies by DFT

is known to be problematic, if those states have the same spatial and spin symmetry as

the ground state has. [314] For such states DFT has problems to ensure the orthogonality

between the ground and excited states. [314] This situation applies for the 2Πy ground and
2Πx excited state of the ML system. Accordingly, the DFT derived g-tensor principal
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5.6 Insights into the low temperature adsorption of NO

values and the DFT derived HOMO-LUMO gap are expected to have no validity and one

should only rely on the experimental results. Particularly, the EPR derived g-tensor values

indicate a real HOMO-LUMO gap for species NO2a of ∆HOMO-LUMO = 23.7± 7.3 kJ/mol.

Nevertheless, the DFT derived g-tensor principal directions are oriented as expected (Table

9). [125,301] The z-axis points along the N-O bonding axis and the y-axis is aligned parallel

to the π∗y orbital containing the unpaired electron as shown in Figure 47c.

According to the aforementioned discussion, it can be concluded that the combined

EPR and DFT based results allow for a reliable attribution of species NO2a to NO ad-

sorbed at the framework CUS of the MOF MIL-100(Al). Such a result is enabled by the

experimental determination of the Al2a 27Al h�. Simultaneously, the experimentally de-

termined value A14N
y enables a quantitative characterization of the Lewis acidity of the

Al3+ CUS by EPR. This value is sensitive to the fraction of unpaired spin density in the

nitrogen's 2py orbital [364] and measures in that way the contribution of both resonant

structures in the relation (33) to the total wave function. Thus, this value can be used

to characterize the electron pair acceptor strength of a Lewis acid site probed by an NO

molecule. [198] The h� parameter A14N
y is summarized for di�erent NO adsorption species

in Table 11. According to Table 11, species NO2a has a similar Lewis acidity than NO

adsorbed in H-ZSM-5 zeolite. [198] With IR spectroscopy of the C-N stretching vibration

ν(CN) of acetonitrile (CD3CN), identical values for ν (CN) of CD3CN adsorbed at the

Lewis acid sites in MIL-100(Al) and H-ZSM-5 zeolite have been measured within the spec-

tral resolution. [205,242,367] It has been claimed that CD3CN is a reliable IR spectroscopic

probe for the characterization of the Lewis acidity of such sites. [205] Thus, the accordance

of those comparative IR and EPR studies indicates that the EPR detected 14N h� probes

reliably the Lewis acidity of Al3+ sites, where the corresponding NO molecule adsorbs. In

particular, the A14N
y parameters of the di�erent NO adsorption species indicate that both

of the Al sites, the MIL-100(Al) CUS and the defect site in H-ZSM-5 zeolite, have a larger

electron pair acceptor strength than the corresponding sodium cations in the Na-A and

Na-ZSM-5 zeolites (Table 11). [197]

What about the magnetic couplings of species NO2a to other 27Al and proton nuclei

which are present in the MIL-100 framework? According to the optimized model ML the

Al2 and Al3 atoms have distances to the NO nitrogen of about rAl-N ≈ 5.4 Å. This large

distance explain (equation (12)) their almost zero isotropic h� and their small dipolar h�

parameters T ≈ 0.13 MHz as derived by DFT [242] (see Table F.2 in the appendix F.2). This

means that both nuclei contribute to the variety of distant matrix nuclei Al2c observed

by HYSCORE spectroscopy and one can exclude that one of them is the experimental

observed species Al2b. In the model ML the four nearest neighbored protons of the NO

molecule have distances to the NO nitrogen of about rH-N ≈ 4.0 Å and their DFT derived

h� parameters are aiso ≈ 0 MHz and T ≈ 1.1 MHz. Since for the ENDOR and HYSCORE

detected proton species a maximum h� value Amax ≈ 3.5 MHz was estimated from the

corresponding signals, the next nearest btc protons should contribute to the variety of

weakly coupled protons observed by those spectroscopic methods.

As veri�ed by HYSCORE experiments, the 27Al nuclear species Al2b is interacting
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5 NO ADSORPTION SPECIES IN MIL-100(Al)

with the NO adsorption species NO2c. The corresponding isotropic h� constant is negative

(Table 7), indicating signi�cant spin polarization e�ects. The small dipolar h� constant of

species Al2b (Table 7) indicates a weaker interaction between the NO adsorption species

NO2c and the Al nucleus Al2b than between the NO adsorption species NO2a and the

Al2a Al nucleus. In addition, the g-values of species NO2c are smaller than those of species

NO2a (Table 6), indicating in total the weaker physisorption of the former compared to

the latter. [301] The size of the Al2b's quadrupole coupling parameter CQ = 2.8 ± 2 MHz

(Table 7) indicates that species Al2b might belong to the framework trimetallic-oxygen

unit of the MIL-100(Al) MOF, since this magnitude is comparable to the NMR [201] derived

range CQ = 1.3...5.5 MHz for sixfold coordinated Al species in the activate MIL-100(Al)

material at room temperature as well as to the DFT derived basis set dependent range

CQ = 2.8...4.3 MHz for the Al species Al2a (Table 9). [242] It can be veri�ed that the �rst

order nqi broadening of species Al2b is quite small, since the cross peak ridges correlating

the mI = ±1
2 ↔ ±

3
2 transitions are resolved. So, the Al species Al2b is at a well-de�ned

framework or defective site of the MIL-100(Al)'s structure and not some ill-de�ned site of

a certain impurity phase or an extraframework Al species. Alternatively, it may adsorbs at

some extraframework Al(OH)3 impurity phase, which existence in the pores was indicated

by a recent NMR study. [135]

HYSCORE spectroscopy has also veri�ed the coupling of at least one proton species

to the NO adsorption species NO2c, supporting the hypothesis that NO2c is interacting

with the proton containing MIL-100(Al) MOF framework. Corresponding HYSCORE

combination peaks, indicative for protons which might be located even at distant positions,

were not observed for species NO2a. This might be explained by the deep Al2a modulations

which causes cross-suppression of possible protons signals [368] as it has been veri�ed by

exemplary simulations. [242]

In total, an NO2c adsorption site at the MIL-100(Al) framework with an 27Al nucleus

in its �rst or second coordination sphere and protons at minimal distances rmin ≈ 3.0Å

is indicated by the experimental data. Since all attempts to derive by DFT a structural

model explaining the EPR characteristics of species NO2c failed, it is proceeded without

any further suggestions for the detailed structure of this NO adsorption complex.

As veri�ed by HYSCORE spectroscopy, only the distant matrix 27Al species Al2c and

weakly coupled protons interact with the weakly bound fourth NO adsorption species

NO2d. The nqi constant of species Al2c was determined experimentally to CQ = 5.2 ±
0.8 MHz (Table 7) and �ts to the range CQ = 1.3...5.5 MHz as measured by NMR [201] for

�ve and six fold coordinated 27Al in the activated MIL-100(Al). The DFT derived values

CQ = 1.3...6.5 MHz for the atoms Al1 and Al2 of the model ML and a corresponding

model without an NO molecule [242] also �t to the experimental ones. Only the nqi constant

CQ ≈ −20 MHz for the atom Al3, calculated by DFT [242] (see Table F.2 in the appendix

F.2), was neither resolved by EPR nor NMR. [201] This large nqi magnitude re�ects the

binding of the charged OH- anion to the Al3 atom. The indicated invisibility of the Al3

nuclei for EPR and NMR might be most likely related to the broad line shape of the nuclear

frequency spectrum due to the large CQ value, which in addition contributes with its second
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power to the second order nqi. [272] The absence of any other 27Al species, interacting with

NO2d, indicates its weak adsorption at the organic part of the MOF. Such a physisorption

is also indicated by its small gz value (Table 6), which suggests a weak electric surface �eld

at the adsorption site. [301] The presence of such weakly bound NO adsorption species was

also observed for the MIL-100(Al) by IR spectroscopy. [223]

5.7 Summary of chapter �ve

Four di�erent NO adsorption species NO2a to NO2d could be resolved by X-band CW EPR

and two-pulse ESE �eld sweep experiments on NO loaded samples of the MIL-100(Al)

material at low temperatures. Temperature-dependent CW EPR experiments between

8K < T < 295K detected the EPR signals of desorbed NO at T > 150 K and adsorbed

NO at T < 160 K, indicating the low temperature adsorption and thus physisorption of NO

on the MOF material at temperatures T < 160 K. The temperature-dependent intensity of

the EPR signal of adsorbed NO suggests further the formation of diamagnetic (NO)2 below

T ≈ 115 K. The strong 27Al h� of species NO2a, resolved by CW EPR, HYSCORE and

Davies ENDOR spectroscopy at T < 50 K, undoubtedly proves the interaction of this NO

adsorption species with a 27Al nuclear species Al2a. The mentioned EPR methods enable

the experimental determination of the magnitudes of all g-tensor and 14N h� principal

values of species NO2a, as well as the determination of the complete Al2a 27Al h� tensor,

including its orientation relative to the g-tensors' principal axes frame. The determined
14N h� enabled a characterization of the Lewis acidity of the corresponding Al3+ CUS.

At the same time a structural model for NO adsorbed at the framework CUS of the MIL-

100(Al) framework could be derived by DFT. The 14N and 27Al h� tensors, calculated

for this structural model, are in good agreement with those measured by the mentioned

methods for species NO2a interacting with the 27Al species Al2a. Thus, species NO2a

is assigned to NO, adsorbed at the framework CUS of MIL-100(Al). The analysis of the

DFT derived results reveal a weak ionic binding of that NO molecule at the CUS in a bent

end-on fashion, without any signi�cant covalent contributions. Such weak physisorption

of this species is re�ected by the already mentioned temperature dependence of its CW

EPR signal and might further explain the absence of a distinctly resolved IR signal of

this NO adsorption species at T = 173 K. [223] Furthermore, the DFT calculations indicate

the ability of the NO adsorbed at the CUS, performing some rotational motion while still

binding to the metal ion. This might explain the occurrence of the NO adsorption species

NO2b, which was observed by CW EPR at temperatures T > 20 K and might show the

inset of some thermally activated motion of species NO2a partially averaging its g-tensor

principal values.

HYSCORE spectroscopy further proves unambiguously that the third resolved NO

adsorption species NO2c interacts with a second 27Al nuclear species Al2b. Its EPR derived
27Al h� as well as its g-tensor indicate a weaker adsorption of NO2c than found for species

NO2a. In addition, the rough size of the 27Al nqi of species Al2b as well as a coupling

of species NO2c with protons could be resolved. Unfortunately, no distinct structural

model could be derived for species NO2c, but its EPR characteristics indicate that species
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NO2c adsorbs at some site of the MOF surface with an 27Al nucleus in its �rst or second

coordination sphere.

Based on its EPR characteristics the fourth NO adsorption species NO2d was attributed

to NO, weakly physisorbed at the organic part of the MOF. Signals of distant 27Al matrix

nuclei were observed by HYSCORE spectroscopy at all magnetic �eld positions, indicating

their interaction with all NO adsorption species. The rough EPR derived 27Al nqi for this

species �ts to the NMR derived 27Al nqi for Al nuclei in the MIL-100(Al) material, [201]

giving additional evidence for the successful adsorption of all observed NO species on the

surface of the MOF framework.
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6 EPR investigation of defect centers in rigid and �exible

derivatives of DUT-8(Ni) using NO as a probe molecule

As mentioned in section 2.1, some MOFs possess framework �exibility. This property,

combined with the microporosity of MOFs, can o�er great opportunities for potential

applications in storage, separation, sensing, drug release or catalysis. [218,219] In this context

it might be useful to �netune the �exibility of a MOF material by the kind of metal

ion [244] or linker molecule [369] as well as the crystal size, [241] in principle. Nevertheless,

most MOFs are rigid and only a few of them show this interesting property. [219] Thus, the

ability to predict, whether a MOF structure is �exible or not, would extremely simplify

the search for �exible MOFs that are tailored for a speci�c application. Unfortunately,

up to know no such profound understanding of the origins of �exibility of MOFs exist

so that the latter has become predictive. A joint e�ort of computational modeling and

experimental studies is still necessary to reach this goal. The MOF DUT-8(Ni) has been

chosen as an ideal model system for this research, since it can show �exibility and rigidity

in departure on the synthesis conditions. [241,254] This has been veri�ed by PXRD, nitrogen

physisorption [224,241,246] and recently by IR and Raman as well as solid state 13C NMR. [241]

In addition, EPR of desorbed NO in samples of two DUT-8(Ni) derivatives has also

re�ected their di�erence in �exibility (see subsection 2.1.4 and section 3.3). [224] One of

them shows the prominent �gate pressure� �exibility of the DUT-8(Ni) [244] whereas the

other variant stays rigid at any gas pressure and temperature. The di�erence between

those �exible and rigid derivatives of DUT-8(Ni) is a result of a slightly modi�cation of

their synthesis procedures, where for the latter an excess of the dabco ligand was applied

among other minor changes. [224,241,246,254] Such variations of the synthetic protocol should

lead to characteristic microscopic properties which di�er among both derivatives of the

DUT-8(Ni) and are responsible for their di�erent �exibility. The PXRD pattern of the

rigid DUT-8(Ni) equals that of the open pore phase of the �exible DUT-8(Ni) [224] and gives

no indication for any di�erences in the crystal structure. But PXRD is a non-local method

which is not capable to resolve defects in the crystal structure, except some contributions

to the line broadening of the PXRD pattern. By scanning electron microscopy (SEM) it

has been veri�ed that the rigid DUT-8(Ni) has systematically smaller crystallites than the

�exible derivative. [241] Crystallites smaller than 500 nm in diameter retain in the porous lp

phase, whereas crystallites larger than 1 µm transform into the non-porous cp phase upon

solvent removal. [241] But also SEM gives no insight into potential microscopic reasons for

this di�erence in �exibility. This has motivated an EPR study as a part of this thesis, [224]

where the adsorption of NO on both DUT-8(Ni) derivatives was investigated by X-band

CW EPR. The framework Ni2+ ions in the DUT-8(Ni) have no CUS for the adsorption of

the NO molecule. But defective Ni2+ paddle wheel units, where bonds to the dabco or ndc

ligands are broken, might o�er CUS as potential NO adsorption sites. Corresponding NO-

Ni2+ adsorption complexes are expected to be paramagnetic showing characteristic EPR

signals (see subsection 2.3.5). [309] This kind of an NO probed characterization of defective

sites in both DUT-8(Ni) derivatives complements the EPR study of desorbed NO discussed
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in section 3.3 and will be elucidated in the present chapter. [224] This study deals with the

same samples F_DUT-8a and F_DUT-8b, containing the �exible derivative of DUT-8(Ni),

and the samples R_DUT-8a and R_DUT-8b, containing its rigid derivative, as they have

been used for the EPR study of desorbed NO gas (see section 3.3 and subsection A.2 as

well as Table A.1 in subsection A.3). The di�erent observed paramagnetic NO adsorption

species were identi�ed and characterized by a detailed analysis of the CW EPR spectra

of all four samples, as summarized in the �rst section. The second section presents and

discusses �rst and recent pulsed EPR experiments of an NO loaded �exible DUT-8(Ni)

sample, which has not been published yet, demonstrating the potential of such an approach

for coming studies. A �nal section summarizes the results of this chapter.

6.1 Identi�cation and characterization of NO adsorption species by CW

EPR

EPR spectra of the samples F_DUT-8a, F_DUT-8b, R_DUT-8a and R_DUT-8b, mea-

sured at temperatures 7 K < T < 298 K, are collected in Figure 48. One exemplary low

temperature spectrum of each sample as well as their simulations are shown in Figure 49.

The Ni2+ ions of the Ni-DUT-8 material have a 3d8 electron con�guration an can either be

in a diamagnetic state with electron spin S = 0 or a paramagnetic state with electron spin

S = 1. Thus, the framework Ni2+ paddle wheels of the DUT-8(Ni) can have an electron

spin S = 0 or S = 2 ground state. Interestingly, for all samples and at all temperatures

no EPR signals attributable to the framework Ni2+ paddle wheels have been detected by

EPR. [224] This might indicate either that the paddle wheels are in their S = 0 ground

state [370] or that the zero �eld splitting is larger than 80 GHz, in case those paddle wheels

have integer spin larger than zero, as it is veri�ed by spectral simulations. [224] The NO

loaded samples show in addition at temperatures T < 60 K and g-values ge > g > 1.3

weak signals which are attributed to a variety of NO weakly physisorbed at diamagnetic

surface sites, [301] here called species NO3 (Figures 48 and 49). This species might include

NO moieties physisorbed at the organic part of the DUT-8(Ni) material. Its signal was

better resolved by two-pulse ESE �eld sweep EPR at low temperatures, as it is discussed

in section 6.2.

Interestingly, all spectra in Figure 48 show signals at magnetic �eld positions 260 mT <

B0 < 330 mT corresponding to a range of g-values 2.58 > gx, gy, gz > ge = 2.0023 as they

are typical for paramagnetic species with electron spin S = 1/2. Admittedly, they are

typical for Ni+ which has a 3d9 electron con�guration or low spin Ni3+ species with a

3d7 electron con�guration. [371�373] But an attribution of those signals to monovalent or

trivalent nickel seems unlikely, since such signals were neither observed for the activated

�exible DUT-8(Ni), which stays in the non-porous phase, nor for the activated rigid DUT-

8(Ni), staying in the porous phase. [224] Thus, a change of the nickels valency by an NO

induced structural phase transformation seems unlikely. Since both of those activated

samples where prepared without any loaded NO, the EPR signals observed for the NO

loaded samples were attributed to NO adsorption species. [224] But all respective g-tensor

values are larger than the free electron g-value ge. This excludes the assignment to NO
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a)                                                  b)

c)                                                  d)

Figure 48: (a) X-band EPR spectra of sample F_DUT-8a measured during cooling at
temperatures 294 K (A), 258 K (B), 229 K (C), 204 K (D), 180 K (E), 161 K (F), 141
K (G), 118 K (H), 102 K (I), 94 K (J), 83 K (K), 66 K (L), 39 K (M), 31 K (N) 23 K
(O), 17 K (P), 12 K (Q) and 8 K (R). The signal of weakly physisorbed NO (species NO3)
is labeled by an asterisk symbol. The vertical lines are guides for the eyes. (b) X-band
EPR spectra of sample F_DUT-8b measured during cooling at temperatures 294 K (A),
236 K (B), 195 K (C), 171 K (D), 151 K (E), 138 K (F), 127 K (G), 115 K (H), 104
K (I), 94 K (J), 62 K (K), 43 K (L), 27 K (M), 14 K (N) and 7 K (O). The signal of
weakly physisorbed NO (species NO3) is labeled by an asterisk symbol. the vertical lines
are guides for the eyes. (c) X-band EPR spectrum of sample R_DUT-8a measured during
cooling at temperatures 297 K (A), 251 K (B), 210 K (C), 181 K (D), 133 K (E), 124 K
(F), 116 K (G), 104 K (H), 90 K (I), 79 K (J), 62 K (K), 44 K (L), 21 K (M) and 12 K (N).
(d) X-band EPR spectra of sample R_DUT-8b measured at the temperatures 298 K (A),
249 K (B), 211 K (C), 181 K (D), 161 K (E), 138 K (F), 126 K (G), 121 K (H), 116 K (I),
110 K (J), 105 K (K), 100 K (L), 82 K (M), 64 K (N), 47 K (O), 21 K (P) and 12 K (Q).
All spectra of samples R_DUT-8a (c) and R_DUT-8b (d) have been baseline corrected to
subtract unwanted but present signals of NiO impurities and weakly physisorbed NO. [224]

The signal of a free radical is marked by an asterisk in (c) and (d).
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Figure 49: Low Temperature EPR spectra (lowest) and simulations (above) of DUT-8
samples F_DUT-8a at T = 82 K (a), of sample F_DUT-8b at T = 62 K (b), of sample
R_DUT-8a at T = 79 K (c) and of sample R_DUT-8b at T = 82 K (d). Simulations of
the EPR signals of single Ni2+-NO species are designated in the �gures, respectively, as
well as their sum. The signal of the weakly physisorbed NO species NO3 is marked by an
asterisk. This �gure was �rst published by Mendt et al. [224]
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6.1 Identi�cation and characterization of NO adsorption species by CW EPR

Table 12: Samples where the corresponding Ni2+-NO adsorption species is present and
the experimental derived g-tensor principal values of those species observed for the DUT-8
samples and for samples from literature.

Species Samples gx gy gz

NiNOa F_DUT-8a,
F_DUT-8b,
R_DUT-8a,

R_DUT-8b

2.169± 0.009 2.169± 0.009 2.355± 0.014

NiNOb F_DUT-8b,
R_DUT-8a,

R_DUT-8bc

2.145± 0.012 2.199± 0.038 2.332± 0.038

NiNOc R_DUT-8a,

R_DUT-8b

2.137± 0.018 2.137± 0.018 2.294± 0.043

NiNOd R_DUT-8a,

R_DUT-8b

2.336±
0.005e

2.336±
0.005e

< 2.23

2.354±0.004f 2.320±0.004f

NiNOe R_DUT-8ad 2.325± 0.003 2.325± 0.003 < 2.23

NO@Ni(65%)-

Y

Zeolitea

- 2.171± 0.002 2.171± 0.002 2.346± 0.005

Ni2+-

NO@SiO2
b

- 2.156 2.184 2.369

aData from Kasai and Bishop [374], bData from Sojka et al. [310], cThe absence of species
NiNOb in sample R_DUT-8b cannot be fully excluded. [224] dPerhaps, species NiNOe is
also present in sample R_DUT-8b, even it was not resolved by EPR, eT > 21 K, fT ≤ 21
K.

adsorbed at diamagnetic or closed shell surface sites as it was observed for the MIL-53(Al)

and MIL-100(Al) materials (see subsection 2.3.4). However, the NO can bind to Ni2+ ions,

which are open shell due to their 3d8 electron con�guration. As mentioned in subsection

2.3.4, this range of g-values is also typical for Ni2+-NO adsorption species [92,309] where the

unpaired electron of the NO occupies with a second electron from the nickel the Ni2+-NO

bonding orbital, leaving one unpaired electron at the Ni2+ ion. Thus, the latter has now

an e�ective electron con�guration as Ni+, explaining the characteristic g-tensor principal

values. Consequently, all those EPR signals, observed for the four NO loaded samples,

have been attributed to Ni2+-NO complexes. [224]

Contributions of up to �ve Ni2+-NO species to the CW EPR signals of the four NO

loaded DUT-8(Ni) sample, here called NiNOa, NiNOb, NiNOc, NiNOd and NiNOe, have

been suggested by a detailed simulation based analysis (see Figure 49). [224] Their presence

among the four samples as well as their simulation derived g-tensor principal values are

documented in Table 12. The simulations were aided by automatic least square �ts. But

their signals superposition prevents an undoubtedly determination of all their spectral

characteristics. More details are reported in Mendt et al. [224] For the �exible DUT-8(Ni)

sample F_DUT-8a the EPR signal of only one Ni2+-NO species NiNOa was observed at
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6 DEFECT CENTERS IN DUT-8(Ni)

all temperatures (Figure 49a), having an almost axially symmetric g-tensor with principal

values gx ≈ gy < gz (Table 12). All spectra of the other three NO loaded DUT-8(Ni)

samples are also indicated to show the signal of species NiNOa, although undoubtedly other

species contribute. [224] For the �exible DUT-8(Ni) sample F_DUT-8b a new bump was

observed for spectra, measured at temperatures T ≤ 127 K. It was attributed to a second

Ni2+-NO species NiNOb (Figure 49b). Least square �ts of all temperature-dependent

spectra of sample F_DUT-8b suggest an orthorhombic g-tensor for species NiNOb (Table

12). [224]

Five Ni2+-NO species are indicated to contribute to the EPR signals measured for the

rigid DUT-8(Ni) sample R_DUT-8a (Figure 49c). An unique unraveling determination

of all single component signals from the experimental spectra was not possible without

any additional assumptions. Thus, it was supposed that both species NiNOa and NiNOb

contribute to the EPR spectra of sample R_DUT-8a. As in all cases, it was assumed

that among di�erent samples the g-tensor principal values of one Ni2+-NO species do not

change, but linewidth parameters can, re�ecting potential di�erences in the inhomogeneity

or local concentration of the species among the di�erent samples. The high �eld powder

edge singularity of the R_DUT-8a spectrum measured at T = 79 K (Figure 49c) shows a

slight splitting as well as a shoulder at its low �eld edge. This detailed structure was not

reproduced by extensive simulations assuming contributions of species NiNOa and NiNOb

alone. [224] But by assuming the contribution of an additional Ni2+-NO species NiNOc,

having an axially symmetric g-tensor with principal values gx ≈ gy < gz (Table 12), a

satisfying agreement between the simulated and measured high �eld signal components

was obtained at all temperatures (see for example 49c). [224]

The g-tensor principal values of all species NiNOa, NiNOb and NiNOc hold the relation

gx, gy < gz (Table 12). Interestingly, for the rigid DUT-8(Ni) sample R_DUT-8a, signals

of two additional species NiNOd and NiNOe have been observed as shown in Figure 49c.

Both species have an almost axially symmetric g-tensor but with an reversed order of its g-

tensor principal values, namely gx, gy > gz. [224] Whereas the signal intensities of those two

species are small in the spectra of sample R_DUT-8a with less NO (Figure 48c), for sample

R_DUT-8b with an larger amount of NO (Table A.1) the signal of species NiNOd becomes

quite intense at low temperatures. As a result, no signal of species NiNOe was observed

anymore (Figure 49d). Again, the distinct linewidths of the total EPR signals, measured

for sample R_DUT-8b at various temperatures (Figure 48d), prevent an unique unraveling

determination of each signal component belonging to a single Ni2+-NO species. But with

the hypothesis that only the species NiNOa, NiNOb and NiNOc contribute in addition to

species NiNOd to the EPR spectra of sample R_DUT-8b, a satisfying agreement between

all temperature-dependent experimental and simulated spectra could be obtained (see for

example Figure 49d and Table 12). [224]

The most valuable information, obtained by EPR and characterizing distinctly the

Ni2+-NO complexes NiNOa to NiNOe, are their g-tensor principal values. As already dis-

cussed in the subsection 2.3.5, the order gx, gy < gz indicates a structural model where the

antibonding π∗y MO of the NO, containing the unpaired electron, adds with the dz2 orbital
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Figure 50: MO diagrams describing qualitatively the bonding of the Ni2+-NO species
NiNOa, NiNOb and NiNOc (a) as well as NiNOd and NiNOe (b), as it is indicated by the
order of their g-tensor principal values (Table 12). [309]

of Ni2+ to a double occupied bonding
(
dz2 + π∗y

)
MO, forming a covalent bond between

the NO and the Ni2+. [309] Now, an unpaired electron remains in the nickels dx2−y2 orbital,

which explains the characteristic g-tensor principal values in second order. [312,375,376] The

resulting ground state con�guration is
(
dz2 + π∗y

)2 (dx2−y2)1 (dz2 − π∗y)0 as illustrated in

Figure 50a. Accordingly, for all three species NiNOa, NiNOb and NiNOc the Ni dz2 AO

is involved in the bonding and consequently the NO molecule is indicated to bind to the

Ni2+ along the z-axis, which obeys the highest rotational symmetry of the Ni2+ environ-

ment. [224] Particularly, for those three species structural models seem reasonable, where

the NO binds axially to a Ni2+ in a defective paddle wheel, replacing either a dabco lig-

and or the second Ni2+. Thus, two possible structural models are proposed, which might

explain species NiNOa, NiNOb and NiNOc and which are illustrated in Figure 51a,b:

Ni-ax-1Ni. The NO molecule binds along the fourfold symmetry axis to a Ni2+ ion of a

defective paddle wheel, which contains only one Ni2+ ion. Such kind of a defective paddle

wheel was already identi�ed in a MOF with Cu2+ paddle wheels. [377]

Ni-ax-2Ni. In this model both Ni2+ ions are present in the paddle wheel. Now, at least

one dabco ligand does not coordinate along the fourfold symmetry axis to a Ni2+ ion, but

NO does instead. Here, the second neighbored Ni2+ ion should stay in its low spin state

with S = 0, since otherwise its S = 1 spin would prevent the detection of such well de�ned

S = 1/2 powder signals as they were observed by EPR. [224]

Species NiNOb might belong to one of these two structural models. But due to the

observed orthorhombicity of its g-tensor, an additional distortion of the four equatorial

oxygen binding sites should be present, which modi�es the local C4 symmetry of the Ni2+

site, maybe indicating a broken bond to at least one of the 2,6-ndc ligand molecules.

For the species NiNOd and NiNOe the order of their g-tensor principal values gx, gy >

gz is reversed compared to those of the species NiNOa to NiNOc. Such g-tensor principal

values are typical for a Ni+ ion or a low spin Ni3+ ion where the unpaired electron resides

in the dz2 orbital. [312,313,378,379] As for the species NiNOa to NiNOc one can argue that no

Ni+ and Ni3+ ions are present in the DUT-8 samples. [224] Again, their occurrence must
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6 DEFECT CENTERS IN DUT-8(Ni)

Figure 51: Di�erent qualitative structural models proposed for the coordination of an NO
molecule to a defective paddle wheel unit of the DUT-8(Ni) MOF. The abbreviations of the
models are written at the bottom of the respective sub�gures (a) - (d). The corresponding
models are explained in more detail in the text. This �gure was �rst published by Mendt
et al. [224] and shows oxygen (red), nitrogen (blue), nickel, carbon (grey) and nickel (green)
atoms.
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6.1 Identi�cation and characterization of NO adsorption species by CW EPR

be related to the presence of NO. Thus, those signals are similarly explained as for the

species NiNOa to NiNOc. They are attributed to Ni2+-NO adsorption species, where the

unpaired electron is now in the Ni2+ dz2 orbital, according to the order of their g-tensor

values; [224,312,375,376] a quite interesting conclusion. According to the MO con�guration

illustrated in Figure 50b, this interpretation indicates that the double occupied bonding

orbital of the Ni2+-NO species NiNOd and NiNOe is the bonding MO formed by the Ni2+

dx2−y2 AO and the NO π∗y MO containing the NO's unpaired electron, leaving a single

unpaired electron in the dz2 orbital at the Ni ion. The e�ective ground state con�guration of

those complexes is then
(
dx2−y2 + π∗y

)2
(dz2)1 (dx2−y2 − π∗y)0, explaining the EPR derived

g-tensor values of the species NiNOd and NiNOe.

Since the dx2−y2 AO of the Ni2+ is involved in the bond to the NO molecule, the

following two structural models might be proposed for the species NiNOd and NiNOe as

they are also shown schematically in Figure 51c,d:

NO-eq-1Ni. The NO molecule binds equatorially to the Ni2+ ion, replacing a 2,6-ndc

ligand of a broken paddle wheel with one missing Ni2+ ion.

NO-eq-2Ni. The NO molecule binds again equatorially to a Ni2+ ion, which belongs now

to a paddle wheel having both Ni2+ ions. Again, there must be at least one broken bond

to a 2,6-ndc ligand providing the adsorption site for the NO molecule. As in case for the

scenario NO-ax-2Ni, the second Ni2+ which is not involved in the NO bond, must be in its

S = 0 low spin state.

For the binding scenarios NO-eq-1Ni and NO-eq-2Ni the C4 pseudo symmetry of the

Ni2+ coordination environment should be destroyed by the equatorial binding of the NO

to the Ni2+. Thus, one might expect a g-tensor with lower than axial symmetry for the

species NiNOd and NiNOe. Indeed, an orthorhombic g-tensor has been resolved for species

NiNOd at temperatures T < 32 K for both rigid DUT-8 samples R_DUT-8a and R_DUT-

8b, as it is shown in Figure 52. [224] The corresponding g-tensor principal values are listed

in Table 12.

In total, the species NiNOa to NiNOe are most probably NO moieties adsorbed at

defective Ni2+ paddle wheel units of the DUT-8 material. A rough quanti�cation of the

observed EPR signals of those species supports this interpretation. The number density of

framework Ni2+ ions in the DUT-8 MOF should beNNi = 3.04µmol/mg. Sample R_DUT-

8b, which show the largest number of EPR active Ni2+-NO species (see Figure 53), [224]

contains about NNO ≈ 10µmol/mg NO. But from a rough estimation of the number of

spins, contributing to the observed EPR signals of Ni2+-NO species in sample R_DUT-

8b at low temperatures (Figure 53d), one obtains that about NNi-NO ≈ 10 nmol/mg EPR

active Ni2+-NO species are present in this sample. [224] This number is 2 orders of magnitude

smaller than NNi and NNO indicating the defective nature of the involved Ni2+ species.

It is worth to mention that no lifetime broadening due to the NO desorption process has

been observed for the signals of the species NiNOa to NiNOd up to room temperature for

any sample. This is consistent to the proposed covalent bonding model for those species,

which would imply a chemisorption of the NO at the Ni2+ rather than a physisorption,

leading to lifetimes of those complexes larger than nanoseconds, even at room temperature.
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Figure 52: X-band EPR spectra (lowest) and simulations (upper) of sample R_DUT-8a
measured at T = 21 K (a) and sample R_DUT-8b measured at T = 21 K (b). This �gure
was �rst published by Mendt et al. [224]
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Figure 53: Temperature-dependent simulation derived numbers NNiNOa to NNiNOd of spins
per mass DUT-8(Ni), contributing to the EPR signals of species NiNOa to NiNOd in the
samples F_DUT-8a (a), F_DUT-8b (b), R_DUT-8a (c) and R_DUT-8b (d).This �gure
was �rst published by Mendt et al. [224]
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Nevertheless, an increase of the amount of the EPR active species NiNOa to NiNOd with

decreasing temperature was observed experimentally for all four samples as it is illustrated

in Figure 53. But this is no contradiction to lifetimes of the Ni2+-NO complexes which are

long on an EPR time scale. Still, in case of long lifetimes the dynamic equilibrium of the

back- and forward reaction:

Ni2+ + NO↔ Ni2+ −NO (65)

might be shifted by low temperatures and increasing concentration cNO of non-bound NO,

with spatial access to the defective Ni2+ sites, towards the product.

The attribution of the observed Ni2+-NO species to defect sites on the surface of the

DUT-8 MOF remains somewhat unclear. The absence of any hysteresis e�ect in the EPR

spectra of Ni2+-NO as well as their intensities (Figure 53), as observed for the �exible DUT-

8(Ni) samples, [224] might be an indication for the thesis that at least species NiNOa belongs

to a defect on the outer surface of the microcrystals. The presence of some NiNOa signal

at room temperature might be also seen as such an indication. On the other hand, the

temperature dependences of the EPR intensities of species NiNOa in the samples F_DUT-

8b and R_DUT-8b show stepwise increases during cooling in temperature ranges where

the adsorption of NO occurs or has been almost �nished (Figure 53). [224] This is a strong

indication that the species NiNOa also occurs in the pores of the MOF. [224] In addition, the

change of the number of spins contributing to the EPR signals of species NiNOb and NiNOc

for sample R_DUT-8a, is ∆ (NNiNOb +NNiNOc) ≈ 1.4 nmol/mg going from T = 116 K to

T = 12 K (Figure 53c). For species NiNOa in sample R_DUT-8b the corresponding change

is ∆NNiNOa ≈ 1 nmol/mg, going from T = 100 K to T = 12 K (Figure 53d). But in the

�rst case, no signal of any desorbed NO was detected at temperatures T < 120 K whereas

in the second case no signal of any desorbed NO was detected at temperatures T < 100 K

(Figure 24). [224] However, both values ∆ (NNiNOb +NNiNOc) and ∆NNiNOa are larger than

the detection limit Nlimit ≈ 0.5 nmol/mg for desorbed NO gas (see appendix D.1). [224]

This proves that in both cases the formation of additional species NiNOa to NiNOc was

not induced by an NO adsorption directly from the reservoir of desorbed NO, indicating

that it was supplied from some EPR silent phase of mobilized NO, most probably within

the pores of DUT-8. The presence of possible other EPR silent NO phases in the pores of

the MOF, like NO weakly interacting with the MOF surface or diamagnetic (NO)2,
[223,339]

is indicated for all MOFs discussed in this thesis and will be picked up in the conclusive

chapter 7.

Clearly, species NiNOa occurs in both the �exible and rigid DUT-8(Ni), as proven by

EPR (Figure 49). Species NiNOb might occur in both derivatives whereas species NiNOc

to NiNOe have been only observed by EPR for the rigid DUT-8(Ni) material, which is an

interesting observation. Only species NiNOd and NiNOe indicate an equatorial coordina-

tion of the NO molecule to the Ni2+ paddle wheel. Thus, EPR suggests that only in the

rigid but not �exible DUT-8(Ni), defective paddle wheels with broken bonds to the 2,6-ndc

ligands are present. This might indicate the absence of a fraction of the ndc ligands in the

rigid material, weaken the attractive forces between the ndc ligand molecules, which might
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be one reason for the rigidity of that DUT-8(Ni) derivative. [224] That London dispersion

interactions between stacked ndc ligands are crucial for the stabilization of the non-porous

phase of DUT-8(Ni) was recently indicated by comprehensive DFT calculations. [332] Also,

the EPR derived result that the number density of EPR detected Ni2+-NO defect species

with a missing dabco ligand is one order of magnitude larger in the rigid than in the �exible

derivative of DUT-8(Ni), as observed for the samples F_DUT-8b and R_DUT-8b with

similar amounts of NO per MOF material (see Figure 53 and Table A.1 in the appendix A)

might be related to their di�erence in �exibility. Indeed, it has been veri�ed recently by

SEM [241] that the rigid DUT-8(Ni) variant has systematically smaller microcrystals than

the �exible one which might correlate with a larger number density of defects in the rigid

than �exible DUT-8(Ni). It might be also possible that corresponding defects with a miss-

ing dabco ligand might stabilize the open pore structure, preventing their transformation

to the cp phase in the absence of any adsorbents. [224]

6.2 First pulsed EPR experiments

By CW EPR experiments on NO loaded samples with the �exible and rigid variants of

DUT-8(Ni), several Ni2+-NO adsorption species have been detected. Based on their g-

tensor principal values, defect models have been proposed and attributed to those species,

as they are illustrated schematically in Figure 51. Nevertheless, some uncertainty remains,

regarding these attributions, since the g-tensor principal values re�ect only the overall

symmetry of the coordination complex and the nature of the Ni2+-NO bonding orbital.

But more information are obtainable by pulsed EPR methods, which might resolve h�

couplings to neighbored magnetic nuclei like the 14N of the NO and the dabco ligand as

well as protons of the ndc ligands, in principle. In this way, a detailed analysis of the

local geometric structure as well as the spin density distribution might be possible. This

section presents and discusses �rst pulsed EPR experiments on the �exible DUT-8(Ni)

sample F_DUT-8b, thought not as a complete and exhaustive study but rather as a proof

of principle, motivating further studies for the future.

Figure 54 shows a two-pulse ESE �eld sweep spectrum of sample F_DUT-8b, mea-

sured at T = 6 K. Two di�erent signals have been detected. One occurs at magnetic �elds

350 mT < B0 < 500 mT. Similar signals have been observed for the NO loaded samples

of the MIL-53(Al) (Figure 28) and MIL-100(Al) (Figure 38) MOF materials. Correspond-

ingly, that signal, observed for sample F_DUT-8b, is attributed to an NO adsorption

species NO3. Its simulation derived g-tensor principal values (Figure 54) are summarized

in Table 13. The g-tensor principal values of species NO3 are comparable or even smaller

than those g-tensor principal values, which have been determined in the present thesis for

NO adsorption species, interacting weakly with the organic parts of the MOFs MIL-53(Al)

or MIL-53(100) (see Table 13). Consequently, species NO3 is also attributed to an NO

adsorption species occupying surface sites at the organic parts of the DUT-8(Ni) mate-

rial. [301] Pulsed EPR measurements, investigating this species in more detail, might be

feasible but are not in the scope of this thesis.

The second signal in the two-pulse ESE �eld sweep spectrum in Figure 54 is typical for
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Figure 54: Two-pulse ESE �eld sweep spectrum (blue) of sample F_DUT-8b, measured
at T = 6 K. The π/2 and π pulse lengths were 16 ns and 32 ns, respectively, and the
time delay between both pulses was τ = 120 ns. Simulations of the species NO3 of weakly
physisorbed NO and of the Ni2+-NO species NiNOb as well as their sum are shown in
black. The arrow marks the �eld position, where the HYSCORE and three-pulse ESEEM
experiments have been conducted.

Table 13: g-tensor principal values of four di�erent paramagnetic species which have been
attributed in this thesis to NO, weakly physisorbed at the organic part of the corresponding
MOF.

Species MOF gx gy gz
NO1aa MIL-53(Al) 1.9838± 0.002 1.9783± 0.0014 1.7637± 0.0071
NO1ba MIL-53(Al) -b 1.96± 0.03 1.64± 0.03
NO2dc MIL-100(Al) 1.97± 0.03 1.97± 0.03 1.4 ... 1.88
NO3 DUT-8(Ni) 1.93± 0.007 1.93± 0.007 1.55± 0.03

aTable 3,bnot resolved within the reasonable range ge > gx > gy, cTable 6
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Figure 55: HYSCORE spectrum of sample F_DUT-8b (a), measured at the temperature
T = 6 K and the magnetic �eld B0 = 317.4 mT with an inter pulse delay τ = 112
ns between the �rst two pulses. The spectrum shows two proton species H1 (red) and
H2 (blue). From the maximum distance of their ridges to the anti-diagonal through the
proton Larmor frequency, their dipolar h� parameter TH have been estimated as stated
in the �gure. [331] In (b) the schematic structural model NO-ax-1NO (see also Figure 51a)
is given, which is consistent to the measured HYSCORE signal of the two proton species
H1 and H2. In this model, species H1 are the protons of the ndc ligand, next neighbored
to the Ni2+ ion. Their distance rNi-H to the Ni2+ ion is given in red. Species H2 are the
protons of the dabco ligand, next neighbored to the Ni2+ ion. Their distance rNi-H to the
Ni2+ ion is given in blue.

an S = 1/2 species with the same g-tensor principal values as species NiNOb has (Table

12). This species is therefore attributed to the Ni2+-NO adsorption complex NiNOb. As

derived by CW EPR, at that temperature the amount of species NiNOa should be almost

one order of magnitude larger than that of species NiNOb (Figure 53). The fact that two-

pulse ESE only resolves the signal of species NiNOb might be explained by a short phase

memory time of species NiNOa, preventing the formation of a corresponding reasonable

electron spin echo.

The species NiNOb was further investigated by recording a HYSCORE spectrum at

the observer position B0 = 317.4 mT at a temperature T = 6 K. Signals of two proton

species have been observed as shown in Figure 55a. From the maximum shift of the 1H

cross peak ridges from the anti-diagonal through the proton Larmor frequency along the

diagonal, their dipolar h� parameters TH have been estimated as summarized in Table

14. [331] From these values the distances of the corresponding protons to the Ni2+ ion with

the unpaired spin have been estimated (Table 14), using equation (12). Comparing the

structural models NO-ax-1Ni and NO-ax-2Ni (Figure 51) the determined proton distances

strongly indicate that the former seems to correspond to species NiNOb (Figure 55b, Table
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6 DEFECT CENTERS IN DUT-8(Ni)

Table 14: Distances rNi-H of di�erent proton species form the 2,6-ndc and the dabco ligands
in the defect models NO-ax-1Ni and NO-ax-2Ni, next nearest to the Ni2+ ion with the
unpaired electron, [240] dipolar h� constant TH as estimated by HYSCORE spectroscopy
for proton species H1 and H2 or from the distance of the Ni2+ to species H3 as well as the
distance rNi-H

(
TH
)
between the corresponding protons and the Ni2+ ion with the unpaired

electron, as derived from TH using equation (12)

Proton species rNi-H
(
Å
)
b TH (MHz) rNi-H

(
TH
) (

Å
)

ndc (H1) 4.29 1.1± 0.2c 4.2± 0.3
dabco (NO-ax-1Ni) (H2) 3.06 3.25± 0.25c 2.9± 0.1
dabco (NO-ax-2Ni) (H3)a 5.3 0.53d -

aThis is the next nearest proton of the dabco ligand in model NO-ax-2Ni, which coordinates
to the second Ni2+ ion. bas determined from the crystal structure of the lp phase of
DUT-8(Ni), [240] cas determined by HYSCORE spectroscopy, destimated from rNi-H using
equation (12).

14). One proton signal (H1) is indicated by its TH derived distances to belong to the ndc

ligands, whereas the TH derived distance of the second proton H2 indicates its a�liation

to a dabco ligand coordination to the same Ni2+ ion, where the NO molecule binds (Figure

55b, Table 14).

At nearly the same observer position where the HYSCORE experiment was performed,

a three-pulse ESEEM experiment was conducted for sample F_DUT-8b at T = 6 K with

an inter-pulse delay τ = 112 ns. The corresponding Fourier-transformed signal is shown in

Figure 56 . In addition, to signals of distant proton species three frequencies are resolved,

which can be attributed to the ν0 = 1.7 ± 0.1 MHz, ν− = 3.3 ± 0.3 MHz, ν+ = 4.4 ± 0.2

MHz and the double quantum transition νdq = 7.7±0.5 MHz of a 14N nuclear species. [380]

Assuming the near cancellation regime A
2 ≈ νN, where νN is the 14N nucleus Larmor

frequency, one derives for that 14N nuclear species nqi parameters CQ = 1.28± 0.09 MHz

and η = 0.66±0.09 MHz. [380] But an assignment of that species to either the NO or dabco
14N is not feasible from these data alone. Furthermore, for a reliable determination of the
14N h� and nqi parameters more orientation selective three-pulse ESEEM and HYSCORE

experiments are necessary, which are not part of this thesis. Here, it was shown that

sound14N ESEEM EPR is possible. Future experiments with 15NO should enable a clear

attribution of the observed nitrogen signals to either NO or the dabco ligand.

6.3 Summary of chapter six

X-band CW experiments were performed for NO loaded samples with a �exible and a rigid

derivative of the DUT-8(Ni) MOF in a temperature range 7K < T < 295K, searching for

microscopic characteristics correlating with the di�erent �exibility of both materials. In

total, signals of �ve di�erent species with electron spin S = 1/2 have been observed and

attributed to �ve di�erent NO-Ni2+ adsorption species NiNOa to NiNOe. They should

be of impurity or defect related nature, since the DUT-8(Ni) framework provides no CUS

for preferred NO adsorption. The EPR derived estimate of the number of such NO-Ni2+
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6.3 Summary of chapter six

Figure 56: Three-pulse ESEEM spectrum measured at T = 6 K and B0 = 316.4 mT for
sample F_DUT-8b with an inter-pulse delay between the �rst two pulses of τ = 112 ns.
Signals that are attributed to a 14N species and protons are indicated.
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6 DEFECT CENTERS IN DUT-8(Ni)

species clearly supports their defective nature. A detailed analysis of the temperature-

dependent amounts of those species indicates that they form mainly at low temperatures

rather from an EPR silent NO phase in the microcrystals than from a phase of desorbed

NO gas.

The order of the g-tensor principal values determined by EPR for the species NiNOa

to NiNOe give strong indication about the nature of the NO-Ni2+ bond. For the species

NiNOa to NiNOc, which have been observed for both the �exible and rigid derivatives, the

unpaired electron is indicated to occupy the dx2−y2 AO at the Ni2+ ion indicating that the

dz2 AO of the Ni2+ is involved in the bond formed with the NO molecule. Thus, structural

models for those species are indicated, where NO binds along the axial direction to the

Ni2+ ion of a paddle wheel unit with either a broken bond to the dabco ligand or with a

missing Ni2+ ion. Indeed, the latter structural model is indicated for species NiNOb by

a �rst pulsed EPR experiments. Signals of two proton species in the vicinity of species

NiNOb are resolved by HYSCORE experiments for an NO loaded sample with the �exible

DUT-8(Ni) and might be attributed to next nearest protons of the adjacent dabco and

ndc ligands. A three-pulse ESEEM experiment of the same sample resolves the interaction

to a 14N nitrogen nucleus which might belong either to the NO molecule or to the dabco

ligand.

The order of the g-tensor principal values of species NiNOd and NiNOe is di�erent

to that of the former three species, indicating that for NiNOd and NiNOe the unpaired

electron occupies the dz2 AO at a Ni2+ ion. As a consequence, for those both species

the dx2−y2 AO of the Ni2+ is indicated to be involved in the bond formed with the NO

molecule. These results indicate structural models for species NiNOd and NiNOe, where

NO binds equatorial to a Ni2+ ion of a broken paddle wheel unit with either one or two Ni2+

ions, namely along a former but now broken bond to an ndc ligand. The corresponding

distortion of the pseudo C4 symmetry axis of this complex can be resolved by the EPR

signal of species NiNOd at low temperatures.

Species NiNOd and NiNOe have been only observed for the NO loaded samples of the

rigid DUT-8(Ni), indicating that this speci�c kind of defect might be related to the rigidity

of this DUT-8(Ni) derivative. These results might indicate a scenario, where missing ndc

ligands weaken the attractive London dispersion interaction of those ligands [332] possibly

preventing the collapse of the framework to the non-porous phase. In addition, it is ob-

served by EPR that one order of magnitude more defective NO-Ni2+ species are present

for the rigid than the �exible DUT-8(Ni) derivative, which might relate to published SEM

results [241] where it was observed that the rigid DUT-(Ni) has signi�cantly smaller micro-

crystals than its �exible variant. This indicates that either the small size of such crystals or

the large number of defects or both factors might stabilize the porous phase of DUT-8(Ni),

keeping it rigid.
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7 Conclusive discussion

This thesis presents the �rst detailed characterization of NO adsorption in MOFs by EPR

spectroscopy. The investigated model systems, MIL-53(Al), MIL-100(Al) and DUT-8(Ni),

comprise MOFs with closed shell metal ions without and with CUS, and one MOF mate-

rial with open shell metal ions but without CUS in its framework structure, respectively.

Experiments on a fourth MOF MIL-100(Fe) with an open shell metal ion and with CUS

showed no signals of adsorbed NO and are therefore not presented in this thesis. [223,381]

Furthermore, the choice of MOFs include rigid MOFs as well as two MOFs showing two

kind of di�erent �exibility, namely breathing and gate pressure opening.

Detailed results of the studies are summarized in the sections 3.4, 4.3, 5.7 and 6.3 and

are also listed in the next chapter 8. It was shown, how one can quantify the pressure

and amount of desorbed NO in an EPR tube in situ from the line width of its EPR

signal. Both, the intensity and line width of the EPR signal of desorbed NO provided

information about the NO adsorption and desorption characteristics for all investigated

MOF samples. This way it was found that the characteristic NO adsorption/desorption

temperature increases for the MOF materials in the order �exible DUT-8(Ni) < rigid DUT-

8(Ni) ≈ MIL-53(Al/Cr) < MIL-100(Al), re�ecting the kind of porosity and the absence or

presence of CUS in those materials. Adsorption and desorption related hysteresis e�ects

were resolved by the NO gas signals EPR line width for all �exible materials but not

for the rigid ones. For the MIL-53(Al/Cr) material the EPR signal intensity of desorbed

NO resolves no such hysteresis e�ect, demonstrating that at low gas pressures the line

width based quanti�cation of desorbed NO is more sensitive than the EPR intensity based

approach. Furthermore, such a small hysteresis e�ect for the MIL-53(Al/Cr) material as

well as the similarity of its NO adsorption/desorption temperature to that of the rigid

DUT-8(Ni) material indicate that at low gas pressures the NO adsorption characteristics

of the investigated porous MOF materials are almost independent of the pore size shape

and are de�ned primarily by the inner surface sites characteristics.

Di�erent kinds of NO adsorption species were detected and characterized by CW EPR

and high resolution pulsed EPR spectroscopy at low temperatures, including NO species

interacting with protons in the MIL-53(Al) material, NO weakly physisorbed at the frame-

work Al3+ CUS of the MIL-100(Al) MOF and NO chemisorbed at defective Ni2+ CUS in

�exible and rigid DUT-8(Ni) derivatives. It was shown by CW and pulsed EPR that NO

adsorbs at low temperatures in the np phase of MIL-53, interacting with protons of the

framework. In particular, hydrogen bonds to the NO are indicated and positions of the NO

species in the pores were suggested based on the EPR results. A structure is consistent to

the EPR results, where NO interacts with two opposite µ2-(OH) groups in the np phase.

The absence of any aluminum species in the �rst coordination sphere of NO adsorbed

in MIL-53 indicates that the amount of defective open metal sites in this MOF is either

comparatively small or that such defective CUS are not spatially accessible for NO. But

not only for the MIL-53(Al) material NO adsorption species, interacting with the organic

part of the MOF framework, were observed. Also for the MIL-100(Al) and the DUT-8(Ni)

MOFs NO adsorption species were observed and characterized by EPR, for which their
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7 CONCLUSIVE DISCUSSION

physisorption at the MOFs organic part is strongly indicated.

The study presented in chapter 5 succeeds in a complete determination of the electronic

and geometric structure of the low temperature NO adsorption complex at the framework

CUS of the MIL-100(Al) MOF material by a combined EPR and DFT approach. It has

high signi�cance for the �eld of heterogeneous catalysis that this study exemplarily shows

successfully that one can probe with EPR by the NO 14N h� reliably the Lewis acidity of

an Al3+ CUS in an Al-based MOF, determining at the same time its real nature by the 27Al

h�, which modulates the EPR signal of the adsorbed NO. In particular the presented EPR

results, concerning species NO2a adsorbed on MIL-100(Al), indicate that the Al3+ CUS in

the MIL-100(Al) has a similar Lewis acidity as Lewis acid sites in the H-ZSM-5 zeolite have.

This is in line with results obtained independently by IR spectroscopy using acetonitrile as

an IR active probe molecule. [205,367] But IR might not allow in general for an unambiguous

decision about the true nature of the probed Lewis acid site. Particularly, this method

might not rule out the possibility that the probed metal site is rather a defect or impurity

species than a framework CUS in a MOF. It is a result of the present study that EPR of

adsorbed NO is in this sense better suited for the characterization of the Lewis acid sites

in in Al-based MOFs than IR of certain probe molecules, since it provides an additional

spectroscopic feature, namely the 27Al h�, which can be determined by EPR in principle.

In combination with comprehensive DFT calculations, this additional information enables

a reliable decision about the true nature of the Al3+ Lewis acid site, probing by the same

time its Lewis acidity by the adsorbed NO 14N h�. To the best of the authors knowledge,

the combined EPR and DFT based approach for the characterization of Al3+ Lewis acid

sites presented in this thesis, is the �rst of its kind that was reported in literature. Future

studies might extend this method to other Al-based MOFs or solid surfaces and might

be particularly helpful for studies of catalytically active materials with several Al3+ CUS

species, where the origin of the catalytic activity and its relation to the di�erent open

metal sites needs to be understood.

Of similar signi�cance might be the CW EPR characterization of defective NO-Ni2+

species in the �exible and rigid DUT-8(Ni) derivatives, as reported in chapter 6. Hardly

any other method can give as detailed insights into the nature of such defects as EPR can do

as shown in the present study. A rough EPR based quanti�cation of such defective species

indicate that the rigid DUT-8(Ni) has one order of magnitude more defects than its �exible

counterpart. Assuming that the EPR probed defects are broken paddle wheel units, EPR

provides the information, which bound to which ligand is broken. In particular, the rigid

derivative of DUT-8(Ni) appears to have a unique kind of defective Ni2+ ion species, which

does not occur in the �exible DUT-8(Ni) derivative. The presented EPR results indicate

that this speci�c kind of defect is a paddle wheel unit with at least one broken bond to

an organic ndc ligand. This opens the door to further detailed studies investigating the

relation between such di�erent kinds of defects and di�erent kinds of �exibility of the DUT-

8(Ni) derivatives. These studies should include high-resolution pulsed EPR methods of

NO adsorbed on the DUT-8(Ni) materials, possibly including 15NO to distinguish between

spectroscopy signals of the dabco and NO nitrogen nuclei. That such studies are feasible,
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is exemplarily shown by �rst pulsed EPR experiments of Ni2+-NO adsorption complexes in

the DUT-8(Ni) material as presented in this thesis. Such experiments are able to provide

additional information about the types and the arrangement of the ligand molecules that

bind to the NO-Ni2+ species.

Several results of this thesis concern the interaction of NO with the organic part of the

MOF materials. For every MOF one expects low temperature EPR signals of NO species,

weakly physisorbed at the organic part, since MOFs possess organic building units. This

thesis shows that one observes EPR signals characteristic for NO, adsorbed at the organic

part, for all three MOFs MIL-53(Al), MIL-100(Al) and DUT-8(Ni). For the former two,

those weakly physisorbed NO adsorption species were further investigated by HYSCORE

spectroscopy. Interestingly, the corresponding NO species in MIL-53(Al) show unusually

large h� with protons, whereas NO adsorbed in the MIL-100(Al) show only weak h� with

protons. One can speculate that this is related to spatial restrictions in the narrow pores

of the np phase of MIL-53(Al), forcing smaller distances between the NO and the hydrogen

atoms in this MOF material, whereas the large pores of the MIL-100(Al) allow for larger

distances between NO and hydrogen atoms. Nevertheless, the interaction energy should

be small and similar: As it was already mentioned, EPR of desorbed NO shows that the

NO adsorption characteristics depend on the MOF surface sites characteristics but not on

the MOF pore size at low gas pressures.

Within a certain temperature range 85 K < T < 120 K no signi�cant EPR signal of

any NO species was detected for the sample Al/Cr-MIL-53 (Figure 26) as it was also not

observed for sample Al-MIL-53. This means that within this temperature range most of

the NO must be present in some EPR silent phase. Since most of the desorbed NO was

not detectable anymore above the temperature T = 115 K, where NO gas is known to

freeze out (see section 3.2), the EPR silent NO species are most likely completely absorbed

within the pores of the MIL-53. The presence of such EPR silent NO species absorbed

in the pores of the MOF material is also indicated for the DUT-8(Ni) and MIL-100(Al)

samples. Both show only a small fraction of EPR active adsorbed NO moieties at low

temperatures which is much lower than the NO amount in those samples, indicating that

most NO is present in an EPR silent state. A large fraction of EPR silent NO does not

seem to occur only for MOFs but was also observed for NO adsorbed in some zeolites. [198].

What is the nature of these EPR silent phases? This question is not accessible by EPR

and should be addressed with other methods like IR spectroscopy. [223] Here, one can only

speculate and some possible explanations are listed in the following:

� Collisions between NO molecules and between NO molecules and the MOF surface

might shorten the lifetime of their magnetic states and, therefore, their EPR signal

broadens and becomes undetectable.

� Another possibility might be that NO is weakly physisorbed at surface sites within

the MOF where the electric �eld gradient is too weak to quench the orbital mo-

mentum signi�cantly. [301] Therefore, the g-values of those species might be too high

and perhaps too inhomogeneously distributed to enable a detection by EPR. Indeed,

a broad landscape of NO weakly physisorbed on MOFs was observed by IR spec-
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7 CONCLUSIVE DISCUSSION

troscopy and partially attributed to NO interacting with the aromatic carboxylic

acid linkers. [223]

� It is also possible that NO forms diamagnetic (NO)2 inside the MOF as it was

observed for the mesoporous silica MCM-41 which has pore diameters of about

D = 3.0 nm. [339] There, the NO dimers form at temperatures T < 90 K almost

independently of the �lling ratio. Such a formation is indicated in the present study

by a drop of the EPR intensity of NO adsorbed on the MIL-100(Al) material likewise

at lower temperatures. [223] For MOFs, the formation of diamagnetic (NO)2 might

occur at higher temperatures. There is computational evidence that aromatic envi-

ronments, as they are usually provided by the ligand molecules of MOFs, promote

the occurrence of such NO-dimers. Ab initio quantum mechanical calculations have

indicated that in the presence of a benzene molecule the NO monomer is still favored,

but that the dimerization equilibrium is signi�cantly shifted towards the product. [382]

Beyond such speculations, one has to rely on other methods. IR spectroscopy indicates

the formation of a variety of adsorbed NxOy species in NO loaded MOF samples [223] and

is therefore an indispensable method to get a full picture of the NO adsorption on MOFs,

addressing also EPR silent species.

The present thesis shows that EPR is an irreplaceable method for the detailed investi-

gation of selective NO adsorption species in MOFs. EPR has the ability to resolve the h�

between NO and paramagnetic nuclei like 27Al or protons. The high sensitivity, o�ered by

EPR, allows for the selective detection and detailed characterization of even less abundant

NO adsorption species. Here, it is shown how EPR of adsorbed NO reveals results of high

signi�cance for research concerning heterogeneous catalytic applications using Al-based

MOFs and concerning an understanding of the microscopic origins of framework �exibility

in MOFs. As further shown in this thesis, the ability of EPR to resolve and quantify the

signal of desorbed NO and NO, weakly interacting with the organic part of the MOF, gives

additional insight into the adsorption characteristics of NO, completing the picture in this

way. Thus, the present study hopefully inspires further studies, extending the proposed

methodologies to a broader application in MOF research.
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8 Summary

Metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) are a class of porous solids that have gained a lot of

interest since the pioneering works in the early 1990. [4�9] They consist of metal-oxygen clus-

ters which are connected by organic ligand molecules forming microporous crystalline net-

works. [2,3] Their ultrahigh porosity, large internal surface areas and the enormous number

of possible MOF designs [3] promise applications [10,12] like in gas storage, [20] separation, [28]

catalysis, sensors [47] and drug delivery. [70]

The small molecule nitric oxide (NO) plays important roles in many physiological pro-

cesses. [140,144�150] Therefore, the usage of porous materials [163] acting as NO drug delivery

agents has become an important task aiming at medical applications like wound-healing

or cancer treatment. [155,156] In particular, MOFs can store and release NO in a controlled

manner [173�183] but further research toward a MOF based drug delivery agent is still nec-

essary. In this context, an understanding of the fundamentals of NO adsorption on MOFs

has uttermost signi�cance.

The sorption characteristics of NO are mainly determined by the interaction between

the NO molecule and the MOF surface. Since NO has one unpaired electron, valuable

information about the local microscopic characteristics of NO adsorption sites can be ob-

tained by electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectroscopy which measures the energy

di�erences between the magnetic states of the NO's electron spin altered by its local mi-

croscopic environment. This has been demonstrated for NO adsorption on zeolites and

metal-oxide surfaces [92] but not yet for NO adsorption on MOFs.

Information obtained by EPR spectroscopy are not only relevant for the fundamentals

of NO sorption related applications of MOFs. They might also shed light on other funda-

mental questions related to the characterization of catalytic active [383] or defective sides in

MOFs [384] for which NO can be used as an EPR active probe molecule. Motivated by the

mentioned reasons, the present thesis thoroughly studies the NO adsorption on MOFs by

EPR for the �rst time, namely on the MIL-53(Al) [238] material and its chromium doped

variant, [110] on the MIL-100(Al) [239] and on �exible and rigid derivatives of the DUT-

8(Ni). [240,241] This representative selection covers important properties of MOFs like the

presence or absence of coordinative unsaturated metal sites (CUS), metal ions with closed

or open shell electron con�guration, and materials with and without intrinsic structural

�exibility. The general scienti�c question of this thesis asks for characteristics of the inter-

action between NO and the MOF surfaces, which can be obtained by cw and high resolution

pulsed EPR methods. This includes the exploration of the NO sorption properties by EPR

as well as the study of the local geometric and eletronic structure of NO adsorption species.

The present thesis has found the following results:

� The only material with CUS, namely MIL-100(Al), has the highest, and the only

non-porous MOF, namely the �exible DUT-8(Ni) in its closed-pore phase, has the

lowest NO sorption temperature. [223,224]

� All porous MOF phases without CUS have almost identical sorption temperatures,

although their pore sizes di�er signi�cantly. [223,224] This indicates that the interac-
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tions between NO and the organic part of the MOF surface and not the geometric

characteristics of the MOF frameworks dominate the sorption processes in porous

MOFs without CUS at low NO loading. In fact, in all materials weakly physisorbed

NO is observed by EPR spectroscopy at low temperatures, [223,224,242] and its interac-

tion with the organic part of the MOF is indicated by pulsed EPR experiments. [242]

� Quantitative EPR of desorbed NO gas resolved ad- and desorption related hystere-

sis e�ects only for the �exible materials, indicating the occurrence of NO sorption

triggered structural phase transitions for the MIL-53 and �exible DUT-8(Ni) mate-

rials. [224]

� The linewidth of the EPR signal of desorbed NO depends on the NO gas pressure

linearly. [222] This relation allowed a rough quanti�cation of the amount of desorbed

NO in the MOF containing EPR samples. The quanti�cation of desorbed NO by its

EPR signal linewidth is at small gas pressures more precise than the quanti�cation

by its EPR signal intensity. In addition, from the linewidth-pressure dependence

of desorbed NO gas an e�ective collisional cross-section was determined in terms of

kinetic theory, and turned out to be almost temperature independent.

� For the MIL-53(Al) material, two NO adsorption species were found by EPR spec-

troscopy, which weakly physisorb at non-metallic sites in the narrow pore phase.

Hyper�ne couplings to protons are consistent to a scenario where one species is lo-

cated in the middle of the pore interacting with the protons of two opposite µ2-OH

group. The second species also interacts with protons of the framework. Here, un-

usual large proton hyper�ne couplings indicate hydrogen bonds between the protons

and the NO.

� By thorough EPR experiments and density functional theory (DFT) calculations, the

low temperature NO adsorption at the Al3+ CUS of the MIL-100(Al) material was

veri�ed and its geometric and electronic structure was determined in detail. [223,242]

This NO-Al3+ complex has a bent end-on geometry where the binding is ionic with

almost no covalent contributions. The DFT derived binding energy is characteristic

for a physisorption which is also supported by temperature dependent EPR experi-

ments. [223] This explains the absence of any distinct infrared spectroscopic (IR) signal

of this species. [223] The DFT derived �at potential energy surface indicates the in-

set of rotations about the N-Al axis at temperatures, where the NO still binds to

the metal site. Accordingly, EPR observed a distinct NO adsorption species which

seems to show some thermally activated motion on the EPR time scale. In addition,

EPR characterizes the Lewis acidity of the Al3+ CUS in MIL-100(Al), qualitatively

con�rming results obtained independently by IR spectroscopy by other authors using

the probe molecule acetonitrile. [383]

� Several NO-Ni2+adsorption species were observed by EPR in all NO loaded samples of

DUT-8(Ni). [224] They were attributed to NO species chemisorbed at open metal sites

of defective paddle wheel units of the DUT-8(Ni). Two di�erent kind of defects could
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be identi�ed: One where NO binds axially, and one where NO binds equatorially to

the Ni2+ ion. Thus, the former kind represents most likely defects with broken bonds

to an 1,4-diazabicyclo[2.2.2]octane ligand, and the latter defects with broken bonds to

a 2,6-naphthalenedicarboxylate ligand. Pulsed EPR indicates further, that defective

paddle wheels with on missing Ni2+ ion contribute to the former kind. The latter

kind of defect could be only observed for the rigid DUT-8(Ni) material. Also the

EPR derived number density of defects is one order of magnitude larger for the rigid

than for the �exible DUT-8(Ni). This correlation of the kind and amount of defects

with the framework responsiveness of the DUT-8(Ni) can be hardly studied by other

methods and contributes to fundamental questions concerning the origin of �exibility

in MOFs. [224]

� In all materials a large amount of EPR silent NO is present at low temperatures.

Particularly, for MIL-100(Al) the low temperature formation of diamagnetic (NO)2
is indicated. [223]

In summary, this thesis gives signi�cant insights into the interaction of NO with the surface

of a representative selection of MOFs. It demonstrates how CW and pulsed EPR investi-

gations of NO adsorbed on MOFs can characterize framework as well as defective surface

sites, complementing other experimental methods and addressing fundamental questions

in current MOF research.
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A SAMPLES

A Samples

A.1 Synthesis and Characterization

The MIL-53 materials were synthesized under mild hydrothermal conditions in the group

of Prof. Dr. Martin Hartmann, Erlangen. [110,223,238] In case of MIL-53(Al/Cr) about two

percent of the framework Al3+ ions were replaced by Cr3+. [223] The MIL-100(Al) was also

synthesized under hydrothermal conditions, [223,385,386] whereas the �exible [243] and rigid

DUT-8(Ni) [246] materials were synthesized by solvothermal procedures. [224]

The MIL-53(Al/Cr) and MIL-100(Al) materials were characterized by PXRD and N2

sorption measurements at 77 K and thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) combined with

mass spectroscopy (MS). [223] The DUT-8(Ni) materials were characterized by PXRD and

N2 sorption experiments at 77 K. [224]

A.2 Preparation of EPR experiments

For the preparation of the EPR samples with pure NO gas, conventional X-band EPR

quartz glass tubes with an inner diameter dtube = 2.8 mm were connected to a stainless

steel vacuum line. [222] After their evacuation to pressures p < 10−4 mbar the vacuum line

and the sample tube were �lled with NO gas with 99.5 percent purity. The pressure pNO
of the NO gas was measured with a Leybold CM 1000 capacitance gauge. Keeping this

pressure the EPR tube was sealed at room temperature.

All EPR samples containing MOF powders were prepared in similar ways. [223,224] First

a small amount (see Table A.1) of the material was �lled into an X-band or Q-band quartz

glass tube. Then, this tube was connected to a stainless steel vacuum line via a stainless

steel valve. The sample was outgassed at pressures p < 10−4 mbar for about one hour

and subsequently activated for more than 16 hours. The activation temperatures were

523 K, 393 K, 443 K and 393 K for the MIL-53(Al), MIL-53(Al/Cr), MIL-100(Al) and

DUT-8(Ni) materials, respectively. Then, the EPR sample tube was sealed or loaded with

NO. In the latter case a small and de�ned amount of NO gas with 99.5 percent purity was

condensed in the EPR tube at the stainless steel vacuum line (Table A.1), using liquid

nitrogen as a cold trap. Then, the valve with the EPR tube was disconnected from the

vacuum line. The EPR tube was sealed immediately during the application of a cold trap

at 77 K, which ensures that the whole amount of NO was condensed in the tube before and

during the sealing. Only for sample Al-MIL-53 the sample volume was cooled just before

but not during the sealing procedure, which is considered by the large error of the amount

of loaded NO (Table A.1).

A.3 Nomination of the EPR samples

An EPR sample with pure NO gas with a room temperature gas pressure pNO is denoted as

NOp where the number p is pNO in mbar. The MIL-53(M) (M = Al or Al/Cr) EPR samples

with NO are called M-MIL-53. The MIL-100(Al) EPR samples with NO are called Al-MIL-

100. The DUT-8(Ni) EPR samples containing NO are called X_DUT-8y (X = F,R), (y

= a,b). The �rst letters 'F' or 'R' denote samples with the �exible or rigid derivative of
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Table A.1: The amount of NO in the di�erent EPR samples. The mass m is the amount
of the MOF material in the EPR tube before the activation. Mnn+:NO is the estimated
ratio between the number of metal cations of the MOF material and the number of loaded
NO molecules, NNO is the total amount of loaded NO and pNO is the room temperature
pressure of desorbed NO in the sample tube assuming the full desorption of the gas. Note
that this table lists both, the X-band and Q-band sample of Al-MIL-53 as indicated.

EPR sample m (mg) Mn+:NOa NNO (µmol) pNO (mbar)

Al-MIL-53 (X-band) 9.3 1:1...6:1b 32± 21b 695± 455b

Al-MIL-53 (Q-band) 1.1 1:1.7 6.4± 0.7 2800± 600c

Al/Cr-MIL-53 5.4 9:1 2.6± 0.3 61± 9

Al-MIL-100 9.0 14:1 2.8± 0.3 35± 5

F_DUT-8a 10.4 11:1 2.9± 0.3 62± 7

F_DUT-8b 5.7 1:2.3 40± 5 860± 90

R_DUT-8a 5.5 6:1 2.8± 0.3 60± 6

R_DUT-8b 4.0 1:3.3 40± 5 800± 80

aThis ratio was determined assuming that the whole material in the sample tube belongs
to the MOF. Therefore, the number of metal centers might be slightly overestimated due
to the presence of certain impurity phases, water or solvent molecules.bHere, the EPR
samples were �rst cooled in liquid nitrogen to condense all the NO in the EPR tube, then
quickly removed from the nitrogen and immediately sealed. Nevertheless, one expects that
some NO gas moved out of the tube during the short time between cooling and sealing.
This is considered by the large error. cThis large room temperature pressure originates
from the small volume of the Q-band sample tube.

this MOF. Small letters 'a' or 'b' at the end of the sample names denote samples with a

small or large amount of NO, respectively. The amount of the MOF material and NO gas

for NO loaded EPR samples are summarized in Table A.1.

B Spectroscopic details

B.1 Experimental setup

Almost all X-band CW EPR measurements were performed on a Bruker EMX micro (9.4

GHz) spectrometer �tted with a Bruker ER 4119HS cylindrical cavity. For enabling low

temperature measurements between T = 5 K and room temperature an Oxford Instruments

He cryostat ESR 900 was used. For sample NO48 low temperature CW measurements were

also performed on an ELEXYS E580 (9.5 GHz) spectrometer with a Bruker EN 4118X-

MD-5 cylindrical cavity and equipped with an Oxford Instruments He cryostat CF935

which cools the whole sample.

CW EPR experiments at Q-band frequency were performed on a Bruker EMX 10-40

(34 GHz) spectrometer equipped with an Oxford Instruments CF935 He cryostat enabling

the cooling between T = 5 K and room temperature.

To ensure for low temperature measurements the presence of thermal equilibrated states

of the samples, before each measurement at least two minutes for the DUT-8(Ni) samples

and at least �ve minutes for all other samples, had been waited at a given temperature
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B SPECTROSCOPIC DETAILS

before measuring the �rst spectrum. Test measurements after waiting ten minutes to

one hour show no signi�cant spectral di�erences of the signals, indicating that thermal

equilibrium had been reached within the spectral resolution.

For CW EPR spectra, measurements at di�erent microwave powers ensured that no

linewidth distortion due to saturation e�ects were present.

For the pulsed EPR experiments at X-band frequency a Bruker ELEXYS E580 (9.75

GHz) spectrometer was used, equipped with an ER411X-MD-5 dielectric pulse ENDOR

resonator. Here, cooling was enabled again by an Oxford Instruments CF935 He cryostat.

All two-pulse ESE �eld sweep experiments were performed using the two-pulse ESE

pulse sequence (Figure 9a) measuring the induced electron spin echo in dependence of the

magnetic �eld. In almost all cases pulse-lengths τπ/2 = 16 ns and τπ = 32 ns were applied

for the non-selective π/2- and π-pulses, respectively, and the inter-pulse delay time was

set to τ = 120 ns for the MIL-53(Al) and DUT-8(Ni) samples and to τ = 140 ns for the

MIL-100(Al) samples. For the MIL-100(Al) samples additional two-pulse ESE �eld sweep

experiments were performed with selective mw pulses, setting τπ/2 = 100 ns, τπ = 200

ns and τ = 1200 ns, reproducing the conditions of the respective ENDOR experiments of

Davies type.

For HYSCORE experiments the HYSCORE pulse sequence (Figure 9c) was used with

initial values t1 = t2 = 80 ns for the MIL-53(Al) and MIL-100(Al) samples and t1 = t2 = 40

ns for the DUT-8(Ni) samples. In all cases the same values for τπ/2 and τπ were used as

applied for the two-pulse ESE �eld sweep experiments with non-selective pulses. The

values t1 and t2 were increased independently in time steps ∆t = 16 ns for the MIL-53(Al)

samples, ∆t = 24 ns for the MIL-100(Al) samples and ∆t = 28 ns for the DUT-8(Ni)

samples, optimized for the detection of 14N nuclei in the last case. In that way, 170× 170

2D time domain spectra of the HYSCORE echo intensity were recorded in each case. Those

spectra were base line corrected by third-order polynomials, zero �lled to 1024 × 1024

data points and after 2D Fourier transformations the 2D frequency domain HYSCORE

spectra were obtained. The blind spots inherent for the HYSCORE experiments have

been considered, adjusting �eld dependently the τ value for optimized proton signals [280]

or signals of strongly coupled 27Al nuclei (see Figure 12). [242] If necessary, HYSCORE

spectra have been recorded twice with two di�erent τ values to detect the whole proton or
27Al signals.

For the Davies type ENDOR experiments of the MIL-100(Al) samples the pulse se-

quence shown in Figure 9d was applied. The π/2- and π-pulses had lengths of τπ/2 = 100

ns and τπ = 200 ns, respectively. The time between the �rst mw π- and second mw π/2-

pulse was set to t = 14µs. Within this time an rf pulse with length trf = 10µs was applied.

The time delay for the primary echo sequence was set to t = 1200 ns.

A three-pulse ESEEM experiment was conducted for a DUT-8(Ni) sample using the

pulse sequence as shown in Figure 9b in the subsection 2.2.3, setting the pulse lengths of

the π/2- and π-pulses to τπ/2 = 16 ns ans τπ = 32 ns and the time delay between the

�rst two pulses to τ = 112 ns. The time delay t was incremented in steps of ∆t = 16 ns.

This way, a time domain signal with 512 data points was measured. After polynomial base
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B.2 Spectral analysis

line correction, zero �lling to 2048 points and 1D Fourier transformation the 1D frequency

domain spectrum was obtained.

Note that no apodizing was applied before the Fourier transformations of the

HYSCORE and three-pulse ESEEM time domain signals to avoid signi�cant losses of the

spectral resolution.

B.2 Spectral analysis

All CW EPR, two-pulse ESE �eld sweep and Davies ENDOR spectra as well as the time

domain HYSCORE and three-pulse ESEEM signals were baseline corrected with polyno-

mials up to �fth order. The baseline-corrected time domain HYSCORE and three-pulse

ESEEM signals were further processed as described in subsection B.1. To enable least-

square �ttings of the NO-Ni2+ signals, for all CW spectra of samples R_DUT-8a and

R_DUT-8b present signals of NiO impurities and the weakly physisorbed NO species NO3

have been removed by appropriate baseline corrections, where the simulated NiO signals

was subtracted from the spectrum and spectral regions where weakly physisorbed NO

shows a signal were simply set to zero. After baseline correction, all CW EPR spectra

were normalized by dividing them by the receiver gain, number of scans and square root

of the power. All EPR spectra of NO adsorption species were further multiplied by the

temperature to account for the Curie's law, which expresses the temperature dependency

of the magnetic susceptibility. For NO gas such a temperature correction is not feasible,

since also the population of higher rotational states of the NO molecule determines the

temperature dependence of its magnetic susceptibility. [223] All other experimental param-

eters of EPR spectra, like the the time constant, the conversion time or the modulation

amplitude, were kept constant during same temperature cycles.

For the samples Al/Cr-MIL-53 and Al-MIL-100 the Intensity INOgas of the EPR sig-

nal of desorbed NO was determined by the double integration of the base line corrected

and normalized spectra. For the DUT-8(Ni) samples INOgas was determined by the dou-

ble integration of the simulated EPR signals of desorbed NO, considering the mentioned

normalization of the EPR spectra. For samples Al/Cr-MIL-53 and Al-MIL-100 the inten-

sities of the EPR signals of adsorbed NO were obtained by the double integration of the

corresponding normalized experimental signals. Again, the intensity of the EPR signals

NO-Ni2+observed for the NO loaded DUT-8(Ni) samples was determined by the double

integration of the simulated signals, considering the mentioned normalization conditions.

The number of spins, contributing to EPR signals of adsorbed NO in the Al/Cr-MIL-

53 and DUT-8(Ni) samples, were roughly estimated experimentally comparing their low

temperature signal to the room temperature signal of an ultramarine standard sample

with known number of spins, measured under same coupling conditions. [223,224] This was

realized using a rectangular Bruker ER4105DR dual mode cavity in combination with an

Oxford Instruments He ESR 900 cryostat.

All spectral simulations including CW EPR signals, two-pulse ESE �eld sweep signals

as well as HYSCORE and Davies ENDOR signals were realized with the MatLab toolbox

EasySpin, [294] which employs exact numerical diagonalization of the full spin Hamiltonian
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matrix. In addition, the simulations of the CW EPR signals and the two-pulse ESE �eld

sweep signals were supported by least square �t procedures, using the interior-point algo-

rithm, a large-scale algorithm, together with the non-linear programming solver fmincon

for constrained non-linear multivariable functions, as it is implemented in the MatLab opti-

mization toolbox. Simulations of HYSCORE signals were obtained by the reasoned analysis

of the signals, partially using square frequency plots [274] for proton signals as it is explained

in subsection 2.2.3. The linewidth model, proposed for species Al2a, was implemented for

HYSCORE and Davies ENDOR simulations, by summing up 9312 and 1040 simulated

time domain or frequency domain signals, respectively, where distinct parameters enter in

each single simulated signal as independently Gaussian distributed random numbers with

certain standard deviations (∆aAl2aiso , ∆A14N
x and ∆A14N

z , see subsection 5.3). [242] Similarly,

the HYSCORE signals of distant 27Al nuclei were simulated assuming a spherical-averaging

approximation. [330] Here, again a certain set of simulated time domain HYSCORE signals

of powders were summed up, treating the Euler angles between the h� and nqi tensors as

uniformly distributed random numbers. [242] Simulations of the Al2a Davies ENDOR sig-

nals were calculated including the hyper�ne enhancement e�ect, [268,340,341] by considering

the full Zeeman interaction spin Hamiltonian of the electron and nuclei. [294] The errors of

spin Hamiltonian parameters, given in this thesis, were estimated by varying a single value

of interest, keeping all other parameters constant at their best �t values. All Euler angle

of various tensors in this thesis are given relative to the g-tensor frame, as it is de�ned by

EasySpin, [294] if nothing else is stated. Sum projections of the experimental and simulated

HYSCORE signals are given on the top and right of each HYSCORE spectrum.

C Supplementary material for chapter two - the primary echo

The archetype of a spin echo, called the primary echo, is created by the pulse sequence π/2−
τ−π−τ−echo as it is shown in Figure C.1a. [268] It can be understood in the classical picture
introduced in subsection 2.2.3. Imagining a completely homogeneous ensemble of electron

spins which all precess exactly with the same Larmor frequency. In thermal equilibrium

the macroscopic magnetizationM would be aligned parallel to the external magnetic �eld

B0. After the application of an on-resonant π/2 pulse in x-direction this magnetization

would point along the −y-axis as shown in Figure C.1b starting to precess in the x, y-

Figure C.1: Two-pulse sequence (a) and the corresponding motion of an inhomogeneous
ensemble of microscopic magnetization vectors µ in the rotating frame (b) at time points,
which are denoted as numbers in (a). [268]
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plane. Since all spins precess with exactly the same frequency, they would all stay in phase

and the magnitude of the macroscopic magnetization would stay constant for all times if

longitudinal and transverse relaxation processes are neglected. [268] Roughly speaking, this

would induce a permanent voltage in the detection coils which can be measured. But in

real-life systems one has always an inhomogeneous distribution of spin packets which see

di�erent local magnetic �elds, and which precess therefore with slightly di�erent Larmor

frequencies. Immediately after a π/2 pulse, all individual magnetic moment vectors µ of

the electrons would point again along the −y-axis as shown in Figure C.1b. But now some

of them precess slower and some of them faster than those precessing with the on-resonant

Larmor frequency. Therefore, after the time τ the ensemble of magnetization vectors has

fanned out as shown in Figure C.1b, the total macroscopic magnetization would be zero

if τ was long enough and one would detect no signal any more, even each single electron

spin still precesses in the x, y-plane. Fortunately, this spread of the magnetization vectors

can be refocused by the application of a π pulse which rotates all magnetization vectors

by 180° around the x-axis. [268] But the directions of the precession are not changed and

therefore, after a second time duration τ all magnetization vectors have been refocused

and rotate for a distinct time interval with almost the same phase in the x, y-plane as

illustrated in Figure C.1b. The corresponding net magnetization in y-direction, called the

spin echo, produces a measurable signal.

D Supplementary material for chapter three

D.1 Estimation of the detection limit of the present X-band CW setup

for the determination of the EPR signal of NO gas

An estimation of the minimal amount of desorbed NO, which can be resolved by X-band

CW EPR with the used setup, gives an important argument for an answering of the

question, whether NO adsorbs directly from an EPR silent phase inside the pore system

of the host material to the MOF surface, or directly from the gas phase of desorbed NO

outside the MOF microcrystals. If a larger amount of NO adsorbs than desorbed NO can

be resolved, and this in a temperature range, where no EPR signal of NO gas was detected,

than this is a strong indication that NO adsorbs from an EPR silent phase within the MOF

microcrystals. Origins for such an EPR silent NO phase are discussed in chapter 7.

Since the detection limit for desorbed NO might depend on the temperature, this value

is estimated for T = 95 K and at room temperature.

As reported elsewhere, [224] for sample F_DUT-8a a small EPR signal of desorbed NO

was resolved at T = 95 K with a simulation derived linewidth δB95 K
pp ≈ 0.8 mT. If such

linewidth δB123 K
pp = 0.8 mT would have been observed at T = 123 K, from equation (62)

(section 3.2) a mol density n123 K
NOgas = 1 mmol/m3 of desorbed NO gas could be estimated.

Assuming a typical length of the EPR tube of l = 19 cm and an inner diameter of about

d = 2.8 mm, a total amount of desorbed NO in the whole EPR tube of N123 K
NOgas ≈ 1 nmol is

obtained. It follows from kinetic theory and EPR linewidth theory [222] that the linewidth
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of the EPR signal of desorbed NO relates to its amount and temperature as:

δBT
pp ∝ NT

NOgas

√
T . (66)

Here, it is assumed that the whole EPR tube is kept at the same temperature and the

collisional cross section does not vary signi�cantly with the temperature which is a result

of section 3.2. It follows from equation (66) that one would have resolved at T = 95 K for

sample F_DUT-8a an amount of NO gas in the tube of at least N95 K
NOgas ≈ N123 K

NOgas

√
123
95 ≈

1.1 nmol. This is an upper bound, since at T = 95 K a temperature gradient along the

EPR tube due to the EPR setup exists (subsection B.1). Thus, the mol density of NO

gas is higher in the cooler part within the resonator than in the warmer part outside the

resonator and N95 K
NOgas ≈ 1.1 nmol should overestimate the real amount of NO gas in the

EPR tube.

At room temperature an EPR signal of desorbed NO could be resolved for sample

NO1with a linewidth δBRT
pp ≈ 0.8 mT. Since the room temperature NO gas pressure in

this sample was pNO = 1 mbar, it follows from the ideal gas equation that the sample was

loaded with NRT
NOgas ≈ 1.8 nmol NO gas.

After a normalization of those values to the amount of MOF in the di�erent samples

(Table A.1), it can be concluded for all X-band samples that the amount of desorbed NO

is NNOgas < NLimit ≡ 0.5 nmol/mg if no EPR signal of desorbed NO was resolved at any

temperature between 95K < T < 295K.

D.2 Insights into the phase composition of the NO loaded Al/Cr-MIL-

53 sample by temperature-dependent Cr3+-EPR

The MOF MIL-53 can transform reversibly from a porous lp to a porous np phase trig-

gered by external stimuli like the temperature [1,110,266] and gas adsorption. [111,255,260] The

knowledge of its temperature-dependent phase composition is necessary to understand in

detail the temperature driven adsorption and desorption of NO as it has been studied by

NO gas EPR in section 3.3. In the present subsection, this discussion is complemented by

an analysis of the temperature-dependent Cr3+ EPR signals observed for sample Al/Cr-

MIL-53.

In sample Al/Cr-MIL-53 some paramagnetic Cr3+ ions, which have a 3d3 electron

con�guration and therefore an electron spin S = 3/2, replace a small fraction of the

diamagnetic Al3+ framework ions. As veri�ed by the author, [110,111] they can probe the

presence of the lp and np phase by characteristic EPR signals, which clearly distinguish

between both phases. The lp phase shows a distinct Cr3+ EPR signal, which has an

almost axially symmetric z� tensor characterized by a z� parameter |D| ≈ 8300 MHz

whereas the np phase is responsible for an EPR signal determined by an orthorhombic z�

with the axial and orthorhombic z� parameters |D| ≈ 7000 MHz and |E| ≈ 1600 MHz (see

equation (4) and Table D.1). [110,111] According to the crystallographic data, this di�erence

in the symmetry of the z� re�ects the symmetry of the metal-oxygen octahedra which

slightly deviates from D4h for the lp phase and is C1 for the np phase of the calcined
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Table D.1: The simulation derived isotropic g-value g and the magnitudes of the z� param-
eters D and E of the lp and np Cr3+signals as determined for sample Al/Cr-MIL-53. The
corresponding simulations are shown in in Figure D.2. The numbering with Latin letters af-
ter the temperature T is the same as in Figure D.2. For the simulations an inhomogeneous
line broadening model was assumed, where both parameters D and E are independently
and Gaussian distributed with full widths at half maximum ∆D and ∆E. An additional
isotropic Lorentzian convolutional line broadening with a peak-to-peak linewidth δB was
assumed for the simulations but was only signi�cant for the lp signal in spectrum (c).

T (K) 291 (a) 291 (b) 193 (c) 151 (d) 8 (e) 291 (f)

lp

g 1.970±0.01 1.972±
0.008

1.975±
0.008

-a -a 1.970±0.01

|D| (MHz) 8300± 150 8300± 200 8450± 150 -a -a 8300± 150

|E| (MHz) 60± 60 40± 40 150± 150 -a -a 60± 60

∆D (MHz) 700± 300 520± 170 700± 400 -a -a 700± 300

∆E (MHz) 100± 100 208± 100 700± 600 -a -a 100± 100

δB (mT) 1.5± 1.5 0.9± 0.9 7± 3 -a -a 1.5± 1.5

np

g 1.970±
0.015

1.965±0.02 1.954±0.02 1.954±0.02 1.954±0.02 1.970±
0.015

|D| (MHz) 7150± 100 7010± 60 7166± 250 7000± 200 7000± 250 7150± 100

|E| (MHz) 1600± 50 1590± 60 1630± 70 1630± 100 1630± 100 1600± 50

∆D (MHz) 1000± 400 600± 300 1400± 200 1400± 200 1800± 600 1000± 400

∆E (MHz) 250± 250 450± 250 400± 250 400± 250 650± 200 250± 250

δB (mT) 1.5± 1.5 2± 2 2± 2 2± 2 3± 3 1.5± 1.5

aNo signal of the lp phase was resolved.

dehydrated MIL-53(Al) material, respectively. [110] The g-tensors were determined to be

almost isotropic within the resolution of Q-band experiments (νmw ≈ 34 GHz) and the

corresponding g-values were experimentally determined to g = 1.973 ± 0.005 and g =

1.976± 0.002 for the calcined and dehydrated lp and np phases, respectively. [110]

The Cr3+ EPR signals of the NO loaded sample Al/Cr-MIL-53 were measured temper-

ature-dependently and simultaneously with the NO gas EPR signal and o�er in this way

additional information about the structural phase composition of this sample during those

experiments. Some representative EPR spectra are shown in Figure D.1. They were mea-

sured in one series of consecutive X-band CW experiments within a full temperature cycle

including a �rst heating in hot water (T ≈ 370 K), the subsequent cooling to low tempera-

tures and an additional heating period to room temperature. After each temperature had

been reached, and after a waiting time of at least �ve minutes the spectrum was measured.

Test measurements at certain temperatures, which were performed after another ten min-

utes waiting period, show no spectral di�erences. This indicates that thermal equilibrium

was approached already after �ve minutes within the spectral resolution. All EPR spectra,

which were measured at temperatures T & 120 K, show the signal of desorbed NO gas as

it has been discussed in section 3.3. Spectra measured at temperatures T < 80 K show

a signal, which was attributed to an NO adsorption species and is discussed in chapter 4

of this thesis. The isotropic narrow line at B0 = 341 mT might be attributed to Cr3+ or
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Figure D.1: X-band EPR spectra of sample Al/Cr-MIL-53 measured at di�erent tempera-
tures during cooling (a) and subsequent heating (b). All intensities were normalized with
respect to experimental parameters and were multiplied with T to correct for the Curie
law. The red and blue lines indicate spectral components belonging to the Cr3+signals of
the lp and np phase, respectively. Signals from Cr3+ or Cr5+ impurities are labeled with
the symbol ~. The signals of desorbed and adsorbed NO are labeled with the symbols *
and #, respectively. The latter was restricted to a certain intensity interval for a clear
presentation of the Cr3+ signals.
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Figure D.2: Selective X-band EPR spectra of sample Al/Cr-MIL-53 and the corresponding
simulations of the np and lp Cr3+-signals as well as their sums. The spectra were measured
at T = 291 K before (a) and after (b) warming up the sample in hot water (T ≈ 370 K).
Signals measured during cooling at T = 193 K, T = 151 K and T = 8 K are shown in (c),
(d) and (e), respectively. The spectrum measured after the subsequent heating period at
T = 291 K is shown in (f) (black), together with that measured at the beginning at the
same temperature (blue) as shown in (a). The symbols * and # indicate the signals of
desorbed and adsorbed NO, where the signal of the latter was cut. The symbol ~ indicates
the signal of Cr3+ or Cr5+ impurities. Simulation parameters are given in Table D.1.
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Figure D.3: Relative fraction Nlp of the lp phase as determined by the simulations of the
lp and np Cr3+ EPR signals measured for the NO loaded sample Al/Cr-MIL-53 during a
full temperature cycle.

Cr5+ impurities.

The �rst spectrum of the test series shows EPR signals which are characteristic for

both the lp and np phase of MIL-53 (Figure D.2a). This assignment is strongly indicated

by their simulation derived spin Hamiltonian parameters which are summarized in Table

D.1. [110,111] The corresponding simulated lp and np signals are also shown in Figure D.2a.

The attribution of their spectral features to the corresponding EPR transitions is described

elsewhere. [111] Most prominent are their lines between 100 mT < B0 < 200 mT, which

correspond to the θ = 90° powder edges singularities of the transition between the �rst

and second energy level. For the np phase this line is split into two lines, re�ecting the

orthorhombicity of the Cr3+ z� tensor.

The spin Hamilton parameters as well as the linewidth parameters of the lp and np Cr3+

signals have been determined by simulation for each EPR spectrum of the measurement

series. Selective EPR spectra and the corresponding simulations of the Cr3+ EPR signals

are shown in Figure D.2 and the corresponding parameters as determined by simulation

are summarized in Table D.1. The relative fraction Nlp =
Ilp

Ilp+Inp
of the lp phase was

derived from the lp and np simulations according to their contribution to the experimental

spectrum. Here, the overall simulated signal Ssum = Ilp · Slp + Inp · Snp is the weighted

sum of the lp and np simulations Slp and Snp. The temperature-dependent fraction Nlp is

shown in Figure D.3 and shows a strong hysteresis as it is typical for this material. [1,110]

This parameter was chosen for the quanti�cation of the lp phase, since previous results
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have indicated that the sum amount of the lp and np phases stays constant during a

full temperature cycle. [110] Furthermore, the equivalence of the �rst and last spectrum in

the present test series proves that the transformations between the lp and np phases are

completely reversible (see Figure D.2f).

After these methodological and preliminary explanations, the Cr3+ signals and their

meaning for an understanding of the NO adsorption will be analyzed in more detail. First,

the problem will be sketched out.

The NO might adsorbed only on the lp, only on the np or on both phases. One has

to consider that the transitions between the lp and the np phases might complicate the

problem. Such transitions might be triggered either by the NO adsorption and desorption,

by the temperature variation or both of them. Are the Cr3+ and NO gas EPR data

conclusive enough to pin down all possibilities to one scenario?

At this point the major characteristics of the temperature dependency of the lp and

np Cr3+ signals will be outlined.

As shown in Figure D.2a,b, by heating sample Al/Cr-MIL-53 in hot water (T ≈ 370 K)

at the beginning of the test series, the fraction of the lp phase EPR signal increases from

Nlp ≈ 25 percent to Nlp ≈ 45 percent. Such an increase of the lp fraction induced by

heating is typically for MIL-53. [1,110] But this fraction becomes not larger during the full

temperature cycle. This small maximal value of the lp fraction di�ers from results measured

for the dehydrated calcined MIL-53(Al/Cr), where Nlp ≈ 90 percent of the lp phase were

present at room temperature after heating the sample in hot water (T ≈ 370 K). This

di�erence in the high temperature phase composition might be related to slightly di�erent

synthesis conditions. Those might alter the �exibility of the MOF tremendously due to

di�erent amount and kind of defects and sizes of the crystallites as it was indicated for the

MOF DUT-8(Ni). [224,241] Alternatively, it might be related to the presence of NO. But a

systematic investigation of this issue is not an objective of the present study.

During cooling, the fraction of the lp phase signal decreases only slightly up to the

temperature T = 193 K, where it approaches Nlp ≈ 38 percent. Simultaneously, the lp

Cr3+ signal broadens signi�cantly, which can be simulated by an increase of its isotropic

convolutional Lorentzian peak-to-peak linewidth from δB = 1.5 ± 1.5 mT at T = 291 K

to δB = 7 ± 3 mT at T = 193 K (Table D.1). Such a large line broadening was not

observed for the dehydrated and calcined MIL-53(Al/Cr), [110] which indicates a relation

of this behavior to the presence of NO.

During the cooling from T = 193 K to T = 151 K, the lp Cr3+signal vanishes com-

pletely. This observation also di�ers from the analogous study of the activated MIL-

53(Al/Cr) material, where the lp signal was always visible and Nlp & 15 percent holds at

all temperatures. [110] The disappearance of the lp signal indicates either an almost com-

plete transformation from the lp to the np phase at temperatures 151 K < T < 193 K or

such a large broadening of the lp phase signal that it could not be resolved anymore by

EPR. To make it more precise, one has to note that the present Cr3+ EPR spectroscopy

has a detection limit for the lp phase of about Nlp ≈ 10 percent as estimated by simula-

tions, assuming broad lp EPR signal linewidths as measured at T = 193 K in the cooling
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period.

During the subsequent cooling to T = 8 K, the Cr3+signal of the lp phase remains un-

detectable and that of the np phase shows no signi�cant spectral changes. In the following

heating period, no signal of the lp phase was observed up to the temperature T = 232 K.

At T = 258 K a small EPR signal of the lp phase occurs (Figure D.1). Its relative fraction

increases in the following experiments reaching Nlp ≈ 25 percent at room temperature

(Figure D.3). Both spectra, the �rst and the last of this test series, are identical, ver-

ifying the full reversibility of the temperature driven structural phase transformation of

MIL-53(Al/Cr) in the presence of some NO gas (see Figure D.2f).

To simplify the further discussion, it will be assumed �rst that almost all of the the lp

phase has transformed to the np phase below T = 193 K, as suggested by the EPR data.

Finally, the possibility will be discussed that a fraction of the lp phase remains at low

temperatures but was not observed by EPR due to the large line width and small intensity

of the Cr3+ signal.

First, the heating period where the desorption of NO occurs, will be examined. As

indicated by the temperature dependence of the NO gas EPR signal intensity (Figure

24a), this desorption was almost �nished at temperatures above T = 193 K. Thus, it

follows that NO desorbs almost solely from the np phase, since here it is assumed that this

is the only phase which is present at temperatures T < 193 K. In the case of an exclusive

NO desorption from the np phase, the np to lp transformation at temperatures T > 258 K

should be triggered primarily by the temperature, as it is typical for this MOF. [110] The

corresponding transition temperature T = 285±25 K seems to be smaller than that for the

dehydrated MIL-53(Al/Cr), which has been determined by EPR to T = 352± 23 K. This

might be related to the presence of NO gas in the sample tube. But further dependences of

this transition temperature, like from the domain or crystal sizes, which are indicated by

the broad temperature range where this transition occur, or from the presence of defects,

might complicate an understanding of this matter. [224,241]

Now, the Cr3+ EPR signals measured during the cooling period shall be examined.

One should note two relevant observations: First, a pronounced lp to np transition oc-

curred during cooling between 151 K < T < 193 K. Second, the linewidth of the lp phase

EPR signal distinctly broadened with decreasing temperature. Considering the �rst is-

sue, it might be possible that the observed lp to np transition is mainly triggered by the

temperature and not by the NO adsorption, as it is typically for the MIL-53. [1,110] The

corresponding temperature range is di�erent to that 60 K < T < 150 K of the activated

MIL-53, [1,110] but this might be a consequence of the presence of NO in the gas phase or

di�erent characteristics of the samples with respect to defects or the particle size. [224,241]

It might be also possible that the NO gas adsorption on the lp phase triggers its trans-

formation to the np phase as the adsorption of CO2 does. [111] This might explain the

more e�ective lp to np turnover than it was observed for the temperature triggered lp to

np transition for the activated MIL-53(Al/Cr). [110] Indeed, the HYSCORE results of the

present thesis in chapter 4 indicate an NO adsorption in the middle of the narrow pore of

MIL-53(Al/Cr), inderacting with two opposite µ2-(OH) protons. This interaction might
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pull both µ2-(OH) groups toward each other as it was observed likewise for CO2 in MIL-

53(Cr) [260], shifting the lp to np transition temperature to higher values. However, both

triggers, the temperature and the NO gas adsorption, might a�ect the lp to np transfor-

mation simultaneously. Consequently, it must be admitted that the only detection of the

lp to np transition by Cr3+EPR does not allow for distinct conclusions about the kind of

phase, NO adsorbs primarily on.

For the present objective the observation of a line broadening of the lp phase Cr3+

EPR signal seems to be reasonable. This line broadening might indicate structural disorder

induced by the adsorption of NO, which seems reasonable for a �exible MOF material. It

might also indicate magnetic dipole-dipole interactions between the electron spins of the

Cr3+ ions and weakly physisorbed NO molecules. Both scenarios involve the adsorption of

NO on the lp phase, which is therefore strongly indicated by the observed broadening of

the lp phase Cr3+ signal. But on the other hand, one cannot fully exclude the possibility

that the observed line broadening results from structural disorder, which is determined

solely by the temperature. Although such a temperature triggered broadening e�ect was

not observed for the activated MIL-53(Al/Cr) material, the presence of NO in the sample

tube might modulate the temperature-dependent occurrence of structural disorder. One

concludes that the observed line broadening is an interesting e�ect and indicates most

probably the adsorption of NO on the lp phase. But further studies are necessary to

con�rm this conclusion, to work out in detail the origin of the observed line broadening

and to �gure out on what phase NO primarily adsorbs, if both lp and np phases are present.

As announced, this subsection ends with the discussion of the possibility that NO

adsorbs on the lp phase, prevents its transformation to the np phase at low temperatures

and leads to such large structural disorder that the Cr3+ EPR signal of the lp phase becomes

to broad for a detection by EPR. One can make this consideration short. If this possibility

would be true, one would expect similar signals of the lp phase during the heating period,

as one has observed during the cooling period at temperatures, where the NO adsorption

has happened. This is not the case. Signals of the lp phase were observed during the

heating period at higher temperatures than they were observed during the cooling period

(Figure D.1). At these temperatures the NO desorption was almost completed as proven

by NO gas EPR. This observation strongly indicates that NO does not desorb from the lp

phase and that the lp phase has transformed completely to the np phase during the cooling

period within the resolution of Cr3+ EPR. Thus, all conclusions, based on this assumption,

should hold.
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E Supplementary material for chapter four

This subsection collects HYSCORE spectra measured for sample Al-MIL-53 at T = 6

K at di�erent magnetic �eld positions. Each �gure comprises the whole EPR spectrum

and two enlargements, one of the signal of distant 27Al nuclei and one of the proton

signals. The Latin letter on the top right of each �gure corresponds to the respective

�eld position indicated in Figure 28. Sum projections are shown on the top and right. The

captions list the applied magnetic �eld and values for the time delay τ between the �rst two

pulses. Either two values τ1,2 or three values τ1,2,3 are given, meaning that the respective

HYSCORE spectrum is a sum of two or three HYSCORE spectra, each measured with the

respective τ = τ1,2,3 value.

Figure E.1: B = 346.8 mT, τ1 = 102 ns, τ2 = 136 ns

Figure E.2: B = 348.6 mT, τ1 = 102 ns, τ2 = 134 ns
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Figure E.3: B = 350.2 mT, τ1 = 94 ns, τ2 = 132 ns

Figure E.4: B = 356.0 mT, τ1 = 98 ns, τ2 = 132 ns

Figure E.5: B = 360.0 mT, τ1 = 98 ns, τ2 = 102 ns, τ3 = 136 ns

Figure E.6: B = 367.0 mT, τ1 = 96 ns, τ2 = 128 ns
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Figure E.7: B = 378.8 mT, τ1 = 94 ns, τ2 = 124 ns, τ3 = 130 ns

Figure E.8: B = 393.6 mT, τ1 = 90 ns, τ2 = 120 ns

Figure E.9: B = 398.8 mT, τ1 = 88 ns, τ2 = 118 ns

Figure E.10: B = 420.0 mT, τ1 = 84 ns, τ2 = 112 ns
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F Supplementary material for chapter �ve

F.1 HYSCORE spectra of sample Al-MIL-100

In this subsection HYSCORE spectra are collected that were measured at T = 6 K and

di�erent magnetic �eld positions. The Latin letter in the top left corner corresponds to the

respective �elds indicated in Figure 38a. Below each experimental HYSCORE spectrum the

respective simulated HYSCORE signal of species NO2a is shown in red. Sum projections

are shown on the top and right of each spectrum. The �gure captions listed the applied

magnetic �eld, the time delay τ between the �rst two pulses and the time increment ∆t if

it deviates from the value ∆t = 24.
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Figure F.1: B0 = 344.3 mT, τ = 130 ns

Figure F.2: B0 = 345.0 mT, τ = 102 ns
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Figure F.3: B0 = 348.0 mT, τ = 92 ns

Figure F.4: B0 = 348.0 mT, τ = 130 ns
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Figure F.5: B0 = 350.0 mT, τ = 92 ns

Figure F.6: B0 = 350.0 mT, τ = 92 ns. For simulations a 27Al nqi was assumed with
CQ = 5.53 MHz and η = 0.3. [201] Both values were assumed to be Gaussian distributed
with standard deviations ∆CQ = 1.1 MHz and ∆η = 0.06.
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F.1 HYSCORE spectra of sample Al-MIL-100

Figure F.7: B0 = 350.0 mT, τ = 128 ns

Figure F.8: B0 = 350.0 mT, τ = 128 ns. For simulations a 27Al nqi was assumed with
CQ = 5.53 MHz and η = 0.3. [201] Both values were assumed to be Gaussian distributed
with standard deviations ∆CQ = 1.1 MHz and ∆η = 0.06.
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Figure F.9: B0 = 357.0 mT, τ = 90 ns

Figure F.10: B0 = 357.0 mT, τ = 100 ns
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Figure F.11: B0 = 357.0 mT, τ = 126 ns

Figure F.12: B0 = 360.5 mT, τ = 126 ns
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Figure F.13: B0 = 362.0 mT, τ = 124 ns

Figure F.14: B0 = 364.0 mT, τ = 124 ns
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F.1 HYSCORE spectra of sample Al-MIL-100

Figure F.15: B0 = 366.0 mT, τ = 88 ns

Figure F.16: B0 = 366.0 mT, τ = 124 ns
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Figure F.17: B0 = 368.1 mT, τ = 122 ns, ∆t = 12 ns

Figure F.18: B0 = 368.2 mT, τ = 100 ns
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Figure F.19: B0 = 368.2 mT, τ = 122 ns

Figure F.20: B0 = 371.2 mT, τ = 122 ns
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Figure F.21: B0 = 374.1 mT, τ = 120 ns

Figure F.22: B0 = 378.0 mT, τ = 118 ns, ∆t = 12 ns
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Figure F.23: B0 = 380.0 mT, τ = 92 ns

Figure F.24: B0 = 380.0 mT, τ = 118 ns
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Figure F.25: HYSCORE spectra measured at T = 6 K at magnetic �eld positions and
with τ values as given on the top left of each sub�gure. They show the experimental (red)
and simulated (blue) signal of the distant 27Al nuclear species Al2c
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F.2 Details of the DFT calculations

F.2 Details of the DFT calculations and further calculated structural

and magnetic parameters

For all DFT calculations the ORCA 3.0.0 program package [317] was used. Cluster models

with spin multiplicity 1 where treated with the restricted Kohn-Sham formalism whereas

for those with spin multiplicity 2 the unrestricted Kohn-Sham formalism was applied. [317]

To obtain reasonable structures for the ML and M cluster models, �rst the corresponding

clusters without NO and H2O ligands were geometry optimized. Then, the H2O ligand was

added and the structures were optimized again. For this preliminary calculations di�erent

starting geometries for the OH- and H2O ligands were chosen and the structures were

optimized using the B3LYP functional [342,343] and the def2-TZVP [344,387] basis set. The

resulting structures with the smallest energy were selected as inputs for the clusters ML

and M, adding an NO molecule at the remaining CUS. In a next step, relaxed surface

scans were performed for both clusters ML and M, using the B3LYP functional. Here,

the dihedral angle ϕ between the plane containing the N, Al1 and Al2 atoms and the plain

containing the Al3+-N-O complex was constrained to di�erent values, covering the full circle

in steps ∆ϕ = 10°. For those scans the [Al3(µ3-O)(OOC)6]+ core and the OH-, H2O and

NO ligands were treated with the def2-TZVP basis set. All other atoms were treated with

the cheaper def2-SV(P) [344] basis set. The structures with ϕ = ϕmin, where the resulting

energies are smallest, were used for further geometry optimizations on B3LYP/def2-TZVP

and PBE0/def-TZVP [345�347] levels of theory, obtaining the �nal cluster models ML and

M. Both models of theory show a good performance for the calculation of interactions

energies between the [Al3(µ3-O)(OOC)6]+ core and various ligand molecules as published

by Mavrantonakis et al. [236]

In all calculations dispersion forces were included using Grimme's atom-pairwise dis-

persion correction with the Becke-Johnson damping. [388,389] The integration grid param-

eters were always set by the keywords Grid7 and NoFinalGrid. Except for the model

clusters with water but without NO and for the relaxed surface scans further parameters

IntAcc = 6.0 and AngularGrid = 7 were set. In all calculations the self-consistent �eld

method (SCF) convergence tolerance was set to an energy of ∆E = 1e − 8Eh by the

keyword TightSCF. The RI or RIJCOSX approximations were always applied for non-

hybrid or hybrid functions, respectively, to speed up the calculations. They comprise the

'resolution-of-the-identity' (RI) and 'chain-of-spheres exchange' (COSX). In all cases the

COSX integration grid was set with the keyword GridX9. Furthermore, the def2-SVP/J

and def2-TZVP/J auxiliary basis sets for the Coulomb �tting were always set explicitly,

when the def2-SV(P) or def2-TZVP basis sets were used.

Magnetic parameters like the g-tensor, the electric �eld gradient at the Al and N sites

as well as the Fermi-contact and dipolar contributions to the h� tensors of the 1H, 14N and
27Al nuclei were calculated for the ML model using the EPR/NMR module of the ORCA

3.0.0 package. Here, the IGLO-III [348] basis set was used for the next neighbored oxygens

of all Al atoms, for the whole NO molecule as well as for the oxygens of the OH- and H2O

ligands. The EPR-II [349] basis set was used for all other non-metallic atoms. For di�erent

calculations the di�erent basis sets aug-cc-pVTZ [350], aug-cc-pVTZ-J [350,390,391] and IGLO-
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Table F.1: Certain structural parameters of the OH- and H2O adsorption complexes of
the ML and M model clusters derived by DFT using the B3LYP or PBE0 functional.
The length rAl-OH is the distance between the Al3 atom and the oxygen of the OH- group,
whereas rH2O-Al is the distance between the Al2 atom and the oxygen of the water molecule.
The angles θAl-O-H and θH2-O-Al are the Al3-O-H bond angle of the OH- ligand and the
angle between the waters Al2-O bond and the averaged vector sum of both water O-H
bonds, respectively. The parameters ϕA-AlOH and ϕH2OAl-A are the angle between the
plane A containing all three Al atoms and the plane containing the Al3-OH complex as
well as the angle between the plane A and the plane, spanned by the Al2-O bond of the
water complex and the waters averaged sum of both water O-H bonds, respectively.

Parameter ML/B3LYP ML/PBE0 M/B3LYP M/PBE0
rAl-OH

(
Å
)

1.748 1.742 1.748 1.744
θAl-O-H (°) 117.54 116.83 115.98 115.16
ϕA-AlOH (°) 89.91 90.26 110.86 113.87
rH2O-Al

(
Å
)

2.068 2.046 2.053 2.039
θH2-O-Al (°) 119.87 118.25 115.79 114.39
ϕH2OAl-A (°) 1.66 1.26 6.23 9.27

III were used for the Al atoms. [242] Since the performance of di�erent functionals for the

calculation of the isotropic h� is discussed controversially in the literature, [231,233,242,362]

magnetic parameters were calculated with a variety of functionals including generalized gra-

dient correction GGA functionals (BP86, [353] OLYP, [356] PBE, [351,352] PW91, [357] PWP),

hybrid functionals (PBE0, B3LYP, O3LYP [355]), the meta-GGA functional TPSS [360] and

its hybrid version TPSSh. [360] In all cases, for the calculation of the spin-orbit-coupling

operator an accurate variant was chosen by the keyword SOMF(1X). The orbital contribu-

tion to the h� of the Al1 atom was always neglected since exemplary calculations showed

that it is less than 0.05 MHz.

For the calculation of the binding energy [236] the counterpoise correction of the basis

set superposition error [363] was considered. For the analysis of the calculated wave function

the program Chemissian version 4.43 was used.
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Table F.2: DFT derived h� and nqi parameters of all three 27Al nuclei of the cluster
model ML that are calculated with the B3LYP functional setting the basis set for the Al
atoms to either aug-cc-pVTZ, aug-cc-pVTZ-J or IGLO-III. The Euler angles describe the
orientation relative to the g-tensor.

aug-cc-pVTZ aug-cc-pVTZ-J IGLO-III
Parameter Al1 Al2 Al3 Al1 Al2 Al3 Al1 Al2 Al3
aiso (MHz) 21.67 0.08 0.12 23.81 0.08 0.13 23.71 0.07 0.13
T (MHz) 3.59 0.13 0.13 3.61 0.13 0.13 3.62 0.13 0.13

ρ 0.029 0.002 0.002 0.030 0.001 0.002 0.030 0.001 0.002
αh� (°) 89.22 93.91 87.34 89.24 93.93 87.38 89.28 93.96 87.38
βh� (°) 47.95 29.34 62.62 47.96 29.42 62.68 47.97 29.40 62.68
γh� (°) 89.71 86.63 85.71 89.22 84.99 86.23 89.43 84.63 86.37

CQ (MHz) 4.28 2.08 -20.56 2.80 1.40 -19.36 2.96 1.52 -18.84
η 0.326 0.181 0.047 0.104 0.399 0.051 0.204 0.301 0.062

αnqi (°) 95.56 -106.7 85.36 83.83 -106.2 85.72 93.96 -106.6 85.68
βnqi (°) 73.00 35.47 110.40 90.14 41.95 110.57 29.40 37.98 110.56
γnqi (°) 85.77 -156.9 79.35 101.53 -165.2 82.32 84.32 -162.9 82.76
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